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1 Introduction 
Software reuse has been an active research field since the beginning of modern computer 
sciences, which maintained its interest throughout several decades to date. Newly appearing 
programming languages or paradigms fundamentally imply the question of how to provide 
them with mechanisms for better reusability of produced code. Therefore, those new 
approaches either make use of earlier proven reuse concepts or explore novel ways with at 
least rudimental adoption of previous reuse mechanisms. During the evolution of reuse 
concepts, code fragment encapsulation outstandingly emerged as a key characteristic to a 
successful reuse. As a consequence, recent programming technologies and platforms come 
along with various mechanisms for encapsulating code into very different types of reusable 
artifacts, mainly varying with regard to their purpose. Nowadays, a diffuse number of artifact 
production and distribution technologies exists, availing themselves of a pool of different 
reuse mechanisms and concepts. Thus, the software reuse domain has been turning more 
and more complex.  
Despite this complexity and the diversity of artifacts and associated technologies, the fact 
that the same founding ideas are behind all of them, holds the a priori statement that 
relevant criteria might be identifiable to encompass communalities between all artifacts, and 
eventually conduct to classifications. The importance of classification for any knowledge 
domain is undeniable, providing a reference framework that allows attaching, study and 
developing it appropriately and systematically. 
Nevertheless, there are just a few studies available today that propose those types of criteria 
in order to ordinate and classify the reusable artifacts domain, and none of them is up-to-
date. Even more, not all of them followed a rigorous scientific procedure to obtain their result, 
which is an ill that all too often affects software engineering research. Scientific approaches 
to those issues are essential to consolidate theories, concepts, methods, and to scientifically 
prove sometimes already known or broadly accepted knowledge of software engineering, 
that frequently lacks a scientifically well foundation. 
Thus, we believe there is a growing necessity to attend this task and pretend to do so by 
contributing with this work. Due to the amplitude of this domain it is impossible to treat it at 
large within the limited scope of this thesis. Therefore the author concentrates on the 
analysis of a specific aspect of reusable artifacts, namely the technological base that 
supports them. This subject has been chosen intentionally as the technological support is a 
fundamental element without which reuse would not be able to exist as a systematic activity, 
making its real application impossible. Furthermore, it is an aspect that is relatively objective, 
what permits developing classification criteria and dimensions that are directly useful and 
applicable. We also believe that such a first step is important to create a base to following 
works that attempt to analyze, classify and ordinate other fundamental aspects of software 
reuse. 
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To meet our demand for a scientifically rigorous and sound methodology, a qualitative, 
secondary research approach has been adopted. The selection of bibliographic entries as 
principal primary research data followed a diligent approach which largely bases on 
systematic review principles in combination with practices from qualitative research. The 
subsequent iterative extraction of research samples and codes from the primary data and 
the successive synthesis of those extractions were inspired in great parts by Grounded 
Theory.  
The content of this thesis is structured as follows: The following chapter 2.2 Reusable 
Software Artifacts describes the theoretical framework consisting of three pillars that 
support this thesis. The first pillar treats the main subjects, software reuse in general and 
reusable software artifacts in more detail. This description results from early iterations of the 
applied review methodology exposing the state of the art and main characteristics of 
reusable artifacts, which served in the end to identify the dimensions of the final 
classification. The second pillar describes the state of the art of classifications and its 
significance in both science and software engineering. Since classifications represent a 
structured summary correlating existing entities from a specific perspective, they also serve 
to a certain degree as a type of scientific theory. Thus, the third pillar analyzes the role and 
weight of science in “software engineering science” with a special focus on use and maturity 
of theories. It provides arguments and measures that serve to defend and evaluate the 
importance of classification works like this thesis to improve the common understanding of a 
principal investigation subjects. 
Chapter 3 Questions and Objectives shortly describes the principal question and objective 
of this thesis that partly results from the analysis of the state of the art of the previous 
chapter. 
Chapter 4 Methodological Approach describes the origins of the applied methodology and 
its applications in the context of modern software engineering investigations, defends its 
level of scientific rigorousity and specifies the single methodology phases as they were 
executed along the research process of this thesis, including the preparatory Review 
Protocol which lists the initial assumptions and requirements set at the beginning of the 
process conduction. 
Chapter 5 Final Grounded Classification: Dimensions of Reusable Software Artifact 
presents the final classification as result of the application of the methodology described in 
the previous chapter. It is divided into three principal orthogonal dimensions, contract, 
independence and composition, each one explaining different level of their main 
characteristics. Every level is described by its distinguishing factor followed by multiples 
examples which were identified along the literature review task. 
Chapter 6 Discussion discusses the result, mainly by means of qualitative evaluation 
criteria taken from chapter 2 Theoretical Framework.  
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Final chapter 7 Summary and Future Work gives a summary of the achieved results and 
depicts some potential paths to deepen this research project in the future. 
2 Theoretical Framework  
According to our aims, software reuse, software artifacts, classification theory and the 
scientific underpinnings of software engineering are the fundamental concepts that build the 
theoretical framework of this work.  
Regarding to the field of software reuse, the focus of this work is narrowed exclusively to the 
technological base and, consequently, to artifact reuse. Artifacts are an important means to 
realize reuse. Within the scope of a bibliographical revision of reuse and artifacts, special 
attention must be paid to the extraction and application of an accepted and consistent 
vocabulary, a fortiori, as this work intends to contribute to a clarification of the actual state of 
this field.  
Classification is a recognized and appropriate means to not only dissociate similar terms 
from each other but to furthermore disclose their implicit relations. The structuring of 
information by classifications is a common, conscious process across all scientific subjects 
to formulate a basic thesaurus.  
Theory of science discusses the aims and methods that make scientifically achieved 
knowledge different from other kinds of knowledge. Despite the fact, that computer science 
in general and even software engineering are more frequently denominated as „sciences‟, it 
is important to show, how those disciplines are placed in the scientific landscape. One 
specific question necessary to answer (not exclusively) for this research work: how has the 
exposed knowledge been generated?   
This theoretical framework presents the current state of concepts of software reuse, 
classification and theory of science in software engineering in more detail, including clear 
definitions of relevant terms. 
2.1 Software Reuse  
Reuse is a natural activity inherent to progress. Humans tend to recall earlier, similar 
experiences and revert to a solution that turned out helpful in the past when they face a new 
challenge, trying to adapt this solution to solve the open problem. Considering systematic 
reuse as a well proven, rapid and easy technique for problem solving which already 
demonstrated its efficiency in other scientific disciplines, it became one of the earliest 
research fields of software engineering. But soon, reuse showed to be more elusive and 
difficult to adapt to software than it was in other disciplines. Therefore software reuse 
remains an active research trend since decades. In the following, a brief review of the 
evolution and the state of the art of software reuse are exposed to understand the principal 
role of reusable artifacts in software reuse.  
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2.1.1 Software Reuse Evolution  
There is a large consensus on setting the work of McIlroy about the idea of software 
components [McIlroy 1968] from 1968 as the initial milestone of software reuse. The demand 
for a structured process of software engineering came up in the 1960ies as a potential 
solution for the growing problem of uncontrollable software projects. Due to the 
improvements in hardware and software development, projects rapidly grew in size and 
complexity. Suddenly, the numbers of team members in one software projects increased 
from five to more than twenty and sometimes even hundreds of developers. Conventional 
ad-hoc programming did not comply with the need for rapid development of complex and 
high-quality applications.  
As of the most promising concepts to gain control over the development process has ever 
since been code reuse. Reuse of existing software or parts of it can reduce the development 
from the scratch, lead to a faster solution, lower the time to ship and improve the 
productivity. Furthermore, reuse of well proven software artifacts may guarantee a constant 
level of quality in successive projects. The term quality in the software development domain 
subsumes multiples factors, such as functionality, reliability, maturity, usability, efficiency, 
portability and maintainability (including consistency, self-descriptiveness, simplicity, 
modularity, testability and independence) [Karlsson 1995; ISO/IEC 2001]. 
To reach those improvements, software engineering has often been compared with 
„hardware‟ engineering. Since the industrialization area and Henry Ford‟s assembly line 
production [Thomas 2007], we know that reuse of production parts in machine engineering 
can provide high economic benefits. In this domain, reuse already constitutes a core concept 
of the engineering process.   
Following this model, and as an answer to the software crisis in the late 1960ies, McIlroy‟s 
proposed software composition as a formal reuse process [McIlroy 1968]. He propagated the 
idea of mass production of software components, just like in the case of car engineering, as 
important to guarantee the previously mentioned success factors expected from reuse. 
According to his idea, two elements should form the pillars of software reuse: unchangeable 
blackbox components with clear interfaces for composition, and large libraries containing 
standardized components. With his foundational essay he initiated a movement in research 
and industry towards structured programming on technological level. Biggerstaff and Perlis 
[Biggerstaff and Perlis 1989b] and Schäfer et al. [Schäfer et al. 1994] provide a good 
summary about what Almeida et al. [Almeida et al. 2007] call the era of initial ideas of 
software reuse that reached from those first works around 1968 to the mid or late 1990ies.  
Basing on McIlroy‟s idea of reusable software artifacts at the core of software reuse, different 
paradigms occurred during the next decades. To the time when McIlroy published his idea, 
Fortran and Algol subroutines were the most reusable artifact-alike concepts. They served 
him provisionally to illustrate his idea. Subroutines allowed already for procedural 
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programming, that is, encapsulating code into subsets and call them from various connection 
points. But the ability to hide code from the developer, a concept known as information 
hiding made popular by Parnas [Parnas 1972] was still absent in those languages.  
With McIlroy‟s proposal in mind and the increasing demand for avoiding spaghetti code 
caused by intense use of goto-instructions, the concept of modules was firstly supported by 
programming languages in the 1970ies. It was partly implemented in Pascal, allowing for 
function and procedure nesting, and with some delay, in Modula and Ada in the beginnings 
of 1980ies. In both latter languages it was even possible to pre-compile code artifacts and to 
create packages that worked as reusable blackboxes.  
About this time, with the technological advances in hardware and programming languages, 
and the implicit growth of programming systems and development teams, proposals turned 
up to provide a more holistic approach on software planning. Structured design became a 
first popular, more methodological approach that made use of subprograms on the 
technological level in order to allow for stepwise refinement of software systems [Dahl et al. 
1972; Yourdon and Constantine 1979]. The lifecycle concept took place with analysis, design 
and implementation phases, and different responsibilities for team members, enabling thus a 
better control of every step within the development process. Of course, the modularization of 
the development remained an important aspect in those methodologies, thus strengthening 
the relevance of software artifacts within the development process. 
Parallel with the spreading of software development processes, newer technology paradigms 
emerged that explicitly included mechanisms for better reuse support. In the early 1980ies, 
ten years after the development of the first object oriented programming language Simula 
[Dahl and Nygaard 1966] that only had modest success principally in Europe, Smalltalk 
[Goldberg and Robson 1983] helped the object oriented programming paradigm to reach a 
greater recognition. The paradigm offered large advantages in code reuse providing 
mechanisms for code encapsulation, instantiation, inheritance and subclassing. Smalltalk 
was just one part of the ambitious Dynabook project from Xerox PARC with the aim to 
design visual systems. It also included the model-view-controller concept for graphical 
applications development. The Dynabook team was aware of the need for a whole 
development environment to provide the developer with coherent facets like concepts, 
languages and tools. The Xerox project was exemplary for the change of paradigm at these 
times, from technologically centered development to a broader view, where structural and 
other organizational factors gained higher influence.  
At that time, two implicit key questions helped to broaden the focus on reuse research: What 
to reuse? And When to reuse?  
The first question pointed at the type of artifacts. The focus on pure technology was 
extended to more holistic concepts that widened also the meaning of a reusable software 
asset from code artifacts to other software development products like domain knowledge, 
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development experience, design decisions, architectural structures, requirements, designs, 
documentation, etc. [Horowitz and Munson 1984; Biggerstaff and Perlis 1989b]. In this 
sense, Krueger [Krueger 1992] proposed a taxonomy that sorts eight different types of reuse 
assets. 
Soon it turned out that generating truly reusable assets requires its own engineering method 
with a domain analysis [Prieto-Díaz; Neighbors 1980, 1992] as initial step. This process is 
referred to as domain engineering or software engineering for reuse. Domain engineering in 
general, and domain analysis in particular, have been recognized as essential to obtain 
systematic, scalable, and provably beneficial software reuse [Mili et al. 1995]. 
The question of when to reuse aims at the software engineering phases where artifacts 
could be deployed. Artifacts were tried to be integrated within the software engineering 
lifecycle to achieve the often stated “order of magnitude” shift required to reach a more 
effective, cheaper and faster time to market software development. This process is called 
software engineering with reuse or just application engineering. 
Since reuse was still considered as the most promising concept for development 
improvement, the attempts to merge either software engineering for reuse or software 
engineering with reuse with the whole process of software engineering led to research on 
reuse based software engineering processes targeting efficient unifying solutions [Koltun and 
Hudson 1991]. A considerable amount of positive findings resulted not only from scientific 
research but also from industrial projects in the United States, Japan and Europe. Some of 
those software reuse initiatives and industrial reports are STARS [1983], Eureka Software 
Factory [Fernström 1991], ESPRIT [Campbell 1989], REBOOT (phase 2 of ESPRIT) [Sindre 
et al. 1995], KOTEF, ESAPS and CAFÉ [van der Linden 2002b, 2002a], DARE [Frakes et al. 
1998], FORM [Kang et al. 1998] (an extension of FODA [Kang et al. 1990]), KobrA [Atkinson 
et al. 2000], ISWRIC [Kuflik 2002], Philips Koala Project [van Ommering et al. 2000]. 
Results from those research works are well-known outcomes like component-based software 
engineering, product-line engineering, Commercial Off-the-shelf software (COTS) and 
service oriented architecture (SOA). All of those engineering approaches are provided with 
some modeling languages lifecycles, architectures, design patterns and tools that support 
the development process of very large software project. Anyway, more than thirty years after 
McIlroy‟s idea of component based mass production of software systems, the central 
elements of those recent technologies are still blackbox artifacts.  
Summaries and reports on milestone inventions that appeared along the succeeding and 
ongoing mature era of software reuse are regularly published in proceedings of influential 
conferences such as Lecture Notes in Computer Science [Frakes 2000; Gacek 2002; Bosch 
and Krueger 2004] and in numerous books. Their extensiveness and acceptance in the 
software engineering community indicate the transition of reuse from an experimental field to 
a grown-up research area. In this sense, [Mili 2002] and [Almeida et al. 2007] are the most 
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cited publications amongst other comprehensive surveys like [Reifer 1997; Sametinger 1997; 
Jacobson et al. 1998; Ezran et al. 2002]. 
Anyway, as early as in 1994, Schäfer [Schäfer et al. 1994] stated two problems that, then as 
now, hinder software reuse, preventing it from being a widely used practice, comparable to 
reuse in other engineering disciplines. The first problem is the flexibility of software what 
makes excessively easy the adaption of existing code, while hardware is more difficult to 
modify and engineers tend to reuse existing parts as they are. The second problem is the 
identification of reusable software artifacts, as unlike in hardware there are no global 
catalogs available that list all available artifacts. After intense investigation [Mili et al. 1998] 
the concept of cataloging turned out to be a very complex topic, and harder than expected to 
find a global solution. Despite some important results that have been made, library design 
and artifact search and retrieval remain open issues and are still subject of ongoing 
investigations, especially with regard to components and web services [Burégio et al. 2007; 
Veras et al. 2007; Burégio et al. 2008; Yao et al. 2008].  
2.1.2 Software Reuse Characterization 
As seen in the historical survey above, the focus on software reuse and its facets has 
advanced expansively during the last decades, leaving room for different definitions of the 
reuse concepts. In this section, we systematically characterize software reuse in the light of 
this evolution to specify it as clearly as possible within the framework of this work. 
The evolution of reuse definition reflects the continuous change and expansion of this area, 
caused by the increasing amount of influencing factors that need to be considered. Software 
reuse was related with a growing number of development process phases like requirements 
analysis, domain analysis design phase, implementation, testing, etc. Researcher regularly 
took advantage of inventions, principles and ideas from related and different scientific areas 
and applied them to reuse. Classification schemes from library science, patterns from 
architectural design, technologies for distributed computing from communication engineering 
or parallel computing from hardware engineering are just some examples. 
Therefore, the concept of software reuse and related ones have been widely discussed over 
the last decades and, even if the terms may differ in details, a general consensus can be 
extracted. As mentioned, several recognized, convincing and adequate definitions of 
software reuse already exist. Among them, Krueger‟s definition is one of the most cited 
[Sametinger 1997; Almeida et al. 2007]. In [Krueger 1992] he presents the following 
definition that derivates from discussions on reuse held in 1968:  
“Reuse (is) the process of creating software systems from existing software 
rather than building software systems from scratch.”  
Due to its generality, the definition retained its value over the years. It describes reuse by 
means of reuse activity, subject and motivation. The concept of software reuse is kept 
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universal, a probable reason for its broad acceptance. This definition introduced Krueger‟s 
survey of different approaches to reuse. Because reusable items of very different types were 
the subject of his investigation, he had to find a definition that embraced all of them.  
A former definition of reusability, a reuse-related concept was proposed by Wegner [Wegner 
1984]. He presented his personal perspective on reuse, recognizing that just as the Eskimo 
has many words for snow, we have many words for reusability. He states that reusability 
provides a single metric for examining a variety of software activities, namely software 
components, programming in the large and knowledge engineering. For Wegner those three 
activities are elementary facilitators needed for enhancing the productivity in building better 
software systems. Wegner has already a comprehensive view on software reuse as he 
considers reusability as a metric and mentions concrete activities. Comparing Wegner‟s first 
statement with the following definitions, the difference and commonalty of both terms 
reusability and reuse become clear. What in literature sometimes appear as synonyms differ 
in that reusability describes a grade of potential to use something repetitively, whereas reuse 
is, in very general, the activity of using something repetitively. Subsequent reuse definitions 
were aware of the expansibility of the terms reuse and reusability. They generally agree in 
their level of abstraction and broadness. For example, Basili and Rombach defined software 
reuse as:  
“(…) the use of everything associated with a software project, including 
knowledge.” [Basili and Rombach 1990].  
This definition is similar to that of Krueger in its comprehensiveness but omits mentioning the 
process and the final product. What Krueger calls existing software, is divided by Frakes and 
Isoda into engineering knowledge and artifacts:  
“Software reuse is defined as the use of engineering knowledge or artifacts from 
existing systems to build new ones.” [Frakes and Isoda 1994]. 
The explicit differentiation between artifacts and knowledge is due to the special focus on 
capturing expert‟s experience that appeared as novelty in the reuse domain in the late 
1980ies. Most recently, Frakes and Kang clarify again the difference between reuse and 
reusability. For them, reusability is a property of a software artifact that indicates its 
probability of reuse [Frakes and Kang 2005]. In their definition of reuse they chose a classic 
formulation, considering it as the use of existing software or software knowledge to construct 
new software. Here again, knowledge is mentioned, beside software, as a possible reusable 
entity. Knowledge tends more towards a classification of abstract assets such as design, 
architecture or procedure pattern. Only if the knowledge is reused as implementation within 
an artifact, it could be considered as technologically supported, although in this case it loses 
its abstract character through the concrete implementation.  
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Mili  et al. [Mili 2002] opted for a more extensive definition of reuse:  
“Software reuse is the process whereby an organization defines a set of 
systematic operating procedures to specify, produce, classify, retrieve, and 
adapt software artifacts for the purpose of using them in its development 
activities.”  
Beside the underlying process, they mention explicitly its particular phases that indirectly 
point at the importance of artifact storage, and also the independent role of an executor, 
which is the organization. The organization chooses the adequate procedures what implies 
that there is not one right way to realize reuse but a repertory of possibilities and each 
development project demands for specific adjustments.   
To sum up, a common definition of software reuse consists of following elements: the 
activity, the subject (organization), the object (artifact or knowledge), and the result (a new 
artifact or whole system).  
Furthermore the way towards the result is an important issue that is often mentioned as 
essential for successful reuse. In this regard, ad-hoc reuse is not promising. To guarantee 
real benefit, reuse must rather be carried out by means of a systematic strategy, using some 
specific approach for different phases of the development process, and supported by the 
organizational strategy. Rothenberger et al. show that not all reuse strategies provide the 
same likelihood of success. They say that an organization will only obtain the full benefit of 
reuse if a formal reuse program is employed and subject to quality control through formal 
planning and continuous improvement [Rothenberger et al. 2003].  
Along this research, the author of this thesis has taken those definitions and its elements into 
account. Especially the separation of engineering artifacts and knowledge is a central aspect 
in this work, as reusable software artifacts are only those reusable parts which are 
computationally executable by means of some underlying technological support. Thus, the 
next section clarifies the dividing line to make a clear separation between what to include 
into the focus of this work and what remains apart.  
2.1.3 Technological and Non-Technological Issues 
The reuse definitions reviewed before show that reuse is a very broad field of investigation 
with a considerable number of influencing factors. In this section we try to identify the most 
important elements, separating the technological from the non-technological issues. This 
distinction is important to clearly demarcate the scope of this work, which is centered on 
technological issues, as previously pointed out. 
In his influencing work, Sametinger [Sametinger 1997] already distinguish between two types 
of reuse issues, technical and non-technical. Technical issues include those facets that are 
described by Prieto-Díaz [Prieto-Díaz 1993], namely substance or essence of the reused 
item, scope or extend (within or across application or domain boundaries), used technique or 
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approach (bottom-up composition or top-down generation), intention (blackbox as-is or 
whitebox modified) and product (code, design, specification, etc). Non-technical issues are 
legal, economic, organizational and measurement issues. 
Almeida et al. identify a total of thirteen reuse facilitators, including technical and non-
technical aspects [Almeida et al. 2007]: business strategy, common architecture, 
components, design for reuse, economics, education, human factors, incentives, planning, 
management, measurement, reuse process, training. They additionally mention formal 
processes, legal issues and repositories as probable facilitators that need more research. 
Similarly, Frakes and Kang [Frakes and Kang 2005], by surveying longtime reuse scientists 
and practitioners, identified the following core areas that constitute software reuse research: 
business and finance, measurement and experimentation, componentry, domain or product-
line engineering, design, programming languages, libraries, architecture, generative 
methods, reliability and safety. 
Recently, Shiva and Shala [Shiva and Shala 2007] considered reuse metrics and economics 
(cost productivity model, return on investment, maturity assessment, failure modes and 
reusability assessment) and software reuse approaches (CBSE, architecture based software 
reuse, and domain engineering and SPL) as important aspects of software reuse research 
today. 
Table 1: Reusable Elements 
Reuse 
Elements 
Technological view Non-technological view 
Reuse 
artifacts 
(Code) artifacts Knowledge (design, architecture) 
Libraries 
Search & retrieval 
mechanisms, 
packaging mechanisms 
Structuring, classification scheme 
Reuse 
support 
Platforms, development 
tools, programming 
languages and 
paradigms 
Reuse Process; Specification languages, 
formal methods, domain analysis, product 
line engineering processes, application 
engineering processes, application 
generation 
Organizational 
elements 
- Team structure, skills, education, support 
service, human factors 
Managerial 
elements 
- Measurement, metrics; economic issues, 
costs, ROI; legal issues 
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Although terms and categories throughout these proposals of reuse-related issues sound 
similar, it results difficult to find one universal classification. This is due to the fact that facets 
are strongly interrelated and possible classifications always depend on a taken perspective. 
Nevertheless, a coarse classification that includes most basic elements might consist of the 
following base categories: reuse artifacts, libraries, reuse support (methodological and 
technological), and organizational and managerial elements. 
Those influencing factors can be viewed from a horizontal perspective that divides them into 
technical and non-technical aspects. Table 1: Reusable shows this separation of the 
essential reuse issues and elements. 
As we specify further on in the objectives and in the following subchapters, the main scope 
of this work is the technological view and the reusable artifacts. This table is of special 
interest, not just for the reader to understand how this work classifies the reuse domain and 
where the focus of this work is set, but also for the author himself and his conducted 
research process. 
Specifically, this classification helps to organize identified literature more effectively and to 
decide whether it should be included or not into the documental review. Chapter 4 
Methodological Approach explains in more detail how these criteria are applied. 
2.2 Reusable Software Artifacts  
In the general picture of software reuse presented above, reusable software artifacts 
repeatedly appeared as a central subject. In the following, a more detailed description of 
reusable software artifacts is given. This description is crucial for the posterior literature 
identification process. The semantic means used to identify the relevant literature that finally 
serves as the main research data must consist of a careful and precise definition of terms. 
Otherwise, the research risks to miss important data or conducts into a misleading direction 
what could both result in imprecise, biased findings.  
Furthermore, this description will provide the necessary information to correctly enshrine and 
understand the research work and its results. It thus serves to record the research origin and 
guarantees the transparency, repeatability and consequently the scientific willingness of the 
whole process.  
Different from the more or less homogeneous definition of the term reuse, the definition of 
reusable items depends more on the chosen perspective. Reuse always implies some object 
that is feasible and worth to be reused. A precise definition of those reusable objects is 
complex owing to the bulk of related research work available. Along the period of several 
decades the reuse research community created different shapes of reusable items varying in 
context and level of abstraction.  
Nevertheless, as reuse implies a systematic approach to be considered as such, the 
technological support is an essential feature. Same as software engineering in general, 
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reuse support can be granted through technology and methodology. Though it is commonly 
accepted that well adapted reuse starts at an early stages of the development process and 
that design reuse is thus highly efficient, reuse on technological level is still elementary to 
support higher level reuse in a systematic way. Therefore reuse on technological level 
remains until today one of the most relevant research and development trends in software 
engineering. That is one reason why this work focuses exclusively on the technological 
support point of view, and thus considers only constructs from the concrete, technological 
level as reusable artifacts.  
However, a comprehensive review on software reuse and reusable artifacts also needs to 
briefly address methodological concepts, as sometimes distinction between both aspects are 
blurred.  
Furthermore, referring to conceptualization, it has to be considered that several notions like 
component or object, which are employed to refer to reusable pieces of software, are already 
associated with a specific meaning. Also, some existing technologies implement different 
types of artifacts like classes or packages and implicitly or explicitly provide a definition and a 
set of their characteristics.  
As reusable software entities can be the result of every engineering process lifecycle phase 
and on every level of abstraction, the term asset is mostly used as a generic term for every 
reusable item throughout all abstract levels, from code to knowledge reuse. Therefore in this 
work we choose the term artifact to designate reusable items on the technological level. 
Artifacts are for example subprograms, modules, libraries, classes, components, web 
services and further code-based implementations that provide some kind of functionality. In 
contrast, non-technical assets can be design models or patterns, architectural designs, 
domain analysis results, requirement specifications, or documentation.  
2.2.1 Characterization of Reusable Software Artifacts  
In this section a survey of some existing definitions of reusable artifacts is presented, to 
finally lead to a proper characterization of a reusable software artifact in the framework of 
this work. 
At the beginning of academic reuse investigations there was a disagreement of what really 
represents an asset – programs, specifications, documentations, tools, etc. –, reflecting the 
unclear understanding of what should be the central unit of reuse. 
The following three definitions from the early 1980ies of artifacts, i.e. modules and 
components, do not yet provide much information about typical characteristics that inherits 
an artifact. Anyway, they already give example for which software engineering element could 
possibly be considered a reusable artifact.  
 “A module is a work assignment for a programmer or programmer team. Each 
module consists of a group of closely related programs.”  [Parnas et al. 1984]  
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“Simply stated, software reuse is using existing software artifacts during the 
construction of a new software system. The types of artifact that can be reused 
are not limited to source code fragments but rather may include design 
structures, specifications, documentation, transformations, and so on.” 
[Freeman 1983]  
 
“If we expand the notion of components to include software tools, then the 
contribution of reusable components to software productivity becomes much 
greater. Compilers, loaders, and debuggers are constantly reused during both 
program development and program execution. Reusability of application-
independent tools contributes more to software productivity than reusability of 
application-dependent software components.”  [Wegner 1984] 
With the time passing, the focus became clearer and definitions were not limited to give 
examples of what might be considered an artifact but they contained also indispensable 
characteristics of artifacts. This is especially the case for the concept of components which 
arose since the second half of the 1990ies, as shown in the following definitions that 
represent a selection of some of the most accepted ones:  
“A reusable software component is a logically, cohesive, loosely coupled module 
that denotes a single abstraction.” [Booch 1987] 
 
 “Reusable software components are self-contained, clearly identifiable artifacts 
that describe and/or perform specific functions and have clear interfaces, 
appropriate documentation and a defined reuse status.” [Sametinger 1997]  
 
 “Component (in code) – A coherent package of software implementation that (a) 
can be independently developed and delivered (b) has explicit and well-
specified interfaces for the service it delivers, (c) has explicit and well-specified 
interfaces for the service it requires from others, and (d) can be composed with 
other components, perhaps customizing some of their properties, without 
modifying the components itselves.” [D'Souza and Wills 1999] 
 
“A software component is a software element that conforms to a component 
model and can be independently deployed and composed without modification 
according to a composition standard.” [Heineman and Councill 2001] 
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“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified 
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be 
deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.” 
[Szyperski et al. 2003]  
 
“Executable cost and source code will be referred to as software components or 
simply components. The essence of a piece of executable code is the function 
that it computes; executable code is typically represented in machine readable 
form, and is indexed by means of its functional properties. Source code 
additionally embodies structural information; source code can be viewed as 
problem-solving knowledge. Source code is, of course, represented by 
programming languages, and can be indexed by means of its structural, as well 
as functional properties.” [Mili 2002] 
  
“A component is first, and foremost, a reusable asset. As such, it is no different 
from other assets, and it should be well documented (…), cohesive (…), 
independent (low coupling …), useful (…), certified (…). However, because of 
its form (executable, binary), and its usage mode (blackbox reuse), a 
component should also satisfy the following properties: Composable (…), 
Having well-defined interfaces (…), Conformant to a Component Model (…), 
Secure (…).” [Mili 2002] 
Some authors have recently proposed more ambitious definitions. For example 
Messerschmitt goes beyond the definition of a component as an instance of a knowledge or 
technical artifact. Instead he sees future components as assemblies of hardware, software 
and knowledge. 
“The system component, which incorporates hardware, software, and oftentimes 
even human process or organizational elements, whatever is necessary to 
achieve a coherent body of functionality, is the appropriate perspective today”, 
“The component is a more ambitious form of modularity”, “A component is a 
module, but its design seeks the more ambitious goal of opportunistic 
composition with other components, even where the components were not 
designed with specific knowledge of one another. Modules are designed for a 
specific use in the context of a set of other modules visible to the designer, and 
components are designed instead for multiple uses including unanticipated 
ones.” [Messerschmitt 2007]  
The term used to describe an abstract software product varies depending on the time and 
type of content and implementation. Today, most authors follow the definitions of Szyperski 
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or CBSE and use the term component. Asset is frequently the term of choice if it aims at a 
more comprehensive definition like knowledge. Module is used when the author refers to 
modular programming languages, and classes or object are reserved for the object-oriented 
domain. Service is used in a more functional sense and mainly related with web-
technologies. Sometimes, terms like building blocks or bricks can be found absenting any 
determined meaning. For a better overview, in this work the term artifact will be used as 
substitute for all above mentioned ones, thus embracing them all. 
In the table 2, all characteristics mentioned in the surveyed definitions are listed and 
assigned to each author. 
Table 2: Characteristics Extracted from Software Artifact Definitions 
 
Booch Sametinger D’Souza Szyperski CBSE Mili 
Interface 
 X X X  X 
Independence/ 
Low coupling 
X  X X X X 
Abstraction 
X      
Functionality 
 X    X 
Information 
Hiding/Blackbox 
     X 
Composition 
X  X X X X 
Self-containing/ 
Cohesion 
X X X   X 
Documentation 
 X X   X 
Reuse status 
 X     
Customization/ 
Adaption 
  X    
Model/Platform- 
conform 
    X X 
 
According to the mentioned definitions and to other recognized reuse experts the main terms 
that define a reusable artifact are information hiding, abstraction, interface based publication, 
modularity and composition. Those characteristics have also been discussed in other 
contribution works on reuse. Biggerstaff and Perlis combined them in their 1989 Software 
Reusability publication [Biggerstaff and Perlis 1989a]. In the following, some further 
definitions regarding those characteristics are shortly exposed. 
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Information Hiding 
Information hiding or blackbox reuse approach was the main concern of McIlroy. His demand 
of providing artifacts as blackboxes stemmed from the artifacts requirement to be reliable 
and provided by a family of routines that represents varieties of a basic functionality. Parnas 
concretized the use of blackboxes in 1972, when he described a more efficient process for 
system modularization based on a listing of challenging design decisions. Until then, a 
system was still modularizable on base of singular, consecutive process steps using 
flowcharts. For Parnas, dividing a system according to design decisions that are likely to 
change or especially complex resulted to be more effective. Parnas mentioned information 
hiding as a principal criterion to decompose a software system into modules, as each 
module should hide design decisions from the user [Parnas 1972]. 
Although he doesn‟t state better reusability as a main benefit of modularization, for Parnas, 
hiding information is a common means to make a module more flexible and observably 
reusable.  
For Prieto-Díaz [Prieto-Díaz 1993], blackbox reuse is the reuse of software components 
without any modification. Prieto-Díaz further says that reusable components need to be 
packaged and their interactions defined by means of standard interfaces. Consequently, 
blackboxes allow easier modification of their content by the original provider whereas they 
inhibit modifications by a third party. According to Prieto-Díaz, this leads to a better quality 
and reliability, additional benefits to those mentioned by Parnas like flexibility, 
comprehensibility and manageability. Mili specifies the hidden information as design or 
implementation details that the user does not need to know [Mili 2002]. For Mili, in blackbox 
reuse, the retrieval assets are integrated into host systems verbatim, without any 
modification. The user does not need to know about the design or implementation of the 
asset – just about its function and invocation protocols. He further considers as blackbox 
reuse instances where the user needs to set some parameters as part of the invocation 
protocols. They refer to this adaption activity as instantiation.  
Same as Prieto-Díaz, Mili mentions that blackboxes not only hides information, but provides 
relevant interaction information about function and invocation protocols for the user. 
Furthermore, whitebox reuse is not a reuse alternative and must be avoided at all costs 
because asset modification poses a serious challenge to the key rationale of software reuse, 
as it constitutes a threat of losing program quality and programmer productivity. “Generally 
speaking, blackbox reuse occurs less often but produces greater benefits, whereas whitebox 
reuse occurs more often but has smaller benefit margins.” [Mili 2002] 
Even if widely accepted, there are drawbacks of blackboxes or information hiding, like higher 
efforts and costs that result from the preparation of a blackbox, but it is supposed that those 
costs are later neutralized by the implicit advantages of reuse. Neighbors [Neighbors 1992, 
1994] describes problems that occur during the design of a library for blackboxes, especially 
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the problems of classification, describing what each part in the library does, and the problem 
of search, i.e. how to find parts in the library that address a specific problem. Nevertheless, 
the alternative solution, which is whitebox reuse, is broadly refused due to additional 
problems of structural specification, i.e. of how each part in the library works, and the 
problem of flexibility, i.e. how to define the decisions inherent in the parts and the constraints 
upon the composition of parts.  
Abstraction  
Abstracting something basically involves generalizing its characteristics while keeping details 
apart, thus hiding them. Therefore information hiding is closely related with abstraction, as 
two sides of the same coin [Parnas et al. 1989]. In case of blackbox reuse only generalized 
information is published, usually by means of an interface, explaining the relevant 
information of the artifact, that is, the functionality it provides for the client. Thereby, several 
artifacts can represent the same abstraction and only differ in internal details. Therefore, a 
reusable artifact is always an instance of an abstraction. 
Due to its importance for software reuse, Sametinger considers abstraction as essential in 
any software reuse technique [Sametinger 1997]. Krueger even uses abstraction as a 
unifying concept [Krueger 1992]. Abstraction plays a central role in the development of 
programming languages, as they are just abstract means to make a lower level functionality 
more easy to use. Krueger mentions several superposed layers of abstractions, from 
hardware register to modeling languages. Choosing two contiguous layers, the higher one is 
then the abstract specification, whereas the lower one is the abstraction realization. 
Furthermore, Krueger also differentiates between hidden and public part of an abstraction. 
He separates the public part into a variable and a fix part, representing the variant and 
invariant characteristics in the abstract realization, respectively. Abstraction also has an 
impact on the selection, specification and integration factors, because a precise abstraction 
helps the client to select the adequate artifact. From a generalized artifact, the client can 
select a specification by choosing an abstraction realization from the variable part of an 
abstraction specification. After choosing an artifact or artifact specification, the integration 
process is executed by means of the interface, the representation and the access point of an 
abstraction.  
Interface-based Publication  
As mentioned above, interfaces are closely related to both information hiding and 
abstraction. Interfaces serve as the executive means to publish and specify provided 
functionality, and protect the internal algorithms implementation details from public access. 
Information hiding, abstraction, modularity and composition are conceptual characteristic of 
an artifact whereas the interface is a language-based characteristic that makes the 
realization of those required conceptual characteristics possible.  
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Furthermore, mentioning the interface as a main characteristic of artifacts is justified here 
because this work mainly focuses on artifacts that are positioned on a technical level. 
Interface serves as means for direct connectivity or integration with other artifacts or 
systems. Thus interfaces are mainly provided for artifacts that interchange information with 
other artifacts in a structured and somewhat formalized way. Abstract knowledge artifacts 
like architectures, designs or models, or even documentation may doubtlessly be reusable 
too, but unlikely possess a concrete interface. Therefore, they are not considered as 
reusable artifacts within the framework of this work, and they fall outside of its scope.  
During the communication process via an interface, two roles are assigned, the client and 
the provider part. Interfaces represent a contract between both of them. This has two 
essential effects. First, the interface prevents from the direct client access to the specific 
implementation of the abstraction exposed by the interface. As a result, the second effect is 
that the provider may modify the implementation as long as this does not violate any contract 
specification. This minimizes the risk that changes affect artifacts reuse. Furthermore, 
interfaces are sometimes described by a specification language. With the help of those 
languages, different technologies can be combined as long as both parties fulfill also 
technical and syntactical requirements that they describe.  
Interfaces can provide semantic and syntactical information. Semantic information is 
information about the abstract meaning of the provided functionality, often expressed 
through human readable, textual descriptions. The syntactical information explains how to 
make technically use of the artifact through the interface.  
A detailed study of differences of concrete interface related technologies and concepts forms 
a basic part of this work and will be presented in chapter 5.1 Contract Dimension in more 
detail.  
Modularity 
Modularity is closely related to abstraction, although it is independent from information 
hiding, as even whitebox reusable pieces can be modular. Modularity of an artifact is mainly 
expressed through its internal strong cohesion and its loose coupling with other artifacts.  
The strong cohesion is related to the internal completeness of the design. For better 
reusability, it is highly required that an artifact can provide its functionality in a self-sufficient 
way, independently from other artifacts or systems. Modularity is thus a question of design 
decisions that must be made before implementing an artifact, that is, during the process of 
software engineering for reuse. In order to decompose a system into modules, the main 
functionalities have to be identified first. A module must correspond to a responsibility 
assignment, rather than a subprogram, which could correspond to processing steps. Instead, 
subroutines and programs should be assembled collections of code from various modules. 
Parnas proposes that difficult or likely to change design decision should be encapsulated 
within one module [Parnas 1972]. 
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Independence and loose coupling imply in the first place that, in order to execute its 
functionality, an artifact should not need access to external resources. Furthermore, this 
means that to use an artifact, potential impeding boundaries are reduced to a minimum. This 
refers to third party artifacts as well as to any kind of technology dependence. The latter 
point of technology independence of artifacts is a high stimulation factor for the improvement 
of technologies that support reuse as this work will show in chapter 5.2 Independence 
Dimension in more detail. 
Motivations for modularity with regards to reuse are obvious. Modularity serves for better 
separation of concerns, better decomposition and breakdown of a system into exchangeable 
artifacts without influences on the whole system. Modularization aims to reduce software 
development and maintenance cost by allowing modules to be designed, implemented, and 
revised independently [Biggerstaff and Perlis 1989a]. 
Composition  
Composition is, beside generation, one of the two main principles of software reuse. In 
generation or transformation a program is created top-down, by reusing domain specific 
design patterns and let applications be generated by special compilers or generation 
systems. Composition follows rather a bottom up methodology, where applications are 
created by combining existing reusable artifacts.  
Composition is defined by Councill and Heineman [Heineman and Councill 2001] as the 
combination of two or more software components that results in a new component behavior 
at a different abstract level. The characteristics of the new component behavior are 
determined by the components being combined and by the way they are combined. 
As this definition already indicates, different ways of component combinations are possible. 
For Council et al. composition is, beside interfaces, one of the two levels on which 
component models operates. Composition requires an interaction standard that defines how 
components can be composed by creating assembled or integrated connections. 
Composition is the essential activity in the reuse of an artifact. Without a reasonable way to 
compose an artifact with another artifact or to integrate it into a system, an artifact cannot be 
reused and would lose its significance. Thus, composition is a needed characteristic of 
reusable software artifact, and therefore a topic that will be investigated in more detail in the 
following of this work. 
Summary 
Chapter 2.2 Reusable Software Artifacts exposes one of the principal pillars of the 
theoretical framework, describing what is and what is not implied by the term of software 
artifacts. It mentions the difference between reuse of parts on the technological and non-
technological level, and that this thesis focuses exclusively on those parts whose reuse is 
supported by some sort of technology.  
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Furthermore, a characterization of software artifacts is provided. Based on definitions of 
most prestigious reuse experts, the most important attributes of artifacts are extracted and 
explained, namely information hiding, abstraction, interface, modularity and composition. 
Those attributes as well as the technological support are what characterize a software 
artifact as investigated in this thesis. 
We are aware of the further advances that reuse research has provided by and by and that 
those characteristics are only the least common denominator, leaving aside further aspect 
like cataloging, documentation, testing, certification, updating, adaption, selection or 
maintenance. Those issues are often provided by additional (non)-technological extensions 
and may change the semantics of an artifact. Anyway, they do not change the syntactical 
options for artifact specification which are supported by the original technological 
underpinnings and are thus not considered in this thesis. 
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2.3 Classification of Knowledge 
Classification of knowledge constitutes another essential mainstay of our theoretical 
framework. Classification may be accomplished for various reasons. Principally one may 
distinguish the unconscious from the intentional activities of classification. Psychologists 
offer explanations for the purpose of the first activity [Estes 1996]. The unconscious 
classification process helps us to improve our orientation and to recognize identical or similar 
things. Intentional classification follows the same objective but includes more reasoning, 
especially from the point of view of the scientific community. 
Without entering in epistemological details, it can be said that the cognitive activities of 
classification and categorization are of highest importance for human beings because they 
serve as the fundamental cognitive mechanisms that simplify the individual‟s experience of 
the environment [Jacob 2004]. Classification is an inherent activity of scientific knowledge 
acquisition and both cannot be uncoupled. It is crucial for easing thoughts and 
communication because classes automatically imply attributes that don‟t need to be explicitly 
explained. Varieties, gaps and areas of improvement of a domain can be identified by sorting 
its most relevant elements and vocabulary [Fettke and Loos 2003]. Classifications may serve 
as a basis work for a later standardization, for a better understanding of a domain and a 
basis of communication between academics, helping to create a common language. They 
serve for developing assessment and decision models and tools, for data mining, automated 
decision making, etc., emphasizing the relevance and usefulness of this aspect in our 
research and in the achievement of our aims. 
2.3.1 Classification: Synonyms, Definition and Disambiguation 
The terms classification, categorization, typology or systematic are generally accepted as 
synonyms for a form of representing units of knowledge and its relations in a sorting system. 
The chosen term and concrete structure of those systems differ according to the selected 
scientific domain or author. In the following, classification will be used as the umbrella term 
for those systems.  
Classification can be considered as both a process and a result of analysis where 
information is perceived, separated, abstracted, conceptualized and structured. Being a 
central issue of information processing, classifying is a well known activity and frequent 
object of investigation in philosophy and natural science since early history of sciences. 
Therefore numerous publications about the concept of classification and related theories can 
be found in related bibliography, for example Buchanan [Buchanan 1979] or Bailey [Bailey 
2003] who give an expansive insight into classification theory.  
Beside the general consensus that classification groups things with the same characteristics, 
bibliography agrees on further aspects that are involved by the concept of classification 
[Estes 1996; Gordon 1999] as briefly mention below.  
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2.3.2 Classification Schemes 
The appropriate activity of classification is called classifying. Main focus of a classification is 
set on objects, or just things, that should be classified. For classifying, characteristics must 
be found that unite some objects and dissociate them from others. Those characteristics 
serve to build classes (or concepts, groups, categories, metadata, taxa, etc.). The creation of 
classes is called classing. Those classes are often represented through names, descriptors 
or symbolical notations. A classification scheme always starts with a base class, called 
facets or domain dimensions in facet classification, or main classes or disciplines in colon 
classification, e.g. „life‟ in the biology domain classification, followed by sub-classes (terms in 
facet classification) of descending rank, e.g. „domain‟, „kingdom‟, etc. in biology. A 
classification scheme serves to describe the relationship between those classes.  
Two types of relations must be principally expressed by a classification scheme, i.e. the 
hierarchical relation where classes are parted into base- and sub-classes, and the 
syntactical relation that describes the combination of two or more hierarchically independent 
classes to express one object [Prieto-Díaz and Freeman 1987]. A famous example of a 
syntactical relation is the compounded object „respiration of birds‟ that can be classified to a 
combined class of the sub-class „respiration‟ from the main class „processes‟ and the sub-
class „bird‟ from the main class „taxonomy‟ [Prieto-Díaz and Freeman 1987].  
The structure of a classification scheme bases on one of actually four possible principles, as 
shown in table 3, namely basic classification (various, exclusively disjunctive characteristics 
without hierarchy), hierarchical classification (various exclusively disjunctive characteristics 
with hierarchy), faceted classification (where an object is assigned to various classes or 
facets of disjunctive characteristics) and characteristic-based classification (where 
characteristics are not necessarily disjunctive) [Fettke and Loos 2003].  
Table 3: Structures of Classification Scheme 
 
Basic 
classification 
Hierarchical 
classification 
Facetted 
classification 
Characteristic-
based 
classification 
Hierarchal 
relation 
No hierarchy Hierarchy Hierarchy 
possible  
Hierarchy 
possible  
Syntactical 
relation 
Exclusive 
disjunction 
Exclusive 
disjunction 
Orthogonality  Inclusive 
disjunction 
 
As an essence of those four classification scheme proposals, two further relations can be 
identified: the object-class relation and the class-class relation. For the object-class relation it 
is important to know whether one object can be 1) an element of exactly one sub-class, 2) an 
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element of several sub-classes, or 3) an element of one sub-class of all base classes. For 
example, in 1) an animal classification with exclusively disjunct sub-classes „vertebrates‟ and 
„invertebrates‟ would classify the object „seal‟ as „vertebrate‟, 2) an animal classification with 
orthogonal or inclusively disjunct sub-classes „terrestrial animals‟ and „aquatic animals‟ would 
classify the object „seal‟ as both „terrestrial‟ and „aquatic‟, while the object „shark‟ only as 
„aquatic‟, and 3) an animal classification with orthogonal base classes „size, „weight, „life 
expectancy‟ would assign the object „seal‟ to one sub-class of each base class. 
The class-class relation treats the issues of hierarchal structure and class-associations. The 
hierarchical or syntactical relations are also sometimes called mono- or poly-hierarchical, 
respectively. Mono-hierarchical means that every sub-class can only be subordinated to one 
main class. The resulting structure forms a tree. In contrast, a class of a poly-hierarchical 
scheme can be a sub-class of different main classes. In the case that poly-hierarchical 
schemes makes extreme use of multiple inheritance, the resulting scheme complies with a 
thesaurus, a network-like compound of classes. 
In contrast, a somewhat stricter form of poly-hierarchical relations is reached by 
orthogonality which implies that base classes should not have any side effects on each 
other. The affiliation of an object to a sub-class of one main class has no influence on its 
affiliation to any sub-class of another main class. So, all combinations of sub-classes 
between orthogonal main classes are theoretically possible. Orthogonality limits poly-
hierarchy as the choice of main classes is not arbitrary but must be made carefully. 
Orthogonality enables conjunctions, that is, AND-associations between classes, whereas 
mono-hierarchical classification structures lead to disjunctive OR-associations between 
classes, as class-founding characteristics are mutually disjunctive. Often a mixture of both 
association-types can be found within classification schemes that consist of various 
dimensions. Here, main classes, i.e. dimensions, stand in an orthogonal relation to each 
other whereas underlying sub-classes are conjunctive. Assuming a moderate depth of 
sublevels, this mixture appears for example in the case of facet classifications. 
2.3.3 Classification Guidelines  
The creation of a classification bears the risk of choosing inappropriate characteristics for 
distinction and classing. Therefore, some guidelines are proposed [Fettke and Loos 2003; 
Bowker and Star a 2005] to prove the quality of any kind of classification, namely 
completeness, precision, consistency, extensibility, user-friendliness and economic 
efficiency. They can be used for an orientation, although it is state to be impossible to fulfill 
them entirely. In order to approach this goal, orthogonality is a helpful means as it minors for 
example the risk for redundancy of classes, guarantees stability and avoids contradictions.  
The guideline completeness is given if each object can be classified by the classification 
scheme. A scheme is incomplete if none of the classification characteristics can be 
reasonably assigned to particular objects. The precision guideline is given if the 
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accurateness of a classification can be easily increased. This guideline measures how 
precise the scheme is able to describe an object. The consistency guideline guarantees that 
characteristics are well defined and not contradicting. The guideline of extensibility is met if 
the existing classes remain valid while further classes are added or removed. The user-
friendliness guideline means that a classification must be understandable even by other 
persons than the novelist of the topic. Otherwise a classification scheme will hardly be 
accepted. Finally the guideline of economic efficiency constrains all others. It means that the 
development of a classification must consider cost to describe an object with the 
characteristics of a classification system, to use the classification system, to keep the system 
up to date, etc. 
Table 4: Advantages and Disadvantages of Classification Scheme Types 
Classification Type 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Basic  
(Each object is element of 
one class. Classes have 
OR-associations but no 
hierarchical order) 
Highly flexible and 
extensible 
No precision can be made, as 
sub-classing is not foreseen. 
With a high number of 
classes, searching results 
difficult, thus not user-friendly 
Hierarchical  
(Each object is element of 
one class. Classes are 
ordered mono-
hierarchically) 
Good overview, easy to 
search 
Difficult to adapt to changes 
of universal knowledge, 
extension can be 
complicated, impossible to 
complete; precision and 
accuracy are complicated 
Facetted  
(Each object must be 
element of at least one 
class. Classes have OR-
associations but no or low 
hierarchical order) 
Completeness is easier to 
achieve; highly precise as 
classes can be combined 
to demanded class; lack 
of deep hierarchy avoids 
contradictions and 
provides consistence 
Confusing scheme due to 
missing class relations 
Characteristic-based  
(Each object must be 
element of at least one 
class. Classes have AND-
associations and may have 
hierarchical order) 
As disjunction is not 
obligatory classification 
can be more complete 
As disjunction is not 
obligatory, classification can 
contain contradicting classes 
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Advantages and disadvantages of the above mentioned classification schemes can be 
analyzed by means of those guidelines facilitating the correct choice later on during the 
classification process. This analysis is shown in table 4, using as a reference the proposed 
scheme types from Fettke and Loos [Fettke and Loos 2003] as it represents a complete list 
of common combinations of object-class and class-class relations. 
The drawbacks and advantages indicate that different schemes are more or less suitable for 
different scenarios. This thesis is represented by a kind of facetted classification scheme due 
to the orthogonality of the identified base classes. In 6 Discussion, the guidelines are used 
again to validate the result classification scheme of this work.  
2.3.4 Examples of Classification in Software Engineering and Reuse  
Being its principal subject of investigation, most publications about the theory of classification 
can be found in library science. Thus the definition of relating terms is here very strict. 
Applications of classifications can also be numerously found in science disciplines like 
natural science (especially in biology, zoology), medicine, engineering or social sciences, 
etc.  
As it is worthwhile for every active scientific area that is faced with a high rate of change and 
progress to regularly review and classify its most important factors, viewpoints and status, in 
the field of reuse several classification and ordinations of attributes are already available. 
Wegner for example presented a taxonomy of software components in 1984 [Wegner 1984]. 
It divides components into stateful and stateless. His prognosis was that a change will take 
place and functional abstraction will be replaced through data and later through process 
abstraction, due to its support for concurrency. Krueger presented a taxonomy of software 
reuse approaches in 1992 [Krueger 1992]. Prieto-Díaz provided a taxonomy of software 
reusability in 1993 [Prieto-Díaz 1993] which identifies six perspectives on software reuse, 
namely substance, i.e. the essence of assets to be reused, the scope, i.e. the form and 
extends of reuse, the mode, i.e. ad-hoc or systematic, the technique, i.e. composition or 
generation, the intention, i.e. blackbox versus whitebox, and the product, i.e. the type of work 
product to be reused, for example source code, design, specification, objects, text or 
architecture. The taxonomy from Prieto-Díaz is repetitively cited in software engineering 
literature when referring to a complete resume of technical reuse dimensions [Sametinger 
1997; van Vliet 2008]. Karlsson provides a classification of reuse approaches from 1995 
[Karlsson 1995] with the intention to give a more comprehensive view on reuse experiences 
presenting the three dimensional classification with the axes target, granularity and scope. 
With a special focus on software components, a software component taxonomy from 
Sametinger [Sametinger 1997] and one from Heineman and Councill [Heineman and 
Councill 2001] are available. Other taxonomies exist, i.e. to describe a structure of 
components to employ it to a component library [Booch 1987]. 
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Further examples of classification in information technology or computer science can be 
found in [Sametinger 1997; 1998; Mehta et al. 2000; Salaverria et al. 2000; Heineman and 
Councill 2001]. Those examples illustrate the interest of classification works in software 
engineering research, as it is the case of the present research. 
2.4 Software Engineering and Science 
This section explains the current state of the art of scientificality in software engineering as 
part of the theoretical framework of this thesis, how the proposed method and obtained 
results integrate with the actual status of software engineering science, and how the method 
and results enhance software engineering science towards more homogeneity and 
strengthen its level of maturity. 
Scientific theories and methods play an essential role in this thesis as the thesis applies a 
secondary research method whose findings result in a theoretical proposition. Admittedly, 
secondary research is still an unconventional and original approach to software engineering 
science – what is caused rather by the sub-developed stage of software engineering science 
in general than by the supposedly low relevance of secondary research in this discipline. 
With growing technological improvement and the ubiquity of software in heterogeneous 
areas, there is no doubt that software engineering continuously gains weight in the academic 
area, and as its scientific significance expands, some computer scientists consider software 
engineering already an independent scientific discipline. Anyway, to manifests software 
engineering a discrete scientific discipline, it requires first and foremost its proper scientific 
principles. Unfortunately to this date, the absence of intense discussions about the nature of 
investigation in software engineering prevents software engineering from the existence of 
such a scientific core. As a consequence, computer science and software engineering offer a 
limited repertory of theories and methodology, in strong contrast to more mature disciplines.  
Investigations on scientific accuracy in software engineering [Endres and Rombach 2003] 
reveal that several broadly accepted theories, assertions and concepts are weakly based on 
evidence or rigorous research work. Unawareness of this fact could lead us to consider that 
results from research works conducted to scientifically verify or understand some of those 
issues are unnecessary, or that they reveal already known knowledge; when the reality is 
that this kind of works is essential to consolidate the fundamentals of software engineering 
as a scientific discipline in its own right. 
To identify those scientific premises it is useful inspecting general concepts of theory of 
science. The main questions treated by theory of science are of ontological (What is the 
status of reality?), epistemological (What is the origin of knowledge?) and methodological 
(How is and how should scientific knowledge be gained?) kinds. Answers to those questions 
applied to software engineering guides us indirectly towards a scientifically stable 
methodology that meets the objectives of this thesis. In the following, principal answers to 
those questions are described as found in academic literature. 
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In contemporary (post-positivism) theory of science, different philosophical schools discuss 
their research programs as the right way to conduct research. The critical rationalism 
claimed by Karl Popper (1902-1994) implies falibilism (absolute certainty does not exist) and 
skepticism (absolute truth does not exist). Popper criticized the logical positivism and argued 
concerning the problem of induction that induction is not valid for knowledge gaining 
because general statements cannot be derived from single statements. Instead he proposed 
his concept of falsificationism [Popper 2007], saying that single cases can disprove universal 
statements and unmask them as false. A hypothesis becomes the more probable the more it 
resists its falsification, admitting that in never will be provable as absolutely true. The merit of 
a theory can be determined and compared to others by the grade of proof of its value. The 
grade of proof can be identified by looking for the kind of problems that have been solved by 
the theory, the level to which it is possible to falsify the theory, the strength of the underdone 
falsification test and the degree of resistance to those tests. Popper made the hypothetic-
deductive (HD) model for gain of knowledge popular. Herein, hypotheses are defined in the 
beginning and deductive-logically derived into provable basic statements. Those statements 
can then be empirically tested - and falsified. 
Beside the induction problem, Popper identified the demarcation problem as the second 
most important problem of the epistemology [Popper and Hansen 1979]. This problem asks 
how it is possible to distinguish between science and pseudo-science, scientific theories and 
non-scientific theories. Again, Popper proposed falsification as criteria for demarcation and 
removes verification as main criteria to distinguish scientific from non-scientific knowledge. A 
demarcation is possible when intentions are made to find falsifiable declarations. True 
science starts at the same level like pseudo-science but tries to go beyond the state of 
metaphysics intending to continuously resist falsification [Pies and Leschke 1999]. 
In contrast to Popper, Feyerabend (1924 -1994) defended relativism concerning the status of 
truth (there is no absolute truth) and postulated the involved pluralism and even anarchism of 
theory and methods [Feyerabend 1975]. He pointed out that no means of measurement exist 
to evaluate different scientific methods or traditions. Any theory is generally true or false. 
This kind of constructivism believes that there is no objective truth but that theories or laws 
are only a social construct which the society agrees upon.  
Concerning the demarcation problem Imre Lakatos (1922-1974) and Thomas Kuhn (1922-
1996) opposed to Poppers proposal of falsification and centered more on the historical 
focus. They agree in their criticism against Poppers "naive" falsification, saying that one 
single falsification is not enough to overthrow a whole theory. Furthermore, the methods of 
falsification and the data that are used for falsification should be revised against their validity. 
Kuhn [Kuhn 1996] described a concept of paradigms. According to that, there are several 
stages a scientific paradigm passes through, consisting in pre-paradigmatic science, normal 
science and scientific revolution that is followed finally by a paradigm change. Moreover 
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Kuhn continued to reject scientific realism, persisting in his view that scientific theories 
should be regarded as instruments for solving puzzles rather than as literal descriptions (or 
would-be descriptions) of reality [Curd and Cover 1998]. 
Similar Lakatos offers his concept of research programs, trying to find a way to combine 
Poppers and Kuhn‟s ideas. A program consists of various theories and method rules and can 
only be evaluated as a whole system. A program has a hard, not falsified core theory and 
several hypotheses that serve as a protective belt. The change from one program to the 
other is evolutionary, assuming the progression of one program adding new discoveries, 
forms of predictions, etc. and the degeneration of the other if it doesn‟t grow. Parallel 
existence of different programs is for Lakatos possible. They are even logically comparable; 
a position that stands against Kuhn and Feyerabend, who both proclaim incommensurability, 
i.e. theories including their specific terms cannot be compared with each other.  
Concerning the same circumstance that two parallel theories exist, the problem of 
determining the true theory if both base on the same evidence is called under-determination. 
Kuhn says that evidence cannot be the base for a paradigm change. Van Fraassen [van 
Fraassen 1990] uses this insecurity as argument against realism and in favor of his 
constructive empirism. Here science is not a search for the one and only truth but the 
construction of empirically adequate theories without considering them as absolutely true. In 
contrast to realist's opinion, different theories can be equivalent. In line with the realist again, 
this is only valid as long as theories are semantically consistent.   
Another critic against the dogma of epistemological reductionism, that is the idea that 
theories could be divided into single arguments, comes from Quine in [Quine 1951]. Therein 
he defends the holism, saying that a hypothesis can only be falsified considering the whole 
context of the theory. A second critic of Quine attacks the distinction between analytical and 
synthetic statements, saying that such a distinction is invalid. 
If we now compare those research programs with the state of research in software 
engineering today, it soon becomes clear that it is far from being a sound scientific discipline.  
The software engineering research process follows different commonly applied guidelines. A 
systematic review of research in software engineering [Glass et al. 2002] found that in terms 
of chosen methods software engineering is a very homogeneous and self-centered 
discipline. Three types of research approaches were identified: descriptive, evaluative and 
formulative. Descriptive approaches focus primarily on literature review or on describing 
something, like a system, an opinion, etc.  
The evaluative approach is composed of critical, interpretive and positivist views which 
contain critical analysis or statements about a subject by employing the scientific method.  
In practice, research in software engineering and computer science consists principally of a 
formulative approach, a deductive process where theoretical concepts are proposed and 
partly implemented with prototypes [Snelting 1998; Glass et al. 2002]: A problem is 
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described, a hypothesis is provided as a potential solution for this problem, and a concept 
and its technological implementation are presented and proven by means of a use case 
scenario or a proof of concept.  
This kind of investigative approach is not free of critics. The origin of this proposal as the 
process of software engineering research assumes programmers experience as something 
„natural‟ and consequently the right way for all programmers to do things. This actuation 
would imply that programmers already have the correct concept of programming in mind 
from where further „truth‟ can be deduced and taught to further generations. But so-called 
best practices are not serious scientific facts and should not serve as origin of knowledge 
[Parnas and Curtis 2009a].  
Furthermore, publications in software engineering are often anecdote-like, applying the 
paradigm of naïve positivism or Feyerabend‟s constructivism [Feyerabend 1975]. Often, the 
knowledge presented in those works is neither based on empirical evidence, nor logically 
deduced [Snelting 1998; Hamlet 2002].  
Another reason for the lack of a coherent research program is the heterogeneity of the 
research environment in which software engineering scientist‟s exercise, what makes it 
difficult to define the status of reality. Software engineering research aims toward the 
creation and evaluation of artifacts that comply with technical, organizational and 
psychological requirements. Therefore they have to deal with subjects of a highly 
technological and formal character designed to cope with human (and thus natural and 
mainly informal) necessities. On the one hand, there is a formal system consisting of the 
Von-Neuman-Machine that forms the basis for all programming languages and is originated 
in theoretical computer science which has its origins in mathematics [Ekstedt and Johnson 
2005; Northover et al. 2008]. Mathematics is based on deduction and logical reasoning as 
main methods for knowledge gaining. A hypothesis is proven exclusively through 
mathematic deduction based on a number of commonly accepted axioms. It is not the aim of 
mathematic science to prove a good applicability of its findings. This deductive way of 
knowledge gaining has the origin of knowledge placed in the human mind, a position that is 
taken from the early rationalists.  
On the other hand, as those formal constructs are not designed for their own sake but for 
practical application, the question of scientific truth is not yet answered by proving the 
knowledge as logically consistent. It furthermore requires proving its benefit for the software 
development process, what can not be achieved by means of logical deduction or 
mathematical formulas. In natural sciences like biology, knowledge is based primarily on 
induction and observation. The scientific base consists of commonly accepted natural laws 
which stem from careful empirical verification or falsification of a hypothesis which again 
have their origin in observations or experiences. 
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This bipartite character of reality and origin of knowledge, and the indecision of choosing 
induction, deduction or some mixed approach as the right way to gain knowledge make the 
software engineering discipline different from pure scientific disciplines like natural or formal 
sciences, discarding both of them as the one model to follow.  
From the methodologically point of view, two types of methodologies have to be 
distinguished in software engineering science: a) Methodologies or processes applied in 
practical software engineering, and b) the research methodology of software engineering 
science itself. Cares et al. [Cares et al. 2006] refer to those levels of methodology as 
paradigms, calling the first one a functional paradigm and the latter one a scientific 
paradigm. The functional paradigm treats a common understanding related to a model, 
pattern or example of something like functional programming, object-oriented design, etc. 
Examples for the application of theory of science questions to functional paradigms can be 
found in [Colburn 2000] where artificial intelligence is discussed from a philosophical point of 
view, or in [Rayside and Campbell 2000; Giguette 2006], where the OOP paradigm is 
compared with philosophical paradigms from Plato and Aristotle. Boehm [Boehm 2006] 
realized a survey of software engineering and applies Hegel's concept of thesis, antithesis 
and synthesis to the evolution of software engineering from the 1950's to the present, while 
Northover et al. [Northover et al. 2008] apply philosophical paradigms of epistemology and 
scientific methodology to relevant software engineering methodologies. As those 
comparisons do not focus on the scientific methodology itself but only on the object of 
investigation (programming paradigms, engineering processes, etc.) they are less relevant 
for our work.  
On the other hand, a scientific paradigm is based on a set of assumptions, a conceptual 
framework that supports these assumptions and that guides the scientist‟s way of thinking 
and experimentation. In this sense, the scientific paradigms describe the different meta-
concepts of scientificality across all disciplines.  
As mentioned before, unlike natural sciences, software engineering is not primarily aiming at 
knowledge recognition for its own sake, but at the purposeful construction of usable results 
to which knowledge recognition is only a means [Northover et al. 2008]. Software 
engineering tends towards the development of tangible, highly application-oriented results to 
support and improve time-to-market and quality attributes by innovating methods, tools, 
specifications, etc. There is a broad consensus among software engineering scientists that 
theory building in software engineering is important but should be, at least after some 
adaption, useful to the software industry [Snelting 1998; Sjøberg et al. 2008]. Thus, its 
related research activities constitute, if at all, a science that searches for the solution of 
concrete emergent problems instead of a generic body of knowledge. Scientific disciplines 
whose main objective is the practical use of knowledge gained in fundamental sciences are 
also subsumed under the category of applied sciences. They have a limited interest in 
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reflecting and sharpening the scientific underpinnings of day-to-day research activities. 
Especially in software engineering, the implicitly accepted stance is too often that research 
just doesn‟t bother too much with asking for the validity of their result or whether they fit into 
a stable framework of well-defined principles, as long as some singular use cases „prove‟ 
them right.  
From the scientific paradigm point of view and using the terminology of Windelband 
[Windelband 1915], Erkenntnis (knowledge recognition) in software engineering research 
seems to be more ideographic (investigation of the individual case) than nomothetic 
(investigation of groups of cases), what leads to the question whether or not the practice of 
software engineering can be justly called a 'science' at all [Northover et al. 2008]. In fact, the 
skepticism whether ideographic or applied sciences are valid sciences, is something that 
software engineering shares with other disciplines like psychology, medicine or social 
sciences. They all have in common that they investigate a solution for a concrete, individual 
problem. But the referenced scientific disciplines at least run through an evolution of 
scientific principles, which provide them with a scientifically sound fundament to defend their 
scientific status. Such a communality of thoughts - a key characteristic of mature disciplines 
within Thomas Kuhn´s model of science [Kuhn 1996] - is absent among the software 
engineering research communities [Wernick and Hall 2004]. Although regularly discussed 
and actualized curricula of best software engineering practices guarantees a common 
knowledge for software engineering practitioners, this is not the case for the software 
engineering scientific community. The conclusion is that the theory-building aspect of 
software engineering finds itself in a state comparable to that of a Kuhnian pre-paradigm.  
Apart from that, some authors criticized that theories are practically not shared neither use 
as a common conceptual framework. A recent review of theory-usage in software 
engineering experiments [Hannay et al. 2007] found that cause-effect explanatory theories 
are being used with this purpose in only 23% of all reviewed articles. Moreover, in those 
works the findings relate to a different theory. Therefore, and due to the fact that in most of 
the cases theory was mentioned to support and motivate the study but not as a result of the 
study, the authors reason that theory-driven investigation and theory building are rare in 
software engineering. It could be argued that across the whole field of software engineering 
there are plenty of micro-theories available (as for example: why the goto-statement is 
harmful, redundancy increases availability, modularity increases modifiability, etc.). Endres 
and Rombach [Endres and Rombach 2003] identified about fifty of those exemplary laws or 
mini-theories, which at least have proven some empirical evidence during a long time of 
usage. But, in contrast to what happens in mature sciences, there is no observable effort to 
unite them to a homogeneous body of related theories, and they all lack of an explanation of 
the "why" behind the phenomena [Ekstedt and Johnson 2005].  
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It becomes clear that software engineering needs an expanding base of disciplined 
observations on which sound theories, testable hypothesis, and critical experiments can be 
built [Parnas and Curtis 2009b]. Even if this is more difficult to achieve, one proper design 
would be worth more than all the anecdotes being published [Parnas and Curtis 2009a].  
The use and building of such a demanded coherent framework of related theories in 
software engineering is important for several reasons [Ekstedt and Johnson 2005]: 1) 
Unifying theories serve as a foundation for communication of all participants of a discipline, 
2) by means of a unified theory it is easier to put new findings into relation with existing 
knowledge, and 3) in mature scientific disciplines the legitimation of arguments is built upon 
a unified theory. It implies that in theory-less disciplines knowledge can be based on or 
deduced from existing knowledge of any possible scientific disciplines. In mature disciplines, 
this is not possible, as clear rules exist which limit the view on the world. Those rules form an 
accepted system within which the investigation of that discipline is executed. Theories 
represent conceptual frameworks that help to organize facts and knowledge more effectively 
what finally improves the communication of ideas and knowledge.  
This assessment is extendable in the context of methodology by the results of Cares et al. 
[Cares et al. 2006], who, beside the functional and scientific paradigms (of methodology), 
also identified two faces of software engineering, the professional face (software production) 
and the scientific face (knowledge production). Combining those paradigms and faces, they 
generate four perspectives, with the first three of them well defined: 1) engineering 
methodology for professional use (e.g. object-oriented software engineering), 2) engineering 
methodology for scientific use (e.g. agent-oriented testing tools), and 3) scientific 
methodology for professional use (e.g. quantitative research techniques at requirement 
elicitation), while 4) the scientific methodology used to produce scientific software 
engineering knowledge is a topic that needs further discussion as little work is done that 
treats this perspective.  
To sum up, there is a broad consensus that today software engineering is an applied, 
interdisciplinary science, with heterogeneous and application-oriented subjects of 
investigation. Regarding the initial questions, the status of reality in software engineering is 
not clearly defined as there is no coherent theoretical framework established that relates 
investigation results. The origin of knowledge is rather instinctive, and mainly based on 
personal experiences or best practices, and the methodology does not imply sufficient 
validation or falsification of provided results. The applied methodology requires better 
evidence and it needs more coherent theories to be taken seriously among the scientific 
community.  
This thesis addresses both underdeveloped issues, as it provides a methodology that is 
based on evidence which is found among an important number of transparently and 
systematically selected publications, and offers a comprehensive theory about the 
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characteristics of reusable software artifacts, combining several “mini-theories” into one 
coherent classification, which can be considered a theory in itself. 
2.4.1 Theories and Software Engineering Research 
This thesis aims to avoid what software engineering science is mainly criticized for, that is, 
creating knowledge without relation to other theories and on base of unsound evidence. 
Therefore it is necessary to explore the current state of theory in software engineering and 
existing theory-creation processes to integrate the findings with those, admittedly still weak, 
scientific foundations. In the following we describe the nature of theory, the types of theories 
in software engineering which are already established among the scientific community and 
the type that fits best for a characterization of reusable software artifacts. Furthermore, we 
examine some quality factors that a theory needs to comply with to demonstrate if the 
presented classification meets the demanded quality. Where the fundaments of software 
engineering science do not provide sufficient support, the applied approach is guided by 
related scientific disciplines.  
Despite the growing demand for a more homogeneous basis, the discussion of what a theory 
is and should be in software engineering is difficult to resolve [Hannay et al. 2007; Sjøberg et 
al. 2008]. A reason for the underrepresentation of empirically based theory in software 
engineering is that it is not always clear what theory in software engineering should look like, 
i.e. its nature, its purpose, its components, etc.  
Treating software engineering as an interdisciplinary science that pretends to be perceived 
as an independent research discipline, as it is the perspective of this thesis, it is helpful to 
check how related disciplines like information systems, management, or social and 
behavioral sciences deal with the challenge of identifying suitable theories and methods 
[Sjøberg et al. 2008].  
A popular classification of purposes of theory is the classification of Gregor [Gregor 2006] 
that was originally created for theories used in information systems research but is 
considered adaptable to related disciplines like software engineering research. It identifies 
five types of theories regarding their purpose:  
- Type I: Analysis - Says what is. 
- Type II: Explanation - Says what is, how, why, when and where. 
- Type III: Prediction - Says what is and what will be. 
- Type IV: Explanation and Prediction - Says what is, how, when, where, and what will 
be. 
- Type V: Design and Action - Says how to do something. 
The type of theory as well as the chosen method that leads to it depends on the research 
questions asked at the beginning of the investigation and on the philosophical point of view 
of the scientist.  
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Gregor presents four perspectives on theory, namely from natural sciences (empirical 
sciences in our sense), social sciences, interpretivists and sciences of the artificial (formal or 
applied sciences). In relation with natural sciences and social sciences Gregor mentions 
Popper‟s view [Popper 1997] as the contemporary philosophical view, by providing theories 
in a testable and thus falsifiable form, although some lasting sights of logical positivism can 
be found in social sciences, especially in the negligation of causality that cannot be observed 
directly. The philosophical view of interpretivism has its origins in the social sciences and 
differs from Popper‟s view in its main aim of building nets to catch the world as it is. They 
furthermore aim at the understanding of some concrete happening in all its details and 
dimensions. The last philosophical view is the one of Simon [Simon 2008], an antecessor of 
the emerging "design research" concept that puts design and the question of how things 
might be into the center of scientific attention.  
A similar concept [Easterbrook 2007] divides the view on what empirical truth is into four 
perspectives: For positivists, science is a process of verifying theories by testing hypothesis 
derived from them. Constructivists see science as the process of seeking local theories that 
emerge from data. For critical theorists, theories are assertions of knowledge, and 
pragmatists see theories as the products of a consensual process among the academic 
community, judged by its practical utility. 
Applying those types and perspectives on theory and empirical truth to our work, we can 
subsequently state that the expected result represents a theory of type I. That is, an analysis 
of reusable software artifact that says what is. Gregor explicitly mentions classification 
schema, framework and taxonomies as variants for the type I. Furthermore, Grounded 
Theory, the approach that primarily inspired our methodology (see chapter 4 
Methodological Approach), was identified as a process that generates theories of type I 
[Gregor 2006]. Anyway, the fact that the applied methodology leads to this kind of theory-like 
model has not been defined initially in our research. One of the premises of the applied 
methodology was, in fact, that there should be as less initial restrictions as possible to 
prevent the research process from biasing. This kind of theory-type result is rather an implicit 
product that emerged along the investigation process. An imaginable alternative outcome of 
this work could have been a typology which also includes further explanations or predictions 
what would them represent theory type III or type IV. Type I theories, like our classification, 
go beyond simple descriptions as they analyze salient attributes of phenomena and 
relationships among them, which are classificatory, compositional, or associative, but not 
necessarily causal [Gregor 2006]. 
Anyway, it was clear from the beginning that the theory-like model should emerge from data, 
and more specifically from secondary data; so concerning the philosophical view, our 
methodology is classifiable as constructivism, which expects theories to strengthen their 
understanding of complex situations by means of categorizations or analogies [Easterbrook 
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2007].  
Once stated those issues, it is important to establish the form and characteristics a theory 
should have, as they determine the expected features of our results. There is a broad 
consensus on the definition of a theory as: 
A system that explains some phenomena by means of its constructs and by the 
rules that describe their relationship. [Shadish et al. 2002; Ekstedt and Johnson 
2005]  
Furthermore, several scientists [Dubin 1978; Whetten 1989; Gregor 2006; Sjøberg et al. 
2008] agree in a list of structural requirements that any theory must consists of. In general, 
this list of components serves to prove whether a scientific hypothesis can be considered a 
theory. For this thesis, the list is of special interest due to the original character of the 
presented research. In the discussion of the results in chapter 6 Discussion at the end of 
this thesis, the requirements are used to defend not only the validity of the process but also 
the scientificality of the result: 
 Means of representation describe how the theory is presented, in word, mathematical 
terms, symbolic logic, diagrams, tables or graphically. According to this, the classification 
we provide is represented by means of a classification scheme of orthogonal 
dimensions.  
 Constructs represent the elements that are closely described by the theory. The type of 
constructs in software engineering often consists of technology, software systems, 
activities, people or organizations. In the case of our classification, the described 
elements are all identified software units that fall under the characterization of software 
artifacts and those technological concepts that support the application of those artifacts. 
 Statements of relationships; as initially said, a theory describes how the constructs are 
related. In our work, the relationships are defined by means of the classification scheme. 
Each dimension characterizes similarities across all corresponding objects. This kind of 
relationship does not describe a causal relationship but a classificatory one, what is 
absolutely valid, as described above (see [Gregor 2006]).  
 Scope conditions describe where, when and for whom the theory applies and what its 
boundaries are, i.e. where are the limits of the generalization of the theory? Hannay  et 
al. [Hannay et al. 2007] concretize the scope condition components for software 
engineering by naming them as actor, activity, technology and system of interest. For 
our classification, the scope is the class of software artifacts as defined above (see 2.2 
Reusable Software Artifacts)  
Beside those basic constructs, a theory must comply with some quality factors [King et al. 
1994; Popper 1997; Ekstedt and Johnson 2005; Sjøberg et al. 2008]: 
 Parsimony refers to which grade a theory omits irrelevant details. Whetten [Whetten 
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1989] claims that sensitivity to the competing virtues of parsimony and 
comprehensiveness is the hallmark of a good theorist. 
 Utility means that a theory should somehow be useful, for example to describe relations, 
explain causalities, or predict future scenarios.  
 Comprehensiveness is related to scope conditions as it describes what a theory can 
explain, and what lies outside of it boundaries. It is a central condition for a unified 
theory.  
 The grade of preciseness of a theory determines its applicability, testability, expressivity 
and predictability. Johnson and Ekstedt [Ekstedt and Johnson 2005] give examples that 
preciseness and comprehensiveness are mutually constraining. SWEBOK [Abran 2004] 
is a comprehensive collection of theories but not very precise, whereas Dijkstra‟s “Go To 
theory” is precise but very limited in its applicability. They also give an example of an 
equilibrated theory proposed by Brooks [Brooks 2008] but plan to go a step further by 
enhancing both factors with a unified theory.  
 Consistency is also stated as important for theory but difficult to be achieved. The 
authors say that consistency can only be proved if the theory is presented in a formal 
way, while a presentation in natural language may lead to different interpretations that 
may provoke contradictions and thus inconsistency. To avoid those interpretations, 
precision is important again.  
 The last and most obvious but then again never fully achievable aim is the correctness 
of the theory that is its conformation with observations, the validity of its explanation and 
prediction. 
 
Once, it was found how a survey of software artifacts related investigations fits into the 
scientific landscape, a method is required that throws such a model as result. Again, to 
respect the existing approaches of software engineering, a short summary of methodology in 
software engineering explores its current state and identifies principles that can be used to 
build the method on. 
2.4.2 Methodology in Software Engineering Research 
A scientific methodology consists of methods that are applied during different investigation 
phases: 
- Hypothesis formulation (HF)  
- Data collection (DC)  
- Data analysis (DA)  
- Theory building (TB)   
- Theory validation (TV)  
The way and order in which those methods are concretely applied differ depending on the 
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aims of the investigation and on the discipline to which they apply. Table 5 lists methods that 
are used in software engineering research as reviewed in [Glass et al. 2002]. The columns in 
the table mention the scientific discipline of origin, whether data collection and analysis 
follows a qualitative (QL) or quantitative (QN) approach, if the source of data is of primary 
(PD) or secondary (SD) type, and whether the way of reasoning is inductive (I) or deductive 
(D). The approach for the validation of a theory can be empirical (E) or logical/rational (L). 
Most methods applied in software engineering dispose of those characteristics.  
A main observation is that software engineering research is very long on the engineering 
approach as more than 60% deal with the analysis or implementation of new concepts. 
Other methods that are connected to engineering research like simulation, controlled 
experiments or lab experiments are of lower significance. Methods used in reference 
disciplines like cognitive psychology, social and behavioral science, management, or 
management science are rarely applied to software engineering. Further characteristics of 
the most frequently used methods were not part of the review but can be logically deduced. 
The most often applied methods may use both qualitative and quantitative data, for example 
when describing design pattern, the source of information is the experience of a developer 
which is difficult to quantify and bases merely on qualitative data. On the other hand, 
performance measures are done by monitoring quantitative values.  
For data analysis qualitative (interpretive or hermeneutic) or quantitative (standardized, 
statistical) approaches can be applied. Knowledge sources in frequently used methods can 
be of logical or empirical nature. Concept analysis typically uses a logical way of thinking to 
decompose a concept into its elements for concept comparison or evaluation, what counts 
even more for mathematical concept analysis, where the validity of a concept must be 
mathematically proven. Concept implementation supposes a stronger focus on practical 
experimentation and thus implies an emphasis on empirical source of knowledge. The way 
of reasoning in frequently applied methods is hard to tell without the reviewed literature at 
hand, as concept analysis and implementation are intuitively idiographic types of method 
which make statements about one specific concept without theoretical generalization. 
Anyway, supposed that a concept is validated through an experiment or a case study, it is 
possible to say that concept proposals always reason from the specific example to a more 
general applicability, what implies induction as the central way of reasoning. Finally, a 
clearer statement is possible on the primary origin of data within concept analysis and 
implementation, regardless of whether their type is of qualitative of quantitative nature. 
The plurality of scientific characteristics that appear in most popular methods applied in 
software engineering also draws through the less frequently applied methods. Thus, no 
characteristic stands out nor can any characteristic be excluded as irrelevant. 
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Table 5: Overview of Scientific Methods used in Software Engineering Research 
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Anyway, a statistical underrepresentation of some characteristics in current state of art of 
scientific method use in software engineering is no valid argument against its possible future 
usefulness, especially considering the methodological uncertainty that software engineering 
science struggles with.  
In the following parts, the use of identified scientific characteristics in software engineering is 
described, providing insight into recent knowledge about the advantages and disadvantages 
of approaches that are later applied in the research method of this work.   
2.4.2.1 Methods for Data Collection and Analysis in Software Engineering: Qualitative 
and quantitative 
Differences between quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection and analysis lie 
in their origins and the theoretic-philosophical underpinnings. Quantitative methods stem 
from natural sciences and the positivist paradigm implying that truth is what is observable 
and measurable. Qualitative methods were invented by social scientists that tend towards an 
interpretivist view, saying that truth is relative and constructed by each human being. 
Qualitative research data is represented in text and pictures, not in numbers [Seaman 1999].  
Software engineering arose from technology- and hardware-based computer sciences and is 
still strongly interwoven with their contents. Traditionally, technological sciences use 
quantitative methods for data gathering. Statistics are important to measure hard, physical 
factors of technological inventions like pace, resistance, stability, weight, heat, etc. 
Nevertheless, engineering inventions are often designed for manual, human use and of non-
physical nature, like methods, models, design, processes etc. Those engineering units need 
to comply with further “soft” requirements like usability, cognitive simplicity or intuitiveness 
which are difficult to be measured quantitatively. Thus, various scientists propose qualitative 
approaches for data collection and analysis, partly mentioned in table 5 above. Seaman 
[Seaman 1999] presents the adaption of two qualitative methods of data collection to 
software engineering, participant observation and interviewing, and four approaches of 
qualitative data analysis, namely generation of theory, confirmation of theory, data modeling, 
and visualization and quantification of qualitative data. Seaman underlines that objectivity or 
subjectivity of data is orthogonal to whether it is qualitative or quantitative data.  
Qualitative methods serve well to dive into the details of the study subject and to better 
understand its inherent complexity instead of abstracting it through generalized statistics. 
Given the fact that software engineering is a scientific area where both technical and human 
factors are strongly connected, software engineering scientists claim that best results can be 
achieved by blending qualitative and quantitative methods [Seaman 1999]. In other words, in 
order to complement findings from quantitative analysis, more emphasis should be set on 
qualitative methods [Rombach 2006]. 
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2.4.2.2 Data Sources in Software Engineering: Primary and Secondary 
Primary data sources are and will remain the predominant data source in software 
engineering as long as its main output is technological advances evaluated by means of self-
conducted case studies. 
Secondary research is best known from medical sciences and a powerful research approach 
with important success in health care investigations. It has a strong relation to empirical 
research, as it takes data acquired from several experiments experiences (primary research) 
and searches for new information hidden in that data. Specific methods of secondary 
research which use quantitative data are meta-analytics or systematic review. In today‟s 
software engineering investigations, secondary research is poorly applied. 4.1.2 Systematic 
Review in Software Engineering takes a closer look at the few indentified examples. 
2.4.2.3 Approaches for Theory Deduction and Hypothesis Validation in Software 
Engineering: Formal and Empirical 
Formal and empirical methods are the two principal ways to conduct the validation of claims, 
improvements and the practice of a software engineering research proposal [Hasselbring 
and Giesecke 2006]. Due to its origins in mathematics and engineering, software 
engineering not only uses quantitative and primary data but also uses formal means for the 
deduction and verification of new knowledge. 
Despite the extent of formal approaches in software engineering some scientists defend the 
empirical approach as an equally adequate one. Basili is a pioneer of empirical science in 
software engineering with his publication from 1986 [Basili et al. 1986] and 1996 [Basili 1996] 
and the foundation of the "Journal of Empirical Software Engineering" (1996 – today). 
Thanks to his work the application of empirical methods in software engineering research 
has gained increasing importance during the last decade or so. Since then research groups 
like the Simula Research Lab, Norway, Barbara Kitchenham at Keele University, UK and 
Robert L. Glass and the department of information systems at Indiana University, USA 
constantly deepen the understanding of how to apply empirical methodology in software 
engineering.  
Empirical approaches can be used in two ways: By verifying/falsifying deduced theories 
through empirical evidence or by induction where hidden theories are extracted from 
empirical data. In software engineering, for deductive proposals to guarantee an objective 
evaluation, one of two following conditions must be given [Snelting 1998]: Either an idea has 
to be presented by means of a verifiable, practical implementations, prototypes or case 
studies (today‟s scientific publications increasingly provide this kind of requirement); or the 
idea must be presented by means of a theoretical model which provides verifiable 
predictions.  
Following Poppers hypothetic-deductive approach, verification must be realized through 
falsifications. In case of falsification of “soft” qualities by empirical means, the results must 
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further be reproducible. The main challenges of conducting valid empirical investigation are 
collecting statistically representative evidence and reducing the risk of bias caused by 
prototypes or use cases which usually differ significantly from advanced, industry-proven 
systems.   
The inductive approach of empirical investigation avoids those challenges, as experience is 
the initial point of the research process and knowledge creation is a posteriori to that 
experience. An example for a unified theory that tries to present a very general, theoretical 
foundation of software engineering is given in (Johnson & Ekstedts). Unfortunately, the 
intend misses to expressively describe the origin of the discovered theory. Apparently it is 
constructed on base of the authors own experience and that of arbitrarily chosen third party 
descriptions. A more strictly approach for hypothesis induction would have gone a long way 
towards a more scientifically sound result. The lack of suitable methods to find that empirical 
evidence is no valid excuse, as in social science, numerous approaches exist that uses 
empirical research for theory building, which are potentially adaptable to software 
engineering research, e.g. primary research methods like controlled experiments, surveys or 
action research, or secondary research methods to analyze or synthesize results from 
primary research, like systematic review [Sjøberg et al. 2007]. It is just a matter of careful 
adoption to make proper use of those well-proven approaches in software engineering. 
Nevertheless, a meta-analysis of the Empirical Software Engineering journals [Höfer and 
Tichy 2007] found that important subjects like programming languages, model driven 
development, or formal methods are still underrepresented and that the narrow focus on a 
few empirically researched topics stands in contrast to the broad scope of software research. 
Thus, following targets are crucial for future quality improvement of empirical studies 
[Sjøberg et al. 2007]: A stronger emphasis on building on previous research results, carefully 
selection and combination of research method and design elements based on an in-depth 
understanding of their strength and weaknesses, a systematically and explicitly defined 
scope of studies, and the use of theory as a diverse and reflected view on how to generalize 
in software engineering studies. 
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3 Questions and Objectives 
The previous chapter exposes the theoretical framework upon which this work is built and 
reveals some open issues that this thesis aims to undertake.  
It is shown that the field of reuse has been highly investigated during the last decades and, 
even though there is still work to do to assure that reuse finally becomes a standard and 
totally integrated activity in software engineering, a comprehensive amount of related 
literature provides valuable insight on how to achieve better reusability. It is also shown that 
software reuse is indissociable from reusable software artifacts. The types of those reusable 
artifacts augmented during the evolution of software engineering, due to the growing amount 
of proposals, prototypes, technologies, etc. trying to solve the different problems that come 
along with those reusable artifacts. Nevertheless, despite the considerable amount of 
research work and bibliography about concrete aspects and models of software reuse and 
reusable artifacts, it still lacks a holistic and structuring view of this field. Most works that 
intended to review its state of the art or even to summarize it [Schäfer et al. 1994; 
Sametinger 1997; Mili et al. 1998; Almeida et al. 2007] still show a fragmented and partial 
vision of this domain [Frakes 2000; Gacek 2002; Bosch and Krueger 2004]. One of the 
aspects that should be analyzed as part of this model is the technological support, since it is 
an indispensable element to support building and reusing software artifacts, allowing the 
development of methodologies to guide the design of reusing-powered systems, or the 
assessment and measurement of the potential reusability of software artifacts and systems.  
Thus the main purpose of this thesis is to provide such a holistic survey analyzing and 
synthesizing the main underlying concepts of technological support for artifact reuse. 
Therefore, the main leading question of this work can be stated as follows:  
 
What are the principal dimensions of reusable software artifacts? 
 
A further conclusion from the exposed theoretical framework is that a classification is a 
powerful means to sort such information into an organized structure. Due to the convincing 
advantages of classifications, to represent the result of this thesis by means of some kind of 
classification scheme is also part of the aims of this work. Therefore, by means of the 
identified dimensions and sub-classes it could be possible to sort technologies which support 
the realization and administration of reusable software artifacts. 
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4 Methodological Approach 
The adequate methodological framework and the design of the specific research method are 
selected based on the objective of this research explained in the previous section. A 
research process is required whose main findings implicitly result in some kind of 
classification scheme. Such a methodology should follow the classification creation steps 
inception, characteristics elaboration, and scheme specification. However, predefining a 
concrete scheme or type of association already at the beginning of the research process 
would bias the results and question their scientific neutrality. Instead, the detailed 
characteristics should preferably arise as a consequence of the applied methodology.  
Suitable methodological approaches that match the objectives of our research are 
particularly scarce due to the discussed lack of a solid repertory of well-proven scientific 
approaches for nomothetic investigations. Most applied methods in software engineering 
research do rarely imply theory building and even less frequently secondary research. A 
scientifically sound methodology that aims at the enhancement of the body of knowledge 
using a more descriptive approach is quite opposite to the strong tendency towards 
formulative approaches which are increasingly criticized by experienced software 
engineering scientists.  
Consequently, towards a suitable methodological framework it is preferable to seek 
inspiration in other disciplines for valid and well-proven approaches. To narrow this search 
task, the premises regarding the research process and results have been explicitly defined: 
- No concrete question at the start of the investigation. The aim is to systematically 
investigate and define the holistic character of reusable software artifacts. Therefore 
only the fundamental knowledge about the subject of investigation, as exposed in 
the state of the art in chapter 2 Theoretical Framework and implicit knowledge 
provided by a general CS academic studies curriculum, was given as only premise. 
- As our purpose is not to develop a new mini-theory but contribute to unify existing 
dispersed knowledge, the main source to collect information in order to conduct our 
research should be scientific literature. That is, the chosen method must be a 
secondary research method.  
- The type of data is mainly qualitative. This is because research in software 
engineering mainly consists of concept implementation and analysis which may be 
deduced from mathematical models or supported by quantitative calculations but 
does usually not imply comprehensive statistical analysis which is necessary for a 
reliable quantitative meta-analysis.   
- The choice of data sources should guarantee objectivity and transparency, as 
relevant qualities to lead to scientifically significant results. Objective criteria should 
be applied for data selection and the choice of data sources should be repeatable. 
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- The way of reasoning should be inductive, ensuring that the final result reflects the 
knowledge hidden in the data, instead of predetermined assumptions. The method 
should propose the possibility to generate a theory from data extracted from 
literature. 
- The result should be some kind of classification or categorization compliant with 
theory characteristics (see chapter 2.4.1 Theories and Software Engineering 
Research). 
Those premises serve to identify suitable methods for different research phases that can be 
assembled to a methodology that best comply with the aim of this thesis.   
4.1 Applied Methodology 
The methodology that was finally applied along the elaboration of this thesis is a hybrid 
approach that combines practices from the systematic review method with practices from 
Grounded Theory, always respecting the principles of scientific foundations as they are 
described in 2.4 Software Engineering and Science, e.g. repeatability of the investigation 
steps, objectivity of data selection, and evidence based theory-building.  
The identification of this hybrid methodology is the result of an intense analysis of different 
potential methodologies. At the end of this analysis, it was clear that only a mixture of 
systematic review and Grounded Theory would serve for the objective of this thesis.  
This chapter sums up the results of that analysis process. It presents the origins of the 
developed methodology, explains every phase of both methods of origin, in how far the 
requirements of those phases match with the exposed requirements of this thesis, and 
where it was necessary to merge practices from both methods. Furthermore, it sums up 
third-party experience in the application of both methods in software engineering research. It 
describes the details of the assembled approach and how the different phases were 
assembled to build a sound and valid methodology. Finally it describes how the methodology 
was finally applied in this thesis. 
4.1.1 Systematic Review – Synthesis of Quantitative Research 
Systematic review is a secondary research approach for evidence-based investigations 
developed in health care science. It was originally designed and mainly used for the 
(statistical) meta-analysis of studies with various primary, quantitative data to identify best 
health care interventions.  
Historically, systematic review and evidence based medicine go hand in hand [Dixon-Woods 
et al. 2006] since 1992 when it was demonstrated [Antman et al. 1992] that meta-analyses 
evidence (usually identified through systematic reviews) proves better live-saving 
interventions that informal reviews or single studies. In the same year the Cochrane library 
was founded to preserve a growing number of systematic reviews.  
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The Cochrane Handbook [Higgins and Green 2010] and the Centre for Reviews and 
Dissemination Guidance [Centre for Reviews & Dissemination 2009] are the primary 
references for doing systematic review right. They were consulted for this thesis to extract 
information on how to prepare, conduct and report a review. Those guidelines propose 
similar phases, as shown in table 6.  
Table 6: Phases of a Systematic Review Process 
 
Centre for Reviews 
and Dissemination 
Guidance (CRDG) 
Cochrane Handbook (CH) 
Phase 1 
Review Protocol Defining The review question and developing criteria 
for including studies 
Phase 2 
Study Selection Searching for studies 
Phase 3 
Data extraction Selecting studies and collection data 
Phase 4 
Quality assessment Assessing risk of bias in included studies  
Phase 5 
Data synthesis Analyzing data and undertaking meta-analyses 
 
1. Review Protocol Phase. The initial protocol defines decisions that are important for the 
following phases: review question, inclusion criteria, search strategy, study selection, data 
extraction, quality assessment, and data synthesis. The CH even provides software that 
includes a uniform format of review protocols to include them into the database by using a 
homogeneous style. The protocol form includes personal data of implicated researchers, 
protocol information, background, objectives, selection criteria, search method, data 
collection and analysis methods, acknowledgments, references, etc., and supplementary 
information about the article.  
Defining the protocol before conducting the study selection reduces the reviewers‟ bias, 
offers transparency of methods and processes, and reduces the potential for duplication. 
The review question should be clear, precise and well-formulated as it has influence on the 
criteria selection, the study search and data selection process. The scope of a review 
question might be broad or narrow, but it must be taken into account that a very broadly 
defined review might be criticized as „mixing apples and oranges‟. In this case we can have 
recourses to break down the question into a series of more specific questions.  
Regarding this thesis, the broadness and the elements of the main question (see chapter 3 
Questions and Objectives) were partly inappropriate for the application of the systematic 
review. The applied solution was to choose a loose question (What is the nature of reusable 
software artifacts?), and thus to select broad criteria. This indeed led to a large number of 
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primary findings. During a later investigation phase with further selective means, this number 
of findings has been reduced to a more manageable amount.  
2. Study Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Possible formal criteria for study identification 
are the methodological quality (in medical research this implies randomized control trials, 
quasi-experimental studies or observational studies), the applied language, and the 
publication type (full papers or others) or publication status (published or unpublished) while 
it is recommended that relevant publications should be included independent from their 
status to avoid publication bias. To minimize the publication and language bias, it is 
recommended to choose various sources and not just, for example, digital libraries which 
provide only articles published in journals. Furthermore, different searching methods, like 
electronic or manual searching (citations of important works already known to the reviewer) 
should be applied.  
There are some aspects recommended to consider when preparing the search strategy: 
- Sensitivity vs. precision 
- Controlled vocabulary and text words  
- Synonyms, related terms, variant spelling truncation and wild cards 
- Operator (Boolean and proximity) 
- Language, date and document format restrictions  
The decision for each aspect depends on the context and aims of the review and should be 
well defined and defendable. Furthermore, the search process must be documented in detail 
to guarantee reproducibility.  
As the aim of our work was to provide a comprehensive inclusion of related works, we 
decided for less rigid exclusion criteria. Especially the guarantee for methodological quality 
applied in the primary research studies is difficult to apply due to the missing quality of 
research methodology in software engineering as exposed in 2.4.2 Methodology in 
Software Engineering Research. A detailed description of the applied criteria for our work 
like language, status, etc., as well as the used libraries and the applied search queries is 
provided by the Review Protocol (see chapter 4.3 Preparation of Investigation (Review 
Protocol)).  
3. Study/Article Selection. While inclusion/exclusion criteria refer to the identification of 
relevant resources by means of formal aspects, the selection phase includes a semantic 
screening to decide whether the content of identified sources really fits into the research 
context. Regarding software engineering, a review protocol template [Biolchini et al. 2005] 
leads researchers through the single steps of the process with a clear definition of what has 
to be done during each protocol section. An application of this protocol showed that the most 
time-consuming phases are study searching and study evaluation. The process of study 
selection can be divided into two stages: 1) An initial screening where titles and abstracts are 
compared with the inclusion criteria. In this phase, it should be tended towards over- instead 
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of under-inclusion. 2) A second screening of the selected full papers, preferable 
independently by two researchers as it was shown that one single scanning person misses 
about 8% of eligible studies [Edwards et al. 2002]. The protocol should specify this selection 
process, including participating researchers and decision on how to solve unclear cases. 
Decisions made for every article should be documented. More precisely, the process of 
study selection consists of following steps: 
- Merging search results in a reference management software 
- Examine titles and abstracts for irrelevant reports 
- Retrieve full text of relevant findings 
- (link together reports of same study) 
- Examine full-text reports for compliance with eligibility criteria 
- Clarify study eligibility with investigators 
-  Final decision on study inclusion 
The study selection process should be presented, e.g. through a flow chart diagram. The 
study selection process applied in our work follows those steps. It is represented in a flow 
chart diagram in chapter 4.2 Research Method Design (Applied Process Lifecycle). 
4. Data Extraction. Information about what data will be extracted and which software will be 
used to record the data should be included in the protocol. The type of data extracted 
depends on the question asked and the available resources for the review. Same as data 
selection, data extraction should be done from at least two researchers independently. A 
frequently recommended way to save and manage extracted data is given through 
standardized data extraction forms (CRDG) or data collection forms (CH) which guarantee 
better consistency and a reduction of bias, although it is admitted that subjective decisions 
are necessary and human errors cannot be ultimately excluded. CH calls those forms a 
“bridge between what is reported by the original investigators and what is ultimately reported 
by the review authors.”  
Anyway, the proposal of the referenced guidelines on how to execute this step is only to a 
limited degree applicable to our work because we do not extract quantitative but qualitative 
data. Extraction forms remained a reconsidered tool, but their structure had to be less formal 
and combined with coding approaches explained in chapter 4.1.4 Grounded Theory.   
5. Quality Assessment. Information about article appraisal, that is the criteria and its 
application, should be included in the protocol. Biases can appear in various phases of the 
systematic review process. Especially for the quality of quantitative data, there are reliable 
(statistical) methods available for systematic reviews that guarantee the correctness of the 
extracted data and its integration. For qualitative data, it is still difficult to define objective 
quality measures. The next chapter 4.1.2 Systematic Review in Software Engineering 
describes how some investigations try to guarantee the quality of qualitative data sources 
and of the data selection and extraction process when applying systematic review to 
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software engineering. We tried to orientate this work along those findings. 
6. Data Synthesis. The data synthesis phase is the third case, beside data extraction and 
quality assessment, where our work differs from the referenced guidelines due to its 
qualitative data, while both CH and CRDG focus primarily on meta-analysis of quantitative 
data. Anyway, concerning this issue, there are additional recommendations provided by a 
guidance expansion [Rodgers et al. 2006] which bases itself on a systematic review of 
narrative synthesis processes and tools and technique proposals. The guidance proposes a 
framework which supports the conduction of a narrative synthesis process in systematic 
reviews. It includes four phases and nineteen applicable tools and techniques. The phases 
can be conducted iteratively and the choice of tools and techniques depends on how well it 
suites for the data. The four phases are: 
- Developing a theory 
- Developing a preliminary synthesis (textual description, groupings & clusters, 
tabulation, translating data (thematic and content analysis)) 
- Exploring relationships within and between studies (visual or graphical tools for 
relationship exploration across studies, idea webbing and conceptual mapping, 
qualitative case description, triangulation) 
- Assessing the robustness of the synthesis (assessment of methodological quality of 
included studies) 
Those phases do not follow a strict order, the researcher may move iteratively between 
those stages. Especially the development of synthesis and theory phases constitute already 
a general guidance of the applied method in our work, although we argue that they are not 
rigid enough and need further refinement to lower the risk of bias. Therefore, the principles of 
Grounded Theory were chosen which are explained in more detail in chapter 4.1.4 
Grounded Theory. The decision for Grounded Theory was not taken intuitively but due to a 
careful comparison of suitable alternatives applied in software engineering as exposed 
below.   
4.1.2 Systematic Review in Software Engineering 
To adequately contextualize our methodology, in the following a brief state of the art on 
evidence-based software engineering in practice is summed up. The importance which 
systematic review gained in the life-critical health science indicates that it is also 
promiscuous to investigate its applicability to software research, given that the use of 
software has spread from business and industry to life-critical environments and security-
sensitive sectors. This increasing importance and ubiquity of software demands for 
searching sufficient evidence to confirm the suitability, limits, qualities, costs, and inherent 
risks of the technologies used to create software [Kitchenham et al. 2004].  
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Evidence-based software engineering promises to be a helpful scientific tool for scientists 
who aim to identify lacks in current research and provide a framework to position new 
research activities, as well as for software system stakeholders who need to evaluate the 
adoption of new technologies. Once a problem has been identified along a software process 
improvement activity, software manager and practitioners can use systematic review 
guidelines also for the rather weak areas of technology finding and technology appraisal 
[Dybå et al. 2005]. 
But there are also critics against the cross-disciplinary use of systematic review. The critics‟ 
intention is not to prevent the use of systematic reviews in other disciplines but to rather 
indicate that the approach bears risks and to sensitize the user for a correct application. 
Thus, while adopting evidence-based approaches, it is necessary to deal with the discipline-
specific problems as described in the following. 
With respect to the particular case of software engineering, critics stress the lack of a 
substantial infrastructure support like the Cochrane Collaboration [Kitchenham et al. 2004] in 
health-care research. A review study of ten important software engineering related journals 
and four conference proceedings published between 2004 and 2007 found only 20 works 
that use systematic review at least as one part of its investigation method [Kitchenham et al. 
2009]. Less than two percent of leading software engineering journals [Glass et al. 2002] and 
less than one percent of computer science related papers [Ramesh et al. 2004] include 
literature review as the applied method, though in most cases it remained unclear if the 
reviews have been conducted systematically. An analysis [Sjøberg et al. 2007] of several 
primary and secondary research methods within a broad context of software engineering 
proves the lack of quantity and quality of empirical research. There are still many scientists 
who conduct informal literature surveys instead of systematic literature reviews and the 
embraced topics are still fairly limited. Furthermore a fair number of those papers that deal 
with systematic review just investigate the applicability of evidence-based research to 
software engineering itself [Kitchenham et al. 2004]. 
No wonder that one of the most often citied differences and main drawback that suffers 
software engineering is the missing of sufficient empirical research of necessary scientific 
rigor that could be included as primary data into systematic review to find evidence. With this 
scenario in mind, meta-study, as done in health-care investigations to synthesize statistical 
results from formal science investigations or statistical results from randomized controlled 
trials, is rarely a suitable alternative in software engineering. The absence of a critical mass 
and the lack of underlying methodological rigor of available primary studies as well as the 
consequential variety of their methodological nature makes their quality assessment difficult.  
Dybå & Dingsøyr [Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008] identify three issues that are important to 
provide more rigorous systematic reviews:  
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- Explicit assessment of the quality of the primary studies  
- Grading the strength of the total body of evidence 
- Explicit discussion of the limitations of the systematic review itself 
Actually, the quality assessment of primary studies and the grading of strength of evidence 
achieved through systematic review analysis is an issue of ongoing investigation in empirical 
software engineering research. The assessment of primary research in software engineering 
is also difficult because the limitation of space that most journals or conference proceedings 
provide for papers impedes a detailed presentation of the conducted process and its 
(intermediate) results what hampers the evaluation of the internal quality [Dybå and Dingsøyr 
2008]. Internal quality mainly depends on whether the results are free from biases.  
There are various guidelines, tools and checklists available to evaluate the methodological 
quality of primary studies. Dybå & Dingsøyr [Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008] list the most 
adequate ones for software engineering. Anyway, there are some restrictions which prevent 
us from consequently applying any of those approaches to evaluate primary studies. Capter 
4.3.4 Definition of Quality Criteria provides a detailed discussion on quality criteria for 
inclusion or exclusion of primary studies and defends the decision to apply the “signal over 
noise” ratio, the “number of citings” bibliometrics and “authorial voice” principle as means for 
quality control of primary studies in this thesis.  
Concerning the overall strength of evidence of systematic reviews in software engineering, 
Kitchenham et al. [Kitchenham 2004] propose that practitioners should be prepared to 
summarize evidence themselves by means of a provided checklist of significant factors like 
interest, validity, importance, practicability, and consistency with evidence in other available 
studies. Guidelines are proposed to undertake a systematic review, or some derivative, in 
software engineering or information systems. Again, the previously introduced CRDG and 
the CH guidelines serve as templates to adjust their specifications to the needs of software 
engineering research.  
Dybå & Dingsøyr adopt three guidelines to design an approach that serves to control and 
increase the evidence. Those approaches are called GRADE (Grades of recommendation 
Assessment, Development and Evaluation) [Atkins et al. 2004] to grade the strength of a 
body of evidence, MOOSE [Stroup et al. 2000] for consistent reporting of review process, 
and QUORUM [Moher et al. 1999] which includes a flowchart for a systematic process.  
GRADE defines four levels of strength, five negative factors and three positive factors to 
grade the strength of total body of evidence of a systematic review. The initial grading is 
based on the type and quality of reviewed primary studies. Further up- or downgrading of 
review evidence is achieved through the application of positive and negative factors. Dybå 
and Dingsøyr applied the GRADE grading approach on an own review and used four factors: 
study design, study quality, consistency, and directness.   
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As an expansion to GRADE, the MOOSE guidelines provide a checklist, including 35 
aspects to consider, divided into six types of report (background, search strategy, methods, 
results, discussion, and conclusion) for the different stages of the process.  
The checklist is recommended to be combined with a flow-diagram adopted from the 
QUOROM statement, indicating the single steps of the process workflow, namely 1) 
Identifying relevant studies – search databases and conference proceedings, 2) Exclude 
studies on the basis of titles, 3) Exclude studies on base of abstracts, 4) Obtain primary 
papers and critically appraise studies.  
The combination of these approaches is considered the most adequate way to assess the 
strength of the whole body of evidence of this thesis. A workflow as it is recommended in 
QUORUM statement is included in chapter 4.3.2 Search Strategy: Sources, Data Types 
and Search Query. The final assessment using the GRADE system can be found in the 
discussion in chapter 6.1 Quality Assessment of Methodology of this thesis. The MOOSE 
checklist is partly integrated in the research process, as reporting is an essential part of both, 
systematic review and Grounded Theory. Reports of Background and search strategy are 
explained in the review protocol, report of method is explained in review report, reporting of 
result is the classification chapter, and conclusion report is described at the end of this 
thesis. 
Dybå and Dingsøyr conclude that “since a large portion of empirical software engineering 
studies is qualitative and observational in nature, we expect a large portion of systematic 
reviews in software engineering to be interpretive rather than integrative”. This conclusion 
gives reason to the approach applied in our work, as it faces a synthesis of qualitative 
primary data, instead of an integrative approach that combines quantitative primary data. For 
Dybå and Dingsøyr both approaches are of particulate relevance for systematic review in 
software engineering, as they acknowledge the challenges of grading observational studies.  
Beside the problem of quality, the challenge of analyzing and synthesizing mainly qualitative 
data in systematic reviews is crucial for secondary research in software engineering. While 
systematic review is a new field in software engineering, systematic review of qualitative 
data type is even less investigated. The work of Dybå and Dingsøyr mentioned above 
together with their prior experience report [Dybå et al. 2007] about applying systematic 
reviews to diverse study types documented are singular exceptions. To find more 
recommendations on how to integrate qualitative studies into systematic review, we 
analyzed some critical and survey studies about this subject as shown in the next 
subsection. This approach led us to finally adopt a hybrid methodology as previously 
explained.  
4.1.3 Synthesis of Qualitative Research with Systematic Review Approach 
The absence of a guideline for realizing a systematic review with qualitative data in CH 
already indicates that this kind of research has yet not proven as successful as meta-
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analysis, although some case studies that compare both approaches result positive in terms 
of findings [Rodgers et al. 2006]. It is a question of ongoing research on how to guarantee for 
transparent and unbiased results when doing synthesis of qualitative research.  
To compare the different possibilities for qualitative research, and to select a valid approach 
for this thesis, three review works on this subject have been analyzed and synthesized:  
- [Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009], a critical review of different methods for the 
synthesis of qualitative research that compares nine approaches from following five 
different perspectives epistemology, search, quality assessment, the question asked 
and the result.  
- [Weed 2005], a comparison of methods of qualitative research synthesis that 
classifies methods concerning their underpinning epistemology and whether they 
use primary or secondary data sets.  
- [Shull and Feldmann 2008] provides quality attributes for classifying theory building 
approaches, namely applicability for quantitative data, applicability for qualitative 
data, scalability, objectivity, fairness, ease of use, openness and cost. They applied 
those attributes to the three theory-building approaches in software engineering 
systematic review [Kitchenham 2004], meta-analysis [Miller 2000] and portal 
centered approach called EMPEROR [Shull and Turner 2005].  
In Table 7: Comparison of Approaches for Qualitative Research the findings of those 
analytical works have been merged. The rows of the table compare the approaches by 
means of key dimensions defined in the requirements description of this thesis and by 
Barnett-page and Thomas [Barnett-Page and Thomas 2009]. Latter state that 
epistemological underpinnings of a method (primarily idealism/interpretivism or 
realism/positivism) are mainly reflected by the domain where it applies those characteristics.  
The dimension in the first column describes whether the search process is conducted 
iteratively (I) or linear (L). For the first case various phases are available where the iteration 
may take place, namely data collection, searching, theoretical sampling, coding, or 
synthesis. Not all investigated processes include the same phases but all of the identified 
phases are deduced from systematic review or Grounded Theory and therefore described in 
this chapter. For this thesis, the advantages of iteration are clear as they improve the 
robustness of the result. Thus, the iteration is a central aspect of the method applied in this 
work. In this sense, our approach reflects a more idealist bias, as we do not trust first results 
right away as being the directly observable truth but try to strengthen those observations 
through repetitive and in-depth research to confirm (or reject) the first observations.    
The quality assessment can be divided principally into criteria based, singular approach (e.g. 
tools), or little or no assessment. Most approaches use criteria to decide for data inclusion or 
exclusion, a decision we also adopted in our work.  
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The two main possibilities to ask the leading question are a concrete question which already 
defines implicitly the domain and conditions, or to explore a less known domain by asking a 
very generic question. The decision on how the question is asked has influence on the 
following investigative process and thus on the final result of the investigation. For our work 
we need to find a data synthesis process that should be determined by a generic question.  
The type of data that is collected and synthesized can be categorized in different ways. It 
can be exclusively quantitative data or qualitative data, or it can be a mixture of quantitative 
and qualitative data. In our work we principally count on qualitative data due to the identified 
characteristics of research in software engineering which is lacking strong empirical, 
quantitative data. Anyway we were prepared to include also mixed data. Thus, we try to 
focus on methodologies which can exploit both qualitative and quantitative data. 
Another data type dimension differentiates data as primary or secondary. A synthesizing 
process does not automatically imply that data source must be from third-party but can also 
be collected by the authors themselves. In our work, though, we exclusively use secondary 
data, and thus look for a methodology which takes into account this condition. 
The extension of the included data source may also be very different. It can be synthesis of a 
very limited selection of single studies or it may include a more comprehensive selection. 
The first approach is certainly suitable for some very concrete questions were the focus is on 
a precise articulation of a specific answer for policy making. The latter case is better suited 
for finding answers to more generic questions and observing a large field of investigation, 
which is the situation that came up in our work.    
Beside the differentiation of the initial question and the type of included data, there is also a 
difference in the type of the result. It may be of an aggregative, integrative and 
heterogeneous type, describing the sum of all findings, including possible contradictory ones; 
or of an interpretive, homogeneous type, intended to generate a unifying synthesis of 
included data, trying to explain the investigated phenomena without any contradiction. This 
last case will lead to a homogeneous theory.  
Therefore this is the case of this work, where the result in fact classifies technological 
concepts by orthogonal dimension with the intention to provide the best homogeneity 
possible, although, of course, there are cases which hold some ambiguity. Furthermore the 
product type can be represented in many shapes like for example a classification (as in our 
case), a summary, a meta-interpretation, etc., although with regards to its content it always 
constitutes a synthesis of qualitative data. 
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To sum up this analysis, even if some methods seem to be clearly better suited, each of the 
candidates exposed in the table includes at least one dismissing criterion (marked bold in 
the table) that lowers their direct applicability to the research of this work. Anyway, all those 
methods provide a rich basis, each with a certain specialization on concrete characteristics 
of a specific research scenario.  
Furthermore, some approaches cite Grounded Theory as an influencing methodological 
proposal, e.g. constant comparative analysis or thematic synthesis, while some are notably 
influenced by Grounded Theory without its explicit notion [Bryant and Charmaz 2010], e.g. 
meta study, or meta-synthesis. Grounded Theory is, although listed beside the selected 
methods in table 7, a peculiar approach that is less interrelated with the other ones because 
it was designed for the synthesis of primary selected data instead of secondary (literature) 
data or its interpretation. Anyway, the Grounded Theory is the only approach that explicitly 
mentions the creation of a theory as its final aim. Moreover, its flexibility and openness 
provides a framework adaptable to a broad range of qualitative research situations. That is 
why it was used, in conjunction with systematic review, as part of the methodological 
framework applied in our research and is thus described in some detail in the following.   
4.1.4 Grounded Theory 
Grounded Theory is an approach initially used in social sciences research. Their founder 
Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss designed and published this methodological 
approach in the 1960‟s [Glaser and Strauss 2009] to investigate social processes and 
human behavior or to expand or modify existing theories about human behavior, interaction 
and experience.  
Critics say that qualitative investigations were unscientific due to their subjectivity and 
arbitrary motives of data selection. Grounded Theory is an attempt to counter those critics. It 
provides an approach that is methodologically attended. The process steps are considered a 
series of recommendations, though it is not obligatory to strictly follow each phase. The term 
“grounded” indicates that the resulting theory is grounded in the data explaining the relation 
between analyzed concepts.  
Grounded Theory builds a bridge between two contrary camps of theorists: those who tried 
to find theories deductively and the pure empirists [Przyborski and Wohlrab-Sahr 2008]. In 
Grounded Theory, theory should be generated but not decided “from above”, as it is 
grounded on data. Therefore, both directions to build a theory, deduction and induction, are 
integrated. In a Grounded Theory research process, the interest for an investigation subject 
should be chosen on base of knowledge and personal experience within the concerned field. 
In very general terms, the Grounded Theory process can be resumed this way: Before 
creating any theory, data about the subject are collected. The data are analyzed to find other 
theories (Induction: Theory creating). Those theories must be approved and compared by 
empirical data (Deduction: Theory conserving). 
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The principal practices applied during the Grounded Theory process are: 
- Personal Experiences, Literature, State of the Art. Usually, it should be avoided 
that the investigator starts the investigation with a concrete knowledge about the 
field. This allows her to maintain the theoretical sensitivity, and prevents her from the 
implicit manipulation of the investigation process and complications when taking the 
subjects perspective. An exception is accepted when the aim of investigation is to 
change or enhance an existing theory.  
In the case of this thesis, the candidate had already some general knowledge of the 
field of software reuse, of different programming paradigms and general computer 
science knowledge due to his technology-based academic curriculum. Anyway, he 
started the investigation without any concrete concepts about how the result would 
finally be structured.  
- Global Definition of an Aim, Formulation of General Central Questions. It is 
important that the focus of investigation remains open in the early phase and that the 
question is not reduced towards a too explicit aim.  
This condition was fulfilled in this work, as the research question was asked openly 
without any previous limitation of the artifact definition and a very generic search 
query as starting point. The way how artifacts are closely defined and the separation 
of technical from non-technical support as described in chapter 2.1.3 Technological 
and Non-Technological Issues result from the first run of the investigation process 
cycle. 
- Choice of Method for Data Collection. The choice of methods of data collection is 
not predetermined in Grounded Theory and depends on the availability of sources. 
In social sciences, for example, common methods like interviews or field surveys are 
viable and often applied methods. In our work we combine the Grounded Theory 
approach with systematic review and apply the steps for data collection as they were 
described before.   
- Data Collection. Executing the data collection method. Data collection has do be 
done until data are saturated, that is, until data do not repeat or do not give any new 
insights, no new categories can be found and no new questions arise. Data 
collection and data analysis are interacting, repeating phases of the Grounded 
Theory approach. Earlier findings must be constantly compared with newly collected 
data.  
To achieve this condition, we decided to repeat the data collection approach until 
data was saturated. We chose the literature collected during the first process phase 
as single source for data collection, which was repetitively consulted to search for 
approvals or contradiction to arising hypotheses.   
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- Data Analysis. The data analysis phase includes the approaches of coding, 
theoretical sampling and constant comparison with the final aim to discover a theory, 
described as follows: 
- Open Coding. The open coding process is the initial phase of Grounded Theory. 
During the open coding process, the data will be broke down, examined, compared, 
conceptualized, and categorized [Corbin and Strauss 1990]. Documents are 
scanned, preferable line by line, and important findings are translated into codes, 
that is, word or phrases are chosen to conceptualize and categorize repeated 
relations and characteristics of the subject of investigation. This stage may strongly 
influence and change the initially chosen direction of the investigation, depending on 
the findings. At the end of the open coding process, categories and concepts are 
built from pattern and occurrences included in data. While concepts describe 
singular and less abstract findings, categories unite similar concepts to more 
abstract classes.  
The process of open coding in our work yield the characterization of software reuse 
and reusable software artifacts as exposed in the initial chapter 2 Theoretical 
Framework. Main definitions and characteristics of artifacts were identified while 
scanning relevant software reuse based literature, though not line by line but with 
extraction of codes which conceptualize the main characteristics of software 
artifacts.    
- Theoretical Sampling. During theoretical sampling additional data is selected on 
base of the first categories which have been generated from the open coding 
process. Theoretical sampling is the process that dives deeper into the matter of first 
concepts to get deeper insight into and better understanding of emerging 
phenomena. It guarantees the constant and systematic persecution of a trace.  
In our work the theoretical sampling process served primarily for the generation and 
refinement of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.  
- New Leading Questions. To conduct theoretical sampling, it is necessary that new 
questions are asked which are related specifically to different identified concepts. To 
get answers for those questions, old data should be re-analyzed and new data can 
be collected. Categories and concepts that result from the open coding process 
should be considered only a previous result, keeping its flexibility to change when 
new data appear and demand some reordering.  
In our work the leading questions changed continuously with every refinement of the 
characteristics and dimension of reusable artifact classification. Remember that 
initially we asked for the main dimensions of reusable artifacts. Soon, this focus of 
the question was set on technological support for reusable artifacts, asking for 
mechanisms that permit the reuse of those artifacts. Subsequently we identified 
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some main concepts shared by most artifact types like information hiding, 
composition, abstraction, etc., which were supported by identified mechanisms. 
Following questions then asked for the relation between those concepts. As one can 
see, this constant adaption of the leading question ended up in the classification as 
provided below.  
- Axial Coding. Once, several concepts and categories could be identified and 
showed some level of resistance against new data, the researcher has to put those 
categories into relation. Through inductive and deductive thinking, main and key 
categories are declared. Those main categories must be clearly separated. 
Our classification exposed above show the result of axial coding applied during this 
research. 
- Working Hypothesis. Based on the validation of categories, a working hypothesis 
is formulated that gives explanation for this decision. Further data is selected to find 
evidence for this hypothesis, still being aware of theoretical sensitivity and possible 
equivocations. Data should never be forced into the categories and hypotheses.  
- Data Saturation. When there are no new data available that provoke new questions 
or doubts about categories and hypotheses, i.e. it seems that new data only repeats 
known information, the data is saturated and a final theory is about to appear. The 
classification that we provide is saturated as there could not be found any 
mechanism among the collected data set which diverges from the presented 
dimensions in such a relevant way that it legitimates an additional category.  
- Selective Coding. At a last step, one core category is elected as the central 
element that combines the key categories. The core category must be clearly 
described. Its combinatory aspect of relating thematically all categories should 
appear naturally, without intense interventions of the researcher. The identification 
and description of the core category shapes the general theory in detail.  
- Grounded Theory. The resulting theory must have explanatory power. It describes 
the nature of investigated subject. It is based on evidence but is limited concerning 
its portability and predictability. Grounded Theory is a theory of middle scope, 
between small everyday theories and grand unified theories.  
Both the selective coding and the Grounded Theory with its explanatory power are 
not part of our work, so the classification can not really be considered a Grounded 
Theory the way it was designated by its inventors. Nevertheless, as shown further 
below, it is common practice to use only some of the provided Grounded Theory 
practices within a carefully planed research process without restricting automatically 
the scientificality of the result.  
The Grounded Theory process is iterative; the activity that initiates the iterations in Grounded 
Theory is called constant comparison. With every repetition of data collection and theory 
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building, the final theory concretizes. Most phases - data collection and coding, decision for 
concept, creation of leading question, data analysis, axial coding, and creation of working 
hypothesis - are involved in the constant comparison cycle until data saturation occurs and a 
core category emerges. Actually, from a purist point of view, comprehensive data saturation 
is hard to achieve as always new ideas, technologies, concepts or arguments can add new 
dimensions and facets to a research theory. Thus, investigations should stop at a point 
where no new fundamental data is expected to be found even if a residual risk remains that 
data collection is incomplete and some aspects remain unconsidered. Result documentation 
is another activity that should be done along the whole research process.  
Writing memos and informal notices are frequent techniques applied across the whole 
Grounded Theory framework. This practice is sometimes considered as the fundamental 
process of research data/engagement that results in a „Grounded Theory‟ [Lempert 2010] as 
it helps the researcher to analytically interpret data. It is the distillation process that includes 
the creativity of the researcher for the first time during the, until then, objectivity-striving 
process, through which he or she transforms data into theory [Punch 2009]. It allows 
comparing data, codes and categories between and across each other to find further 
concepts, pattern or even gaps in the analysis [Charmaz 2009]. 
Memoing should start from the beginning of the analysis. Memos may contain any idea or 
information that comes to the researchers mind. They will not appear in the protocol, so they 
do not need to meet any formal style. Important is the gradual transition from describing data 
to finding of pattern, a concept or the relation between concepts, achieving thus an 
increasing level of abstraction. During the elaboration of this thesis, memoing was applied 
along the literature review and the data extraction from the literature and is retrospectively 
considered an indispensable tool along the applied research approach for the mentioned 
reasons. Using literature in Grounded Theory requires great caution. Glaser and Strauss 
advocate that literature review should not be started before data analyzing is in an advanced 
state [Glaser 1978; Corbin and Strauss 1990; Glaser 1994; Strauss and Corbin 2008; Glaser 
and Strauss 2009]. Thus, they want to prevent the researcher from being influenced by pre-
defined categories or theories. Other authors like Lempert [Lempert 2010] use literature in a 
more pragmatic way, arguing that investigating a specific topic needs some basic 
understanding about it, to avoid ignoring the actual discussions and findings. For Lempert, 
the comparison of literature can help to identify gaps in theorizing, however, it does not 
define the research. Those argumentations about literature use in Grounded Theory are 
crucial for our work, as we actually use Grounded Theory principles within a literature review 
and not, as originally designed for, within a series of sociological field investigations. This 
approach supports our aims, as the attempt of our work is not to find a radically new theory 
but to identify an embracing, agreeing consensus across a multitude of primary works which 
focus on the same subject of software artifact but all from a specific and limited perspective. 
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4.1.5 Grounded Theory in Software Engineering 
Regarding the background of Grounded Theory based research in software engineering, it is 
interesting to point out that since an awarded paper from Orlikowski from 1993 [Orlikowski 
1993], Grounded Theory gained growing attention in the IT research community. Anyway, 
today Grounded Theory is still rarely applied to software engineering or related research 
disciplines. In software engineering research less than one percent of papers include 
Grounded Theory as their research method [Glass et al. 2002], while in computer science 
none of the analyzed papers made use of Grounded Theory [Ramesh et al. 2004]. 
Nevertheless, an unrepresentative scan of the complete ACM library performed by the 
author of this thesis reveals that during the seven year period before 2002 the amount of 
records including the term Grounded Theory has quadruplicated (from 0,04% to 0,16% of 
total records), indicating that there is a slightly growing recognition of Grounded Theory 
mechanisms in computing research. They mainly appear in journals and congress 
proceedings that center on the human factor in software engineering, i.e. e-learning, human-
computer interaction, accessibility, cooperative work, organization and information 
management, etc. Thus, Grounded Theory is used with a similar purpose that it has been 
originally designed for: The investigation of social behavior in a certain environment. Not 
surprisingly, similar observations have been made in IS research, where an increase of 
Grounded Theory use could be found since 1985, with an especially sharp rise during the 
years 2001 to 2007 [Matavire and Brown 2008]. While the editions of top 50 IS-centric 
journals from 1985 until 1995 only contained one paper per year that made use of Grounded 
Theory, in 2001 there were already 10 articles available that used a Grounded Theory 
approach, and in 2007 18 papers were found, marking the so far highest record of a constant 
increase of Grounded Theory implication.   
The small amount of those works available that report their experience gained while applying 
Grounded Theory in software engineering research conclude that it is not easy to conduct 
real Grounded Theory - especially due to the time consuming and tedious process of 
constant comparison - and misunderstanding of Grounded Theory can happen rapidly if the 
process is not prepared and conducted carefully [Adolph et al. 2008]. The conduction of 
Grounded Theory implies time-consuming and painstaking analytical effort because a new 
field is analyzed, fragmented and recomposed to reveal a new theory [Gasson 2009], 
actually a problem that not exclusively counts for software engineering [Benoliel 1996]. 
Some studies admit right from the beginning that they only use some Grounded Theory 
practices instead of strivtly following one of the available approaches. This practice was also 
applied in this thesis as it is considered perfectly reasonable as long as the result is not 
claimed to be a Grounded Theory [Adolph et al. 2008]. 
Matavire and Brown [Matavire and Brown 2008] analyzed four different types of methods 
that imply Grounded Theory approaches in IS (table 8). Beside the already sketched 
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difference between Glaserian and Straussian approach, they identified a third, analytical 
approach, which only uses Grounded Theory techniques such as open, axial and or 
selective coding but a strictly adherence to any Grounded Theory principle is unnecessary. 
This analytical approach is the most often applied in Grounded Theory-based IS research. 
As a fourth approach, the mixed method has been identified, combining different research 
methods like action research [Baskerville and Pries-Heje 1999] or case studies [Eisenhardt 
1989] with Grounded Theory [Mingers 2001].  
Table 8: Four Grounded Theory Approaches 
Approach 
Principles  Coding A 
priori 
theory 
Paradigm 
model 
Typical 
references 
Percentage 
use in IS 
Glaserian 
Required Open, 
selective 
No Viewed as 
family of 
codes 
[Glaser 
1994; Glaser 
and Strauss 
2009] 
8% 
Straussian 
Required Open, 
Axial, 
Selective 
No Greater 
emphasis 
[Corbin and 
Strauss 
1990; 
Strauss and 
Corbin 2008] 
17% 
Analytical 
Not 
necessarily 
Any or 
all used 
Maybe 
used 
Sometimes 
used 
Variety 62% 
Mixed 
Not 
necessarily 
Any or 
all used 
Maybe 
used 
Sometimes 
used 
[Mingers 
2001]  
13% 
 
The emanating conclusion from this table is the common acceptance to take inspiration from 
the Grounded Theory but adapting it in an ad-hoc and aims-based way. Grounded Theory is 
a framework of principles that can be applied in different ways, depending on the 
epistemological view of the researcher and the purpose of the work. It is designed for 
qualitative research although the inclusion of quantitative research is not explicitly inhibited.  
In this work we adhere to this approach, as we apply concepts of Grounded Theory, but not 
in such a rigid and strict way to call the result a Grounded Theory 
4.2 Research Method Design (Applied Process Lifecycle) 
As a conclusion from the previous sub-chapter, a suitable method for this thesis has been 
built on base of existing approaches for qualitative synthesis, which in our case is Grounded 
Theory, in consumption with a systematic review to carry out initial steps. Therefore, the 
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main structure of the process consists of two parts. The first part is the data collection phase 
which is based on systematic review, while the second part is the data analysis and 
synthesis which follows Grounded Theory principles.  
The intersection phase of data extraction combines both methods: data extraction forms as 
used in systematic reviews; and memoing, the data extraction principle taken from Grounded 
Theory.  
Figure 1 shows the whole process as it was finally applied in our work. Here the single steps 
are shortly described in general. Arguments for the decision on how to apply those steps 
along this thesis are already provided in the description of the single phases above, while the 
concrete details like use criteria, number of found literature entries, etc. are exposed below.  
Following the design of the methodology, the research process starts with the initial definition 
of the investigation aim, scope and type of question.  
Regarding the review question, it has to be clear, precisely and well-formulated as it has 
influence on the criteria selection, the study search and data selection process. The scope of 
a review question might be broad or narrow, but remember that a very broadly defined 
review might be criticized as „mixing apples and oranges‟. Regarding our research work, the 
broadness and the elements of the main question (see chapter 3 Questions and 
Objectives) were partly inappropriate for the application of the systematic review. Anyway, 
our solution was to choose a loose question and to select broad selection criteria what 
ended up in a large number of bibliographic records which were reduced by bibliographic 
metrics during a later investigation phase. 
The next step that follows the definition of the loose question is to find literature that 
addresses the research question, using formal inclusion/exclusion criteria to query in 
electronic literature databases.  
During the following phase a manual sampling process of the literature selection identifies 
relevant articles, scanning the title and abstract for non-formal criteria. During a first iteration, 
this phase should be over-inclusive to avoid excluding relevant information on an early 
stage. It is possible to decide for a list of criteria before starting this phase, though it is to 
expect that this list grows along the sampling process, as ideas for new criteria automatically 
arise sample by sample. 
Afterwards, an assessment phase evaluates if the quality of research and the provided data 
in each sample is acceptable and excludes qualitatively low samples. 
Now the literature will be studied more carefully to samplewise extract and code data by 
means of open coding and memoing.  
The next step combines the extracted data and codes and synthesizes them to first 
concepts, applying the concepts of axial coding and constant comparison from Grounded 
Theory.    
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On base of the first concepts, the researcher formulates a work hypothesis with a more 
concrete conception of the object under investigation.  
It must now be decided if the data that backs the work hypothesis is already sufficiently 
exhaustive and detailed enough. One indication is to check if collected data seem to repeat 
without contributing new information. If more data is required, the researcher must define 
new criteria and a new or more precise research question which reflects well the current 
work hypothesis to search for further relevant data in the literature base. Grounded Theory 
calls this process the theoretical sampling. 
Once, the data extracted from literature base seems to repeat and no new findings or 
contradictions can be found, the codes and concepts are weightened and core categories 
are selected. Finally, a Grounded Theory emerges from putting those categories and the left 
codes and concepts into relation.  
An ultimate quality control checks for the validity of the result. 
The main ways of documenting this process are writing a review protocol and a review 
report. The review protocol was formulated at the beginning of the research process 
including a leading question, data sources types, search query, selection criteria, quality 
criteria, the data extraction strategy, the data synthesis method. The CH even provides 
software that includes a uniform format of protocols for reviews to include them using a 
homogeneous style into the database. The protocol form includes personal data of 
implicated researchers, protocol information, background, objectives, selection criteria, 
search method, data collection and analysis methods, acknowledgments, references, etc., 
and supplementary information about the article. It is the protocol what makes a systematic 
review different from a normal literature review [Dybå et al. 2007]. Defining the protocol 
before conducting the study selection reduces the reviewers‟ bias, offers transparency of 
methods and processes, and reduces the potential for duplication. The steps, as they were 
planned and executed for this research, are described and defended in more detail in the 
following 4.3 Preparation of Investigation (Review Protocol). 
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Figure 1: Applied Method Process Flow Diagram 
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Table 9: Review Report Suggestion & Application  
Suggested Review Report Structure  
Thesis Index Reference 
Title 
 
Executive summary or structured abstract  
(Context, Objectives, Methods, Results, 
Conclusions) 
1 Introduction¡Error! No se encuentra 
el origen de la referencia. 
Main Text 
 
- Background 
2 Theoretical Framework 
- Review Questions 
3 Questions and Objectives 
- Review methods (based on protocol): 
Data sources and search strategy 
Study Selection 
Study Quality assessment 
Data extraction 
Data synthesis 
4.1 Applied Methodology 
- Included and excluded studies 
4.3.3 Definition of Selection Criteria 
- Choice of samples 
Appendix A: Online Libraries Search 
Strategies and Results 
- Results of the review  
2.1 Software Reuse 
  
2.2 Reusable Software Artifacts 
 
5 Final Grounded Classification: 
Dimensions of Reusable Software 
Artifact 
- Discussion: 
Principal Findings 
Strength and Weaknesses 
Meaning of Findings 
6 Discussion 
- Conclusions (Recommendations) 
7 Summary and Future Work 
Acknowledgements 
Acknowledgement 
References 
References 
Appendices 
Appendix A: Online Libraries Search 
Strategies and Results 
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The final review report is an important part of the systematic review as it documents how the 
final result was achieved. It consists of the description of how to execute each step that the 
review protocol declares, together with the final result of the synthesis [Evans 2004]. It 
should guarantee the transparency of the whole research process as it uncovers the 
decision made by the researcher. A suggested structure of a systematic review report is 
proposed in [Centre for Reviews & Dissemination 2001] or [Centre for Reviews & 
Dissemination 2009], especially for doctorate thesis (table 9). 
As shown by table 9, in case of this thesis, the thesis‟ arrangement itself represents the 
review protocol, including some slight changes in the index which are necessary because 
the applied method is not a pure systematic review. The main difference is that the 
subchapters 2.1 Software Reuse and 2.2 Reusable Software Artifacts of the theoretical 
framework are actually intermediate results of the first two investigation process cycles and 
only the final classification is set out in the chapter of review results.    
4.3 Preparation of Investigation (Review Protocol) 
The review protocol describes the previous decision for the research process. The protocol 
consists of the following items: 
- Formulation of the initial research questions 
-  Definition of a search strategy 
- Definition of selection criteria and procedure for including and excluding studies 
- Development of a checklist and procedures for study quality assessment 
- Development of a data extraction strategy (data extraction forms) 
Those items are described in more detail in the following. 
4.3.1 Initial Research Question 
As described in the introducing chapter of software reuse, reusable software artifact is a 
general term for any kind of piece of software that is delimited to its environment and 
provided with some kind of access support to make repeatable use of its functionality. This 
work aims to find a way to classify those artifacts, across programming paradigms, across 
languages and across underlying technologies. At the beginning of the research, no concrete 
idea has been established on how this classification should look like. It was aimed to identify 
any available proposals, independently from whether the approach was well-proven and 
widely applied, or innovative and prototype-like, or a modification/derivation from existing 
approaches. The question was set out from a very generic point of view. The only common 
denominator was the reusability of the artifact. The characteristics of an artifact could be 
both the main objective of the analyzed investigation work or a mere by-product of the 
investigation.  
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The research question is important for both the overall research work and, more specifically, 
the searching process. The type of question has influences on the chosen process and the 
result, implying the type of theory (see chapter 2.4.1 Theories and Software Engineering 
Research). The implicit aim of this work is to build a theory for analyzing type, analyzing the 
differences between existing artifacts and finding abstract similarities. Anyway, at the start of 
the research process, there is no certainty about what will be the result, especially when 
using Grounded Theory principles.  
Following the proposal from Kitchenham [Kitchenham 2004], we considered three viewpoints 
regarding our research question: population, intervention and outcomes. In this thesis, 
population refers to whom this work concerns. Due to its content the results might be of 
interest for software engineers, programmers or especially for reuse experts.  
The interventions of this work are the different types of software artifacts, as they are the 
subject of its interest.  
Outcomes or comparison factors are those factors that serve to compare or differentiate 
artifacts. Suitable factors are still to be identified during the iterations within the Grounded 
Theory process. Basing on those factors a classification of artifacts should be constructed.   
4.3.2 Search Strategy: Sources, Data Types and Search Query 
The definition of a search strategy to find research related data mainly implies the 
determination of search terms, information sources and tools. The search strategy used in 
our work is deduced from the systematic review process.  
Literature serves as the only data source for this investigation. The choice of literature as 
primary data requires a reliable and flexible tool to manage the literature records. We used 
the Citavi Literature Manager [Swiss Academic Software GmbH], version 2.5, to save the 
record data. It provides feature to detect double entries of the same record and to search, 
mark and sort saved entries in different ways.   
Citavi provides two further helpful features which support the two review protocol research 
activities search strategy and data extraction. Citavi‟s data-recall facility supports the 
searching process as large, external, international and individually chosen online-libraries 
can be scanned at once by means of self-defined search queries. The data 
extraction/memoing process is supported by the knowledge organization feature, adding and 
organizing citations or own ideas and relate them to literature entries.   
Concerning the literature source, there was no difference made whether the type of literature 
was a book, a compilation of works from different authors, or journal articles. As we decided 
for this thesis to also include immature concepts, it was neither important whether the 
findings described in the literature base on an empirical method, on a simple opinion, on a 
concept proposal or a lesson learned. We argue that though immature concepts are less 
perfect than stable and widely used ones, on the other hand, any kind of artifact description 
and implementation has its advantages and disadvantages, being mature or not. The aim of 
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this work is neither to show which concept works best for some specific scenario nor to make 
a competitive comparison. Instead, it should give an all-embracing overview of what factors 
are considered at the time when artifacts are specified and which concepts are proposed, 
including possible future trends, no matter their current level of maturity.  
What is denominated as the “sampling phase” in the overall investigation process lifecycle is 
the search strategy which is divided into several sub-phases (Fig. 2). 
 
Figure 2: Sequence Diagram of the Applied Search Strategy 
 
This strategy results from both lack of quality measures for qualitative data and lack of 
methodological rigidity in software engineering research. A higher methodological barrier for 
study inclusion would cause the exclusion of a significant number of primary resources what 
would increase the probability of result falsification. Anyway, to guarantee a minimum level of 
scientificality, the selection of literature is limited to those works that meet the quality criteria 
of peer review, granted by its inclusion in the chosen source libraries. Included document 
types are:  
- Papers, articles or chapters published in 
- Scientific journals, magazines, periodical, textbooks, reviews, (short) surveys, 
conference proceedings/meetings, standards or theses (reports and notes are 
excluded). 
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The search was limited to electronic databases. Manual search and printed documents were 
not included due to time and workload limitations of this research, and because most 
relevant resources are already recorded in electronic databases. 
To find relevant literature, seven different electronic sources were consulted: 
- ACM library 
- Citavi (library search function of the reference manager) 
- IEEE Xplore 
- ISI Web of Knowledge 
- Perseo (library catalog of the University of Vigo) 
- Scopus  
- SpringerLink 
As search query for each library we selected the following terms: 
1. Software AND reuse 
2. Software AND reusability 
3. Software AND reusabilidad1 
4. Software AND wiederverwendung2 
5. Software AND wiederverwendbarkeit3 
Those terms were used together with the OR operator. 
As presented in more detail in the Appendix A: Online Libraries Search Strategies and 
Results, a set of 7238 unique literature entries were found during the first search step, where 
all chosen libraries were scanned basing on the formal selection criteria like study type or 
format, year of publication, and main category.   
An important factor on the result is the set of include/exclude criteria by which records are 
selected or dismissed from the final list of primary research. Some criteria were pre-defined 
before the investigation realization started, but they were stepwisely refined as new articles 
with unforeseen focus appeared, providing new aspects to reason about whether they are 
relevant or not. The list of final include and exclude criteria is provided in the next section.  
The criteria-based selection process was applied twice during the sampling process. First, 
during the headline/title scan and then again during the abstract scan. Both phases are very 
time consuming and require a constant state of concentration. Any of the excluded records 
could have contained important information that gives the final result a different turn. Criteria 
definition and the selection phases are exclusively in the hand of the researcher and, despite 
                                                             
1 Spanish term for reusability 
2 German term for reuse 
3 German term for reusability 
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all intents of bias prevention and transparency, phases where the investigation is given the 
first personal note. Normally, in systematic review, the selection should be done 
independently and in parallel from at least two researchers who compare their results 
concerning compliance to reduce the selection bias during the literature selection. In case of 
discrepancy, the inclusion needs to be discussed individually. Anyway, due to resource 
limitations, in this work, this step could only be realized by the author of this thesis, so that 
the result is plausibly influenced by his personal judgment.  
4.3.3 Definition of Selection Criteria 
As criteria to include a study, we require that the study refers to some kind of artifact which is 
implementable by some subjacent technology. It is not required though, that the study 
exclusively treat technological issues but also quality issues or, for example, an explication 
of how to implement some design pattern or other type of technological concept or model by 
the use of some type of artifact. In other words, if some abstract topic is put into relation with 
reusable artifacts and some underlying technology, it is included. Therefore include criteria 
were:  
- Publication year: 1989 - 2008 
- Languages: English, Spanish, German 
- Recognized reuse experts (not exclusive): Jan Bosch, Ivica Crnkovic, Mitsutaka 
Matsumoto, Rubén Prieto-Díaz, etc. 
- Reuse on lower technological level: components, objects; include for first revision in 
case of being unsure (e.g. architecture, SOA, frameworks, agents, software 
verification, software generation, transformation (systems), pattern …)  
- Benefits of reuse 
- When focus is on high level, but it is expected that references to artifact specification 
details of interest is mentioned; artifact storage, artifact retrieval, management, 
institutionalizing, evolution, version control, all kind of reuse –ilities (portability, 
quality, identifiability, performability, adaptability, commonality, variability, etc.); 
- -ilities also embraces works on: aspect oriented programming (AOP) and feature 
oriented programming (FOP)/software product lines. 
- References on certain artifact specifying or implementing technologies, like 
component models, java beans, enterprise java beans, web services, middleware 
- References to artifact specific matters: specifications, implementation techniques, 
technologies; interfaces; packaging; composition;  
- Software reuse reports from industry 
- General software reuse state of art reports/retrospective and future aspects  
Beside the include criteria, some exclude criteria are defined that serve as decision guides 
for rejecting a study from the list of relevant records. Principally, this refers to all topics which 
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are not related to one of including topics. As some topics appeared frequently in the primary 
merged selection, a list sums them up to clarify the scope of this work and demarcate them 
from other software reuse related issues, e.g. reusable units of knowledge like models, 
business processes, methodologies, which are of such abstract form that they are not 
directly technologically implementable. A noteworthy point is the exclusion of topics that are 
related to the management of artifacts, especially components, in specific library search and 
retrieval as this is a prominent topic that did not lose importance for the reuse domain since 
decades of investigation. Anyway, library concepts were generally excluded as they use to 
deal with the storage and administration of sets of artifacts but not directly with the artifacts 
specification or installation. The complete list of exclude criteria looks as follows:    
- Publication year earlier than 1989 (exception with “milestone” articles)  
- Duplications 
- Concern of Reuse exclusively on high level or of very abstract, high-level and non-
technological artifacts: knowledge reuse, design reuse, domain-analysis, model-
reuse, model-driven software development (MDSD), model-driven architecture 
(MDA), business processes, legacy-management, software engineering 
methodologies (extreme programming, agile processes) 
- Missing reference to technology or low level concerns; i.e. focus exclusively on 
cultural, educational matters of reuse;  
- Reuse of objects different than software (i.e. software for reuse of wastewater, …) 
- Single focus on library design 
- Design or architecture implementations/frameworks with known languages 
- Hardware description languages (VHDL) 
- Signal Processing, System-on-a-Chip(SoC), Intellectual Property (IP) 
- Reports of domain specific application or component development (avionic systems, 
automotion, telecommunication systems, medical systems, elearning systems, etc. ); 
use cases; application of architectures, patterns, paradigms to some specific 
domain; those without any obvious contribution for general artifact handling but just 
technology deployment  
- Artificial intelligence, ontologies, semantic web, knowledge engineering 
- Works on software understandability 
- Works on clone detection, code mining 
- User interface (design) 
As presented in figure 7, the first scan of article titles by means of those criteria, limits the set 
of studies to an amount of 1737 entries. As titles of articles often only give a very general 
hint on the scope, specialization and depth of an article. Thus, only in clear cases, records 
should be excluded from the literature database. In case of doubts they should be left in for a 
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more detailed check in the second scan.  
In the following step a literature search for abstract or full text detection is realized by means 
of full library access to all libraries chosen for literature detection as well as by web search 
engines. Sorting out those articles of which abstract or full text are not available reduces this 
number to 1710.  
Found abstracts or, in its case, book synopses of every record are then scanned again by 
means of the same criteria. This time, the criteria are applied more rigidly as closer 
information concerning the content of the article is available what allows a more detailed 
evaluation.  
4.3.4 Definition of Quality Criteria 
Despite content, the quality account of selected articles within systematic review is a 
relevant, although in qualitative syntheses not unproblematic issue. Jenssen and Allen asked 
the general question [Jensen and Allen 1996] whether all studies should be included 
independently from their scientific performance, if the fact of being published indicates 
already its sufficient scientificality, or if more rigid criteria must be employed. Especially the 
question of criteria has received much attention [Dixon-Woods et al. 2001; Dixon-Woods et 
al. 2006; Lucas et al. 2007], particularly in disciplines like medical research, where synthesis 
methodology is of prevalent investigative relevance. Critics against rigid exclusion criteria 
argue that studies should not be excluded for reasons of „good‟ or „bad‟ quality because 
there are widely variations in conceptions of the good and of quality criteria [Sandelowski et 
al. 1997]. If the inclusion range is chosen broadly, a better understanding of the invested 
phenomena is afforded while with rigid criteria, relevant data could be lost for inclusion 
[Jensen and Allen 1996].  
On the other hand, advocates of quality criteria argue that much published qualitative work is 
of poor quality [Dixon-Woods et al. 2001], what counts especially for software engineering 
research, overly large sample sizes tend to prevent from a deep analysis what may reduce 
the interpretive validity of findings [Sandelowski et al. 1997]. Thus critical appraisal is core to 
qualitative synthesis [Attree and Milton 2006]. In the case that quality of primary studies are 
considered as relevant, the quality of the whole review, the secondary research, is assessed 
by the level of quality of its included primary research. As a consequence, if quality of 
included primary studies is weak, so is the quality of the review result. 
Once the use of criteria is decided, the next question is what criteria to choose {Jensen 1996 
# 194}. Dixon-Woods [Dixon-Woods et al. 2006] mentions that there are over hundred sets 
of proposals available on quality in qualitative research. Some proposals are that of 
guidelines, checklists or sensitive analyses. Checklists consist of a list of criteria that should 
guarantee the overall quality by measuring different quality factors like quality of reporting, 
sufficiency, credibility and appropriateness of study strategies and methods [Thomas and 
Harden 2008], or the relevance of the study for research. Anyway, a test using a checklist-
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type approach with experienced reviewers revealed disagreement on various issues [Dixon-
Woods et al. 2006], so that checklists are not automatically reliable, as they themselves lack 
of systematical appraisal. An alternative way to face a rigorous include or exclude problem 
which risks the exclusion of relevant information, is a stepwise grading [Attree 2004] 
according to whether primary studies include main concepts, only supporting data or nothing 
of relevance. Dixon Woods et al. [Dixon-Woods et al. 2006] argue that it is not yet clear 
though how „weak‟ qualitative findings should be leveled off in a synthesis. In their critical 
interpretive synthesis method [Dixon-Woods et al. 2006], they propose the „signal over noise‟ 
concept referring to [A. Edwards et al. 2000], which argues for a broader inclusion of studies. 
In a first step all studies that are relevant (signal) are included, and no criteria for some 
required methodologically standard (noise) is applied. The threshold for study inclusion is 
low and only fatally flawed papers are excluded, to guarantee a wide variety of papers. 
Credibility and contribution are then judged during the synthesis process.  
Due to the broad focus that spans the term “reusable software artifacts” and due to the 
desired openness concerning those new scientific concepts that have still not proven their 
stability, we decided to apply the „signal over noise‟ approach, also respecting the fact that 
today scientific works in software engineering research still lack of empirical evidence.  
Later, for practical reasons (reduction the amount of literature), the set of selected articles 
was scanned by the „number of citings‟ bibliometric, and only those studies were included 
which could account for at least five citings in one of the three portals ACM library, Scopus or 
ISI web of science. Bibliometrics, like cite rate, impact factor or h-index are often rather 
quantitative than qualitative indices to analyze bibliographic outcome. The number of citings 
does not necessarily imply the scientificality or stability but rather the impact of an idea on 
the scientific community. The quality is then indirectly deduced from its quantitative 
evidence.  
On the level of theory of science, the citing rate implements the philosophical concepts from 
Kuhn or Lakatos concerning scientific programs or paradigms, as it indicates a broad 
acceptance of a scientific finding that manifests its impact on a specific scientific perspective. 
Searching for the most accepted views on different types of reusable software artifacts is an 
alternative way to include evidence.  
Anyway, bibliometrics have advantages and disadvantages and have to be treated with care 
[Pendlebury; Adler et al. 2009]. Statistical values supports creating rankings but should 
always be combined with other qualitative evaluation means, e.g. personal peer review. In 
this thesis, this qualitative check is realized during the synthesis process, following again the 
„critical interpretive synthesis‟ concept from Dixon Woods. During the synthesis, a stronger 
focus is set on the „authorial voice‟, demanding a constant reflexivity on the part of the review 
authors. A drawback is that from the analysis on the transparency and reproducibility of the 
results decrease. The concepts adapted from Grounded Theory aim to lower this drawback.  
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Finally, the interpretation of qualitative scientific data, may it be primary or secondary, is 
often potentially ambiguous. Dixon Woods defend their position, saying that their “analysis 
can be defended on the grounds that it is demonstrably grounded in the evidence, that it is 
plausible, that it offers insights that consistent with the available evidence, and that it can 
generate testable hypotheses and empirically valuable questions for future research”. We 
absolutely agree with that argumentation and apply it to the quality of the thesis‟ result. 
4.3.5 Definition of Data Extraction Strategy  
The reference manager software Citavi is used to support the data extraction as it provides a 
tool to manage and sort information about the collected records in a literature library. For 
each record, the single category of main ideas and concepts concerning reusable artifacts 
are extracted and saved directly in the library avoiding thus the use of data extraction forms 
with specific categories. The concepts of memoing, open coding and constant comparison 
from Grounded Theory are then applied to extract findings from reports, to compare findings 
with each other, to abstract them to general codes and to stepwisely transform them into a 
classification. Again the „authorial voice‟ has a great impact from the beginning of this phase. 
The data of the present work is of qualitative and not of quantitative or numerical type. Thus 
the extraction of data is in first place the extraction of textual information instead of sets of 
numbers and values. Nevertheless, the extracted information can base on statistics that 
result from a quantitative analysis of the bibliographic dataset.  
 Bibliometrics are useful for data extraction as they are in the first case numbers that help to 
identify 
- Trends and tendencies in research fields through key word analysis in cooperation 
with publication dates,  
- Authors that published frequently about a specific topic 
- Often cited articles that may contain important and convincing information in the 
investigated area 
- Relevant keywords 
The ACM Library portal provides the option to concretize search by choosing keywords. As 
keywords are commonly added with every scientific article, they are a strong and helpful 
factor to list often related terms with a first search term combination like software reuse in 
this case. The listing offers two advantages: First, it serves well to concretize a search when 
at first place the result is to general. And second, it serves to gain a quantitative insight in 
related terms, what is of great value for the Grounded Theory process. Identified related and 
often repeated keywords already provide a source for data coding and decisions for first 
concepts.  
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The final selection of literature items as result of the search strategy (Fig. 2) is a list of 199 
articles that is exposed in Appendix B: Final Literature Samples List. This list was used as 
the knowledge foundation for the final classification that is described in detail in the following 
chapter.  
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5 Final Grounded Classification: Dimensions of Reusable 
Software Artifact  
This chapter describes the final classification as a result from the last iteration of the 
investigation process. It explains in detail the three identified orthogonal dimensions contract, 
independence and composition. Each dimension is divided into various levels. Those levels 
are neither of a cascading dependence, where one level would imply the characteristic of a 
previous level, nor is one level necessarily a direct successor of the previously described 
level. In some cases an artifact may comply with the first and the third level, leaving apart 
those characteristics described in the second level. As a consequence, each level simply 
describes another grade of the main dimension‟s characteristic.  
5.1 Contract Dimension 
One of the three identified dimensions of software artifacts is constituted by the artifact 
interface, or in a broader sense, by the artifact contract. A reusable artifact needs to expose 
information about how to realize an artifact invocation, i.e. a description of its interface, while 
unnecessary (even not opportune) information for the client, like implementation details, 
remains hidden.  
Beside the pure syntactical description through the interface as one part of the contract, it 
can expose additional rules and factors that have to be respected for a proper use of an 
artifact. Thus, the expressiveness and strength of an artifact contract depends on the extent 
of the contract description.  
It is assumed that a contract has to be presented in a machine-readable and verifiable 
format and not just as an informal or human readable description. A syntactically correct 
expression must therefore be defined for all additional rules and factors.  
Along the research process of this work, different reports were found that describe main 
levels of interface specification. They focus mainly on software components and their 
interface description. For example, in [Beugnard et al. 1999] the author describes four levels 
of negotiability of component interfaces: 1) basic contracts (non-negotiable), 2) behavioral 
contracts (Design by Contract), 3) synchronization contracts (formal applications) and 4) 
quality of service contracts (dynamically negotiable). 
Han [Han 2000] describes a similar framework for component interface specification. Therein 
he distinguishes between 1) interface signature (syntax) which consists of attributes, 
operations and events, 2) configuration (structure) including ports depending on the 
component role, 3) behavior (semantics) with pre-, post-condition pairs, 4) interaction based 
on protocols for interaction guidance and interaction constraints to avoid exceptions, errors, 
unpredictable behavior, and 5) quality description of non-functional properties, e.g. reliability, 
performance, security. 
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In [Geisterfer and Ghosh 2006] the authors list different approaches for component 
specification with the special focus on component selection and component reuse. They 
identify four levels: 1) early approaches (CORBA, COM, CCM, .Net, free text), 2) Design by 
Contract, 3) formal methods, and 4) framework based approaches (.Net, CCM, EJB, 
SOFA/CDL). 
On base of those (amongst others) component-specific investigations, five level of artifact 
interface information provision are presented in the following, concretely: 1) No Contract 2) 
Interface signature, 3) Interface Contract, 4) Protocols, and 5) Quality of Service. Each level 
specifies the main information entities exposed by the interface. Examples of different artifact 
types are given and compared. Finally their strength and weaknesses are analyzed.  
5.1.1 No Contract 
In the most basic case, a reusable artifact does not provide any contract at all and the 
artifact is not forced to expose any information about its usage. Examples for this case are 
the Windows DLLs that cannot contain contracts. Only the names of the exported functions 
are listed in the export table but no further information can be extracted. Other examples are 
script applications for the Unix shell. The developer of a shell script has to use help files or 
test the output of the different shell commands to correctly compose them, due to the 
missing formal contract description that would allow for an automatic verification. The 
developer is in charge of the correct use of those artifacts. In this case, interface signatures 
are used but without any type information. Only the number of expected parameters 
constitutes a minimal contract and wrong types passed will lead to run-time exceptions.  
5.1.2 Artifact Interface Signature 
This contract level is about the most common format of contracts. The basic and minimal 
information is a formal syntactic description of the interface that can be verified 
automatically, usually by a compiler. The interface describes the entities or members that are 
included in and provided by the encapsulating artifact. A distinction is drawn between two 
sub-levels of contract specification by interface signature: one basic sub-level that provides a 
minimum of information which is common to all types of reusable artifacts, and an extended 
sub-level that is about to constitute the new standard of recent implementations, especially in 
component platforms adding some improvements to the earlier one. 
5.1.2.1 Basic Artifact Interface Signature 
A list of the most basic entities that can be found in the basic the description of an interface 
signature consists of following items: 
- Artifact interface identifier,  
- Artifact importation,  
- Operation header, 
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- Data:  
  - Variables (regular field = instance variable) 
 - Constants (class variable / static field) 
 - Properties/Attributes   
 - Access Modifier  
- Data Types: 
- Built-in primitive types (bool, byte, short, int, long, float, double, string, char, etc.) 
 - Built-in composite/aggregate types (array, record, protected, task, dictionaries) 
 - Built-in value type (struct, enum, union, etc.) 
 - Reference type (class, object, interface, delegate, etc.) 
 - User defined types (TYPE (ADA, Modula, Pascal), typedef (C++), schemata  
  (Extended Pascal)) 
 - Pointer type  
 
In the following, a short description of the signification of those entities is given.  
The chosen identifier is the name of the artifact as it will be recognized in its environment. 
Although the name is principally left to the developers decision, in some technologies it 
should be chosen with caution as multiple use of the same identification may turn into 
untreated ambiguity problems. 
The artifact importation part establishes dependencies to other artifacts. A set of artifacts can 
be added to a virtual namespace of a similar semantic meaning. A namespace is a logical 
classification scheme that may only contain data types but no variables or operations. Or the 
artifact set can be tied to a library or package, a physical code-grouping bundle of a project 
that may contain any of those items. An importation clause grants access to the content 
provided by other artifacts that lie within or beyond the proper artifact scope, package or 
namespace. To create such an importation, most languages provide a specific importation-
clause, e.g. with, use, using, import, include or open, followed by the 
identifier of the artifact to be imported. 
Depending on the language, the provided clause permits use-visibility or direct visibility, i.e. 
external artifact entities have to be called by their full qualified name or can be used without 
the namespace or library prefix. The latter option may cause name collision problems when 
various entities with the same name are imported without their full name path. Therefore, this 
kind of direct visibility should usually be avoided.  
Another aspect that is related with artifact importation and that is handled differently 
depending on the language is whether an artifact imports an artifact interface or an artifact 
implementation. Thus it is important to consider that some artifacts consist of two separated 
parts, the interface description and the interface implementation. In OOP for example, 
methods exposed by objects constitute their interface and implicitly the object's signature - 
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implicitly, because there is no explicit piece of software that defines which operations are 
provided by the object. To strengthen the specific contractual relationship between artifact 
provider and client, some programming mechanisms offer definition concepts which define 
artifact interfaces explicitly. Depending on the language and its implementation or its version, 
the contract definition can be located within the same artifact file that also describes the 
contract implementation, or it can be separated from their implementation and provided thus 
by two different files. In the latter case, the importation clause only includes the interface file 
and leaves the choice of implementation open. 
The importation definition of other artifacts or artifact interfaces must usually be mentioned at 
the top of a signature so that the compiler knows about extern entities before they are used 
in the following specification. 
The header of operations is the access point to the functional part of an artifact. It defines the 
behavior of the artifact as it describes how the artifact manipulates data. Therefore it is also 
sometimes considered as the most basic reusable software artifact signature. The term 
operation is used here as a generic term for function, procedure, method, subroutine or 
subprogram. The operation header consists of an access modifier (often with the public state 
as default), optionally of return values (in case of functions) or not (in case of procedures), 
the operation‟s identifier and its parameters, the latter again with its type and name. The arity 
is the number of arguments that the operation may receive. The implementation of the 
operation remains hidden to the client. This is where the principle of blackboxes is realized. 
Exposed operations form the artifact's interface with the outside world. 
The operations need data to operate on. Data are units which contain values. While 
operations reflect the behavior of an artifact, the data represent the state of an artifact. Data 
have three principal characteristics: the name, the level of value changeability and access 
and the value range. On the level of value-changeability there are two main concepts, 
variables and constants. While variables allow for permanent changing of data values 
during-runtime, constants can only be defined once at compile-time. Between those main 
ways, there are options to adjust a finer changeability by means of different level of access 
defined through access modifier. Thus, the permission to access and change the value of 
some data depends on the (relative) location of the calling artifact. The value range is 
defined by the data type.  
A variable of an artifact may change its value during the artifacts life-time. Variables, e.g. 
instance/member variables, are usually private and used internally by shared algorithms. 
Whenever possible, it should be avoided to declare variables as global (accessible across 
artifact borders) as this would harm the condition of blackbox encapsulation and its neutral 
initial behavior and state. A variable is declared in some languages (Modula-2, -3, Delphi) 
with the var clause, followed by the identifier and its primitive type. In other languages, the 
clause is omitted and only the corresponding type declaration serves as predecessor (Java, 
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C#) or successor (Ada) of the identifier.   
Constants define the state of an artifact instance that, once set by the client, remains 
unchangeable during the lifetime of this instance. In OOP, class variables (static) are also 
constants for instances as their value remain the same for all instances. Different clauses for 
constants may be found in programming languages, like const (Modula-2,-3, Oberon-2, 
Delphi, C++), constant (Ada) or final (Java). 
The access modifier forms inclusively or exclusively part of every operation and data 
declaration. It defines the visibility of an entity, i.e. from where it can be read or written. Every 
language assigns a default modifier to a declared operation or data. Some example modifier 
clauses are private (Java) for the read and write access only from within the same artifact 
like objects (and its derivates), protected (C#, Java), access constant (Ada) for entity 
read access from within the same class, subclass and assembly/package, class or package, 
internal (C#) for types and type members access only from within the same assembly, 
public (C#, Java), access all (Ada), (*)(asterisk in Oberon) most complete access from 
same class, package, subclass and other packages and classes. 
Properties. To follow a rigid encapsulation strategy, some languages encourage the 
developer to allow the access to a variable only via getter (accessor) and setter (mutator) 
operations. The client has no direct access to the artifact variable like for example through a 
point notation. The use of getter and setter methods allows for further changes concerning 
the retrieval of the constants value without having to make changes to the contract and 
keeping it stable.  
In some object-oriented languages like Smalltalk, which implement even primitive types as 
objects, their modification has to be realized through corresponding methods by default. In 
C#, interfaces do not permit the declaration of data as constants, fields or types, but only as 
properties. In CORBA, properties are called attributes. Those attributes must not be mixed 
up with metadata, also called attributes in some languages, e.g. .Net languages.  
Constants and variables are of some certain data type. To form part of the public interface, 
their visibility must be public, at least for the part from where it is accessed. A prototype 
property declaration would look like this: 
protected string variableName; 
 
public string VariableName; 
{  
    //get and set contains the code that controls the access 
    get{ return variableName; } 
    set{ variableName = value; }  
}  
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Beside those simple properties (get, set), in JavaBeans it is possible to define properties as 
indexed (can take different values, called via an index; in C# "indexers"), bounded (let client 
know about property changes via property change listener) and constrained (with side 
effects, allowing listener to avoid changes before they are made). 
Data types define the type of a data and thus the type and range of values that can be 
assigned to a variable. Data types vary from primitive types over composite and value types 
to user-defined types. Primitive types are build-in types which already come along with the 
language environment and are known to the compiler, e.g. bool, byte, short, int, long, 
float, double, string, char, etc. Composite and value types are also pre-existing but 
more flexible language members which have to be closer defined by the artifact provider. 
They serve to list and sum up a number of primitive types or values into a given or new 
structure. Examples for composite types are array, record, protected, task, 
dictionaries, examples for value types are struct, enum, union, etc. The number of 
built-in data types varies from language to language. This variation of data types is not trivial 
when it comes to a communication between artifacts implemented with different 
technologies, as it is the case of Component Models or Web Services. In case, an artifact 
from one language wants to pass a type that is unknown to the receiving artifact, may cause 
an error or urges the client to do some extra type conversion.  
 User-defined types define types through a type identifier with can be assigned to a 
combination of primitive and aggregate types and allow thus a higher flexibility. In some 
languages (Modula-2, -3, Oberon, Ada, Pascal) they are declared with the clause TYPE, in 
C++ with typedef. A Modula example of a full user-defined type: 
TYPE TypeName = ARRAY[1..10] OF INTEGER 
 
All technologies that offer a contract for reuse provide at least these basic syntactical 
information entities. In other words, the above described entities were found in the majority 
of identified artifact types. For some of them, this basic exposed information is already the 
maximum of information accessible from outside.  
Examples and Comparison of Basic Artifact Interface Signatures 
In the following some examples show different syntaxes of artifact interface declarations. 
They are presented as (pseudo-)code examples or in combination with Extended Backus-
Naur-Form (EBNF)-grammar, where square brackets denote optional, and “|” denotes 
alternative.  
Languages with strong coupling, where the contract description and implementations are 
included in the same artifact file, are for example Pascal units, Object Pascal units, and 
objects of OO-languages (e.g. Smalltalk, Java, C#, Python) where the functionality is reused 
directly through its operations calling and without the use of interfaces or abstract classes. 
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Languages where the contract definition is explicitly separated from its implementation are 
for example:  
- Modula-2 module: Definition Module (.def suffix) and Implementation Module (.mod 
suffix) 
- Modula-3 module: Definition module (.i3) and Implementation modules (.m3) 
- Ada package specification (visible and private part in.ads) and body (.adb) 
- Haskell (GHC compiler) modules interface (.hi) and object (.o) file 
- C++ header files (.hpp) (textual substitution by preprocessor) and class (.o) 
- Extended Pascal modules Interface and Implementation  
- Oberon modules 
Currently, nearly all programming languages support some form of modularity, which implies 
having mechanisms to define and reuse some kind of artifacts. In this section we review the 
most usual features of those mechanisms. 
The utmost simplest form of an artifact contract is the operation header (sometimes called 
prototype) defined by an artifact and published through an adequate modifier, e.g.: 
public void operationName(int x, string abc){...}  
The provided functionality is defined within the artifact, describing its possible behavior. 
Following the concepts of information-hiding and encapsulation the definition details are kept 
secret for the client. The client may only call the functionality through its identifier, given that 
this is previously declared as public. Beside the access to artifact behavior, it is also 
possible to expose the state of an artifact through entities like variables or constants, again 
presumed that they are marked public. This offers a higher flexibility of communication 
between a client and the artifact as it allows observing the state of some characteristics at 
different times. 
Anyway, exposing contract entities in an implicit and unstructured manner hampers to 
provide a clear definition of services from an artifact to a client. Therefore, and to improve 
the division of work through uncoupling of program parts and their separate compilation, both 
object oriented and modular programming languages started to implement concepts to 
describe explicit interfaces. For example, objects in Smalltalk-80, Lisp, Python, Java, C#, 
Ruby, or Objective-C can provide a separate interface or abstract class.  
In comparison to interfaces, abstract classes allow providing properties (attributes) and 
operation implementations. There are further differences, e.g. in terms of inheritance, which 
can be one of the mechanisms to reuse this kind of artifact. While one class can implement 
various interfaces, it can usually only extend one abstract class (excepted in languages with 
multiple inheritance). An extending class has to implement the abstract operations. If a new 
non-abstract operation is added to an abstract class, there is no need for changes in the 
extending class. In contrast, if a new operation declaration is added to an interface, 
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implementing classes have to be adapted. 
In the Wirth‟s modular language family (Modula-2, Oberon-2, Component Pascal), and in 
their derivates Modula-3 and Extended Pascal, artifacts are (pre-)compiled modules; in Ada 
they are packages, and units in Turbo Pascal and Delphi‟s Object Pascal. The interface part 
of those artifact types permits to expose the artifact name, an include directive, operation 
headers, data types and constants. An Oberon module definition (.def) example: 
 
DEFINITION ModuleName;  
IMPORT import {...};  
{ 
    CONST {     
        ConstName {...} [*] =  
            SimpleExpression [relation SimpleExpression]; 
    }  
    TYPE {     
        TypeName {...} [*] = ident.ident.  
            | ARRAY length {"," length} OF type  
            | RECORD ["(" BaseType ")"] FieldListSequence END  
            | POINTER TO type  
            | PROCEDURE [FormalParameters]; 
    }  
    VAR {     
        VarName {...} [*] {, letter {letter | digit} [*]}:  
            ident.ident  
            |ArrayType|RecordType|PointerType|ProcedureType; 
    } 
}  
{ 
    //Procedure declaration 
    PROCEDURE [*] procName1[*][FormalParameters];  
     
    //Forward declaration 
    PROCEDURE ^ procName2[*][FormalParameters];  
}  
END ModuleName 
The procedure forward declaration (procName2), indicated by the caret symbol (^) is a 
possibility to declare a procedure and use it before the procedure is actually defined, i.e. a 
compiler will accept the invocation of this procedure in following code, unless it is defined at 
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any point of the program. Usually, the interface part is completely visible to the client and 
allows the compiler for type checking before linking.  
So far, possible constructions of artifact signatures were summarized for artifacts within the 
scope of a programming language. In case of software components, the contract has an 
even higher importance, and it usually has to be designed to be more language independent. 
Most software component technologies come along with a specific Interface Description 
Language (IDL). IDLs are only descriptive languages and do not provide executable 
implementations for artifacts. They merely describe the entities an artifact should consist of. 
Same as with programming languages, different IDLs vary in their amount of possibly 
provided information. And same as some programming languages, IDLs provide descriptions 
for both artifacts and artifact interfaces.  
The category of artifact description with less possible exposed information is represented by 
the OSGi service interface, the ICE interface definition specification langue SLICE, the OMG 
CORBA object interface declaration, the OMG CORBA Component Model (CCM) basic 
component definition, or the COM IDL. 
The OSGi framework is the core of a service platform specification, an architecture with 
focus on services provided by hardware devices like mobile phones, cars, set-top boxes, 
PCs, etc. The framework is based on Java and is aimed to manage dynamic, scalable and 
secure service communication.  
Extensible and downloadable artifacts used in OSGi are called bundles. The framework 
consists of various levels where the highest service-layer provides the programming model 
for Java bundle developers, simplifying the development and deployment of service bundles 
by de-coupling the service‟s specification (Java interface) from its implementations. This 
model allows bundle developers to bind to services only using their interface specifications 
[The OSGi Alliance 2009]. A bundle is deployed as a JAR file and is an extendable and 
downloadable application. A bundle further contains and runs various services. A service is a 
Java object registered in the service registry under one or more Java interfaces. A service 
interface is the specification of the service's public methods. Given that the interface of OSGi 
services is a Java interface, it can be specified through a simple combination of interface 
name and operation declaration (name, parameter, return value), e.g.: 
package hello.ServiceName; 
public interface InterfaceName { 
    public int operationName(String varName1, Int varName2); 
} 
A similar setting for providing interface entities can be found in the proprietary Internet 
Communication Engine (ICE) from ZeroC. ICE interface definitions are defined through its 
specification language (SLICE) and consist of the name, parameter and return value of an 
operation specification. In contrast to the proprietary coherent development approach of ICE, 
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the OMG group is a cooperation of hundreds of IT companies that tries to define a 
specification to compass artifact (object) communication across technology and location 
boarders. As every language of the participating technologies comes with its own 
peculiarities, the final OMG CORBA specification results in the probably most extensive and 
complete component specification available. IDLs support especially object-oriented 
languages, what not necessarily means that IDL artifacts must be implemented by OO-
languages [Szyperski et al. 2003].  
In the CORBA world, different levels of specifications for artifacts through the CORBA IDL 
are described. The most basic ones, basic component definition (in CCM) and object 
interface declaration, reside under this category of contract coverage.  
The OMG CCM basic component definition is part of the CCM which expands the CORBA 
IDL with further interface specification options to provide a more complete and flexible object 
communication. While CORBA 2.x IDL objects only defines interfaces but lacks of direct 
relation with implementation, CORBA 3.0 introduces the component model which defines the 
component meta-type that offers interfaces and direct object references.  
CCM allows for basic and extended component definition. The basic component consists of 
component header and body, where the first declares the name and the supported interface 
specifications, while the latter declares attributes. The extended component definition is, as 
the name already indicates, a more complete specification as described later on. An 
example for the basic component definition: 
//component header 
component ComponentName [supports InterfaceName] {  
    [readonly] attribute string AttributeName raises (InvalidName); 
} 
Exceptions, as part of the contract, mark a transition from the category of most basic 
interface specifications to the ones with higher information coverage.  
Similar to the basic component in CCM, the CORBA object interface declaration is 
composed of the interface header and the interface body. The header consists of an optional 
abstract or local modifier, the interface name and an abstract inheritance specification. 
Interface specification is a concept similar to the import declaration of modules. An interface 
can derive information from a base interface. Thus, external entities are available for clients 
of the sub-class. The derived interface can define new entities and - different from the 
import-mechanism - redefine derived information. Unless redefined in the derived interface, 
the entities of a base interface can be referred to as if they were entities of the derived 
interface [Object Management Group 2008]. Multiple and indirect inheritance from base 
interfaces of those directly specified is also possible.  
The object interface body consists of following entity declarations that can be exported by 
the interface: constants, types, operations, attributes, and exceptions, that is, the same basic 
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entities as in modular or object oriented language artifacts - except exceptions.  
In case, the attributes are defined by means of getter and setter methods, corresponding 
getraises and setraises exceptions can be defined as well since CORBA 3.0, i.e. if a 
getter or setter method throws an exception, the exception can be passed to the client 
[Neubauer et al. 2004].  
While above described technologies are set up on an abstract technology-independent level, 
the COM component model is linked to the Microsoft Windows world. A component in COM 
is binary code and is accessed on the binary level. Components are delivered by different 
artifact types (which may provide more than one component):  
- .DLL files are used for those modules which are located in the same address space 
like the client and called in-process server  
- .EXE files are used for modules in another address space, called local server  
- In DCOM those components can also be used as remote servers 
Principally, there is no CORBA-like interface specification required that defines how a 
concrete programming language binds with COM - at least as long as the component and 
client act in the same address space. Otherwise, it is necessary to use IDL. On base of the 
IDL, the MIDL (Microsoft Interface Definition Language) compiler is able to automatically 
create stubs and skeletons (in COM the names skeletons and stubs are used the other way 
round than in other component models), in order to cross distance boundaries. 
The IDL interface definitions consist of four parts: interface attributes, interface name, base 
interface name, and interface body. The body defines IDL methods which are annotated C 
function prototypes.  
5.1.2.2 Extended Artifact Interface Signature 
Operation exceptions are just one additional entity that can be added to the basic entities of 
a syntactic, machine-readable contract. Further entities that could be identified in the 
analysis of different technologies are: 
- Provided interface (facets) (supported/implemented interfaces) 
- Required interface (receptacles)  
- Event source  
- Event sink  
- Machine-readable metadata  
- Inheritance dependency 
- Transformation protocol 
Provides Interfaces, also called facets, describe a set of interfaces that the component may 
offer. Provided interfaces have a proper object reference although they are logically identical 
with the component.  
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Requires interfaces, also called receptacles, are the opposite of facets. They describe which 
interface is required that is provided by some other component. The combination of facets 
and receptacles offers a standardized solution for the connection of components with 
interfaces in CCM which was missing in former CORBA 2.x standards.  
In the Polylith software bus the module interconnection language allows declaring required 
and provided interfaces by the use interface and define interface keywords 
respectively. It is not necessary to give the full name path of the interface. 
With interface entities as described earlier in section 5.1.2.1 Basic Artifact Interface 
Signature, the functionality of an artifact could only be used from clients by a direct call of the 
operation or data elements. Events permit to make the calls less direct. Events declarations 
are provided for example in CCM, C# interface, JavaBeans, etc.  
Event sources are connection points that emit events of a specified type to one or more 
interested event consumers, or to an event channel. In JavaBeans, a difference is made 
between unicast event source and multicast event source. That is, a unicast source only 
allows one listener to connect, otherwise it throws an exception. Multicast, instead, allows for 
connection of an unlimited number of listeners to the event source. For the same purpose, 
CCM provides the keywords emits for one consumer only and publishes for multiple 
consumers.  
Event sinks, as the counterpart to event sources, are the connection points into which events 
of a specified type may be pushed. CCM provides the keyword consumes for the definition 
of an event sink. Event sinks and sources are similar to facets and receptacles. Both allow 
for point-to-point connection, but events may alternatively interchange information 
(publish/subscribe) through event channels. Facets/receptacles are for synchronous, events 
for asynchronous collaboration. Those first four entities are generalized in CCM and referred 
to as ports.  
By means of machine-readable metadata, applied to artifact entities, any information about 
an artifact or its entities may be included directly into code (e.g. .Net assembly attributes, 
Java annotations, Python function annotations) or into an external documentation file (e.g. 
EJB deployment descriptors). 
 In .Net every module comes along with its own metadata, called attributes. Attributes of 
module classes and members gives information about their visibility, interfaces implemented, 
etc.   
Attributes allow the developer to manipulate pre-defined metadata or even to declare user-
defined metadata. Note that attributes, as they can be defined in .Net or in Java (here called 
annotations), are different from CORBA attributes. While CORBA component attributes 
constitute a characteristic of an artifact, metadata attributes provide non-functional but still 
formal information about classes or methods, not about their enclosing module. The 
definition of own attributes is realized through own classes that define the name, the way of 
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attribute creation, and the type of information that should be saved as metadata. Initially, it is 
defined to what program element this attribute can be applied (e.g. only classes, only 
methods, etc.).  
Examples & Comparison of Extended Artifact Interface Signature 
Among the artifact contract descriptions that provide enhanced information about the service 
provided by an artifact, there are again differences between more or less complete 
descriptions. In the following, some examples are described, ordered from those with less to 
those with most extended interface description signatures.  
The example list starts with some techniques that add meta-information to Java-based 
artifacts. The Javadoc tool generates human-readable documentations in text-format. 
Depending on the applied doclet module in Javadoc, the format may be HTML, XML, PDF, 
etc. To generate this document it is required that Javadoc tags are inserted into source code. 
They serve for documentation of artifacts or artifact entities like interfaces, classes, methods 
and fields. Their intention is not to manipulate program semantics. Pre-defined tags, prefixed 
with a @-symbol, are author, version, param, return, exception, throws, 
see, since, serial, and deprecated.  
Since the Java version 5.0, the concept of annotations allows for adding metadata into code. 
Similar to Javadoc-tags, annotation meta-tags can be added to the entities of Java classes 
(packages, types, operations, parameters, variables, etc.). These meta-tags allow providing 
information about the referred entities for programmer, clients and for the compiler 
(annotation processor). They differ from Javadocs in that annotations can be provided with 
parameters. They may indirectly affect semantics as they have influence on how tools may 
handle a program.  
Seven @-prefixed, predefined annotation types are known to the compiler, three of which 
are Override  (requires to override the super-class entity), Deprecated (annotated entity 
should not be used anymore), and SuppressWarnings (ignore compiler warning). Further 
four pre-defined meta-annotations which allow for annotation of annotations are 
Documented (show annotated entity also in documentation), Inherited (annotated entity 
also annotated in inherited artifact), Retention (visible only for compiler or also for runtime 
environment), and Target(to which entity is the annotation applicable).  
Both Javadoc and annotations can be enhanced through user-defined metadata-tags 
(taglets in Javadocs). They are not restricted to a specific purpose and provide lots of 
different opportunities for the programmer. Especially annotations offer a high flexibility, as 
parameter passing is permitted. As described in the next sub-chapter, Javadoc and 
annotations are used in more or less advanced academic works to enhance artifacts with 
formal semantic specifications.  
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Another example are C# interfaces. They may consist of the following member types: 
Methods, properties, events and indexers, though, an interface cannot contain constants, 
fields, operators, instance constructors, destructors, or types. 
Machine-readable metadata (Attributes) can be assigned to all program elements, to a class 
or a method. Here is an attribute example in C#: 
public class testAttribute : Attribute {...} 
class ClassName { 
 [test] 
 public void operationName() {...} 
} 
The attribute is added to the code, just before the definition of the targeted member and 
written in square brackets. 
In .Net, communication of artifacts is realized with .Net assembly metadata and manifests by 
means of the Common Intermediate Language (CIL), the former Microsoft intermediate 
language (MSIL). CIL operates on a low, intermediate assembler language-like level. Source 
code is translated from a CLR-compatible compiler into CIL. The CIL code is stored within 
.Net assemblies, which are the deployable artifacts (components) of the .Net framework. An 
assembly is a physical code packaging unit (in addition to the logical code packaging of 
namespaces). It contains one (singlefile) or more (multifile) physical module files. Those 
module files contain components which are composed of types/classes and its members 
(function, fields, properties, events, nested types, etc.).  
It is the module which actually contains the executable IL code with the reusable 
functionality. Anyway a module can only be called if it is located within an assembly. Thus, 
the assembly (Fig. 3) is the true reusable component in .Net. 
In .Net, components are not specified by an interface definition language but by compilable 
and executable programming code written in languages that are supported by the .Net 
framework (C#, Visual Basic, etc.). As described above, those languages provide concepts 
like interfaces or abstract classes that allow separating the interface (definition) from its 
implementation. Those concepts are used to provide interfaces in the .Net component 
oriented programming approach. 
Regarding interfaces in .Net, Löwy defended that "Because interfaces can be implemented 
by multiple components, it is good practice to put them in a separate assembly from that of 
the implementing components. Maintaining a separate assembly that contains only 
interfaces allows concurrent development of the server and the client, once the two parties 
have agreed on the interfaces. Such assemblies also extend the separation of interface from 
implementation to the code packaging units" [Löwy 2005]. 
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Figure 3: .Net Assembly 
 
As a consequence, the amount of entities that can be provided by .Net assemblies depends 
on what the interface concepts of the individual .Net-supported programming languages 
implement. A comprehensive list of all languages goes beyond the focus of this work, but the 
list of supported entities is reflected by the basic artifact interface signature sub-chapter 
above. In some exceptional cases entities from the extended interface signature are 
included, e.g. event and indexer (properties that accept parameter) declaration in C# 
interface [Löwy 2005]: 
 
public delegate void EventNameEventHandler(int number); 
public interface InterfaceName 
{ 
  void OperationName();     
  int PropertyName{ get; set; }  //property declaration 
  int this[int index]{ get; set;}  //indexer declaration 
  event EventNameEventHandler EventName; //event declaration 
} 
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On the other hand, C# interface cannot contain constants, types, instance constructors, or 
destructors. 
What lets .Net artifacts (assemblies) be part of the extended group is furthermore the extra-
information provided through metadata and the manifest. The module metadata is 
automatically generated by the compiler and is embed in the IL code. Metadata is binary 
code and not readable for the developer or client. Metadata permits to set aside IDL files or 
headers. It allows for a direct communication between artifacts. The CLR checks whether the 
metadata (types and names of classes, members, etc.) of called and calling method 
matches. 
The manifest is the only mandatory content of an assembly. While module metadata 
provides functional information, the manifest contains meta-information about the whole 
assembly, e.g. the identity of the assembly, its unique identification, copyright information, as 
well as general information of what the assembly does and how it is used. Same as with 
metadata, the manifest is generated by the compiler. To read the manifest file, the ILDASM 
utility can be used. 
In single-file assembly the manifest comes together with the IL code of modules (.exe or .dll), 
in multifile assembly the manifest is a standalone .exe or .dll file – a portable executable (PE) 
file. 
Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) also only provide a limited number of entities that are exposed 
through the interface. A remote interface is a business logic interface to let the client access 
the EJB operations without knowing its implementations, for example:  
import java.rmi.RemoteException; 
import javax.ejb.EJBObject; 
public interface EJBName extends EJBObject { 
   public int add(int a, int b); 
   public double operationName(int a, int b) throws RemoteException; 
}  
The implementation of the EJB is done by a normal Java class that implements one of four 
possible EJB types, namely Session Beans, EJB Web Service components, Entity beans or 
Message Driven beans. The deployment descriptor (DD) provides an EJB with special 
information that describes meta-information in XML format. An EJB DD is located in the EJB 
component packaging file (.jar) together with the Remote and Home interface, and the EJB 
class. The DD is created automatically by a deployment tool.  
As already mentioned before, CCM provides a specification for Extended Components which 
adds further information to a basic component specification as known from CORBA 
components. Those extended descriptions are facets, receptacles, event sources and event 
sinks. An example for an IDL-definition of an extended Component in CCM: 
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component ComponentName supports InterfaceName { 
 attribute <Attribute_type> <name_identifier>; // Attribute 
 raises (InvalidName);  //Exception 
 provides <Interface_type> <name_identifier>;  // Facets 
 uses     <Interface_type> <name_identifier>;  // Receptacles 
 emits     <Event_type> <name_identifier>;     // Event source 
 publishes <Event_type> <name_identifier>;     // Event source 
 consumes  <Event_type> <name_identifier>;     // Event sink 
} 
There is a difference between the two ways of an event sources to get in contact with its 
target: emits and publishes. Emits sends information to one event sink via a one-to-one 
channel connection, while publishes communicates with various event sinks via a one-to-
many broadcast connection. 
To sum up, the most basic way to expose information about an artifact through its interface 
is syntactical information. It informs about how to make successfully use of the operations 
provided by the interface. For this purpose, different entities are provided by different artifact 
types. All interface entities that could be identified along the research process are presented 
in this section. 
5.1.3 Design by Contract 
The previous section presented techniques and mechanisms to describe syntactic 
information about artifact interfaces. This section describes how to reveal information about 
the artifact semantics and behavior as a reaction to an interface call. Design by Contract 
(DbC) was primarily introduced by the Eiffel programming language [Meyer 1998] although 
its concept has been introduced long before by Hoare [Hoare 1969]. DbC is a concept that 
provides the interface with contractual information. For this purpose, it introduces a set of 
contract clauses, also called assertions: 
- Pre-conditions (requires) 
- Post-conditions (ensures) 
- Invariants 
- Side effects 
The principal idea behind the DbC concept is that both artifact client and provider guarantee 
some formal obligations along their interaction to limit the risk of error-prone communication. 
Pre-conditions define conditions that the client has to guarantee before the artifact operation 
can be called. They lead artifact operation definitions.  
Post-conditions are conditions that the callee guarantees, in case the client previously 
complied with the precondition. Most commonly, the post-condition checks the return value 
and possible side effects of an operation. Therefore, a post-condition is defined at the end of 
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the operation. The actual functionality is thus encapsulated within pre- and post-conditions. 
As pre- and post-conditions belong to the inner part of an operation, they are not necessarily 
bound to artifact-based languages. They could also be used in procedural languages where 
blackbox artifacts are absent.   
In contrast, invariants do not refer to particular operations. They serve to describe a 
condition that should always be obeyed by the state of the artifact. Therefore invariants can 
only be applied to artifact-based languages. Invariants guarantee that the artifact conserves 
a valid state at both instants, at an initial operation call and at a final process termination. 
The correctness of this condition is checked before and after an artifact call. Invariants differ 
from constants in their possible spanning of a large collection of data types, and in that they 
allow a change of an artifact state during the operation processing. Invariants can put two 
variables into relation. That means they can compare their values taken at runtime, while 
constants are representatives for one data type only.  
Assertions reduce the generality of artifact operations and limit the extended use of checks 
(if-else statements, etc.) against any kind of probable misuse. As a result, assertions lower 
the complexity of code and provide better reliability represented by a combination of 
correctness, what means that the artifact does what it is supposed to do, and better 
robustness, so that in case of correctness lacking it still behaves reasonable well [Meyer 
1992a]. While typed languages control the syntactical correctness of single parameters at 
compile-time, assertions enhances this control at runtime as they determine passed and 
returned parameter types, value ranges, etc. Assertions avoid semantic errors that may be 
caused by unpredicted processing of, in fact, legally typed parameters. The Ariane 5 rocket 
accident from 1996 is the popular example where such careless conversion caused severe 
damages. As discussed in [Jézéquel and Meyer 1997], a careful exception catch could have 
avoided the erroneous value conversion at runtime (64-bit floating-point value to a 16-bit 
signed integer) but "to engineer is to make compromises" what led in this case to reduce the 
analysis of errors and their exception catching to a reasonable limit. In previous versions, 
such a high value was not predictable for the passed parameter and could not be detected 
by error analysis, but it could have been prevented if this condition were explicitly included in 
the code - and not just in the documentation, were it actually was. DbC aims at such explicit 
inclusion of processable conditions for both client and provider.  
Contracts go beyond the caller responsibility of correct syntactical use. The stronger the pre-
condition definition of an artifact operation, the higher is the responsibility of a client to 
comply with the demanded requirements. Same counts for callee responsibility: The stronger 
the post-conditions, the higher the responsibility for the artifact provider to comply with the 
correct operation implementation. Anyway, it is not required that the callee explicitly checks 
for the precondition if this is already an implicit property of the context [Meyer 1992a].  
In the object-oriented programming language Eiffel, pre- and post-conditions are defined for 
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class routines, and invariants for classes. Assertions are inherent parts of a class interface. 
The required behavior is even retained under inheritance for subclasses. Eiffel's automatic 
interface extraction tool treats assertions as equally important as signatures [Howard 1993]. 
An Eiffel code example for a class skeleton will look like this [Meyer 1992a]: 
class ClassName 
feature  
 routineName(argumentDeclaration) is 
  require   //pre-condition -> must be true 
   ... 
  do   //operation definition 
   ...  
  ensure   //post-condition -> guarantees 
   ... 
  end 
 
 ... interface specifications of other features... 
invariant    //invariant definition 
 ... 
end 
To expose the provided assertions of a class, the "short tool" is used which comes along 
with the EiffelStudio Environment. Using this short option, only headers, assertions and 
invariants are exposed but all other internal details will be suppressed, what improves a 
better survey for developers [Meyer 1992b].  
There are various programming languages available that natively provide the DbC concept 
with a very similar syntax like in Eiffel, for example the programming language D 
[Alexandrescu 2010] or Spec#, a DbC-extension of C#. What once started with Spec# as an 
autonomic language within the CIL compatible .Net language family has been advanced by 
Microsoft Research to the .Net Code Contracts concept [Microsoft Research Redmond 
2010]. Code Contracts allow developer to define assertions in any .Net supported language 
by simply importing a specific Namespace, for example: 
 
using System; 
using System.Diagnostics.Contracts; 
class Rational { 
    int numerator 
    int denominator 
    public Rational(int numerator, int denominator) { 
        Contract.Requires(denominator ! = 0); //pre-cond. 
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    } 
    public int Denominator {  //property 
        get { //accessor 
            Contract.Ensures(Contract.Result<int>() != 0); //post-
cond. 
            return this.denominator; 
        } 
    } 
    [ContractInvariantMethod] //attribute 
    private void ObjectInvariant() { 
        Contract.Invariant(this.denominator ! = 0); //invariant 
    }  
} 
To define assertions in any .Net supported programming language, it is necessary to import 
the System.Diagnostics.Contracts namespace. A pre-condition has to be passed as a 
parameter to the requires method, which has to be located within the corresponding 
operation definition. The post-condition that a variable has to guarantee is defined through 
the ensures-method that is included into the accessor-method of the corresponding property-
definition. The invariant is defined by means of the [ContractInvariantMethod] 
attribute that is assigned to those methods which exclusively contains the Contract.Invariant 
method calls. Those assigned methods cannot be called from the code. 
In earlier described DbC approaches, the assertions are actually added within an artifact 
(normally an object). In case of adding assertions to class interfaces, interfaces are not 
allowed to define methods. Therefore, .Net code contracts make use of pre-defined contract 
attributes ContractClass and ContractClassFor. Example of contracts to interfaces by means 
of attributes [Microsoft Research Redmond 2010]: 
[ContractClass(typeof(IFooContract))] 
interface IFoo { 
    int Count {  
        get;  
    } 
    void Put(int value); 
}   
[ContractClassFor(typeof(IFoo))] 
abstract class IFooContract : IFoo   //separate contract class 
{ 
    //prefixed with interface type for explicit implementation 
    int IFoo.Count  
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    {  
        get { 
            Contract.Ensures( 0 <= Contract.Result<int>() ); 
            return default( int ); // dummy return 
        } 
    } 
    void IFoo.Put(int value) { 
        Contract.Requires( 0 <= value ); 
    } 
} 
The attribute ContractClass points at the separated class (IFooContract). The 
ContractClassFor provides the link that points from a class (IFooContract) which contains the 
interface contract conditions (Contract.Ensures and Contract.Requires) backwards to the 
interface (IFoo).  
For Java, there are several non-native extensions available that allow providing Java code 
with assertions. They can be divided into three main types. The first one uses Javadoc tags 
(e.g. in JMSAssert, JContract or iContract2), the second one Java annotations (e.g. Jass, 
Contract4j5), and the third one includes specification clauses in Java comments (JML) to 
reach the aim.  
The JML (Java Modeling Language) Java extension is a formal behavioral interface 
specification language [Leavens et al. 2006]. Only a specific JML compiler (jmlc) also 
compiles JML assertions together with the Java code into bytecode. Before running this 
bytecode which includes the assertion checking code, it is necessary to add some specific 
JML classes of the jmlruntime.jar archive to the Java virtual machine. As JML assertions are 
not allowed to have side-effects and the Java code remains unchanged, the run-time 
assertions checking provides transparence (separation between specification and code) 
[Leavens et al. 2006]. 
Most important, JML defines assertion clauses to include DbC semantics to Java. The 
syntax is very similar to that of Eiffel. The clauses requires and ensures are used to 
define pre- and post-conditions respectively.  
 
/*@  
  @ requires x != 0;     
  @ ensures z > 0;   
  @*/         
 
To define the invariant of a variable, the keyword invariant is applied: 
//@ public invariant z != 0;  
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Beside those basic behavior descriptions and the corresponding compiler, JML provides 
further annotations, e.g. exceptional_behavior to specify mandatory exception throws, 
instance for invariants specification that defines also static fields, pure to declare 
methods without side-effects for usage in assertions. It further provides tools, e.g. the JML 
documentation generator (jmldoc) (similar to javadoc in HTML format) or the JML unit tester 
(jmlunit) to automate unit testing of Java code [Burdy et al. 2005].   
There are other examples for non-native DbC extensions, like DBC for C, a preprocessor for 
C/C++, or gcontracts for Groovy.  
Furthermore, DbC is also proposed for inclusion in software technologies different from OOP 
languages.  [Archer et al. 2007] propose a CIL-based tool to include DbC into TinyOS, a 
component based operation system for wireless sensor networks. [Teiniker et al. 2005] 
describes a proposal to add DbC the CORBA component model, defining a container that 
encapsulates the component and checks the DbC assertions before a method call is 
forwarded to the component. 
[Kiniry 1999] describes the experimental formal Kind Description Language (KDL) which 
natively includes DbC to a component interface description. Another DbC supporting 
specification language is provided by the Larch specification language family. It includes a 
two-tiered specification language composed of the Larch Interface Language for a specific 
programming languages (e.g. LM3 for Modula-3, LCL for C programs), and the 
mathematical, programming language-independent Larch Shared Language (LSL). Both 
provide means to define DbC assertions.  
Some architecture description languages like UniCon or Rapide also support DbC, but in a 
different way. They define required and provided interfaces of different artifacts by means of 
protocols which are then validated by specific tools. In fact, protocols are considered a 
discrete level of interface dimension and described as such in the following.   
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5.1.4 Protocols 
Former chapters treat ways of calling single operations provided by reusable software 
artifacts. DbC assertions permit to define specific conditions to be fulfilled for a correct 
artifact use. Anyway, the exposed artifact signatures fall short on specifying the required 
sequential operation arrangement. For example, the valid call sequence for the IO-operation 
„read a file‟ is open-read-close. Calling only one of the sequenced operations or calling them 
in a reverse order would not meet the expected goal, despite their syntactically correct 
invocation. To close this gap, modeling languages like UML provide sequence diagrams for 
sequence modeling of single processes. Beside the description of a sequential call order, it 
is sometimes necessary to describe several parallel (concurrent) processes which call the 
same artifacts simultaneously and repetitively, especially in distributed environments.  
In fact, relations between artifact operation calls could also be expressed through pre- and 
postconditions. Those assertions are powerful as they allow describing any condition the 
operation requires or fulfills [Reussner 2001]. Furthermore, assertion descriptions are closely 
related with mathematical logic as DbC has its seeds in an early work of Hoare (the Hoare 
calculus [Hoare 1969], which describes a formal system for proving the correctness of 
program statements.  
Anyway, several shortcomings of assertions brought the programming language research 
community to explore alternatives: The expensiveness of checking interfaces for consistency 
makes pre- and postconditions inefficient for practical purposes [Reussner 2001]. A 
considerable temptation exists to let assertions refer to implementation aspects, as 
assertions are part of a class definition which usually combines both interface definition and 
implementation. It is easy to break the encapsulation barrier and thus make service 
definitions less abstract than they should be [Florijn 1995].  
Protocols are identified as the most promising approach to deal with those problems. They 
are expressed through formal methods to describe sequences of artifact calls. Thus it is 
possible to benefit from features of formal specifications, e.g. consistency checking, precise 
performance test, and a better separation of interface assertions from implementation 
aspects. The degree of the protocol complexity varies among the different approaches. 
Table 10 compares the formal methods that have been identified along this study while table 
11 lists their main characteristics and example technologies that implement them.  
Some approaches which use one notation to associate protocols with artifact interfaces mix 
or enhance them with further notations to achieve a more complete system description. 
Those approaches are mainly architecture description languages (ADL). In software 
engineering, an ADL describes a system of collaborating artifacts on a coarse grained level. 
They are used during the early specification stage to model what the system is about to do, 
instead of how it does it (this follows at the later design stage). Information about the design 
of specific artifacts in ADL is usually not as detailed as in IDL. Nevertheless, artifact 
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interfaces play an essential role in all four major model descriptions: interface, components, 
connectors and architectural configurations [Medvidovic and Taylor 2000]. Different from 
IDLs that describe the context-independent services provided through an artifact 
(component), ADLs are languages that allow describing whole systems from different 
viewpoints. Therefore an ADL needs to provide further descriptive features to define 
component processes. In ADL, connectors are used to describe the interaction among 
artifacts (components), while the architectural configuration specifies the relation among 
artifacts that build the whole system.  
As formal modeling notations allow to describe processes in a sufficiently abstract, precise 
and mathematically provable language, they are of special interest for describing the static 
and dynamic connection of artifacts. The behavior description of ports of one artifact and the 
correct operation call order is of main interest here, not so much the behavior description 
between different artifacts through connectors. Thus, those notations are described as much 
as necessary to explain their implication in the behavioral description of artifact interfaces. A 
detailed description of formal notations would go beyond the scope of this chapter though.  
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Table 10: Comparison of Formal Methods  
 Finite State 
Machine (FSM) 
Graph 
theory 
Process 
algebra 
Temporal logic (LTL 
or CTL) 
Formal (Model- or 
Algebraic-based) 
specification 
Axiomatic 
specification, first 
order/predicate logic 
Based on State, transitions and 
actions 
Graphs: 
nodes and 
edges 
Abstract 
description of 
process 
interactions, 
communication, 
synchronization  
Before-after relationship 
between time instances 
Model based: Sets 
and functions; 
Algebraic: data types 
and operations;  
Predicates, variables 
and their and quantifier 
Principal aim Modeling of system or 
automata behavior 
Modeling of 
(un)directed 
relationships 
between a 
group of 
objects  
Formal Modeling 
of parallel 
systems 
Modeling of temporal 
processes 
Mathematical 
software description 
to verify its 
correctness with 
respect to the 
specification  
Formalizing arguments 
and verify their validity, 
especially with respect to 
a variable number of 
objects 
Real time changing; 
description of run-time 
changing processes 
Real time  Real time No. Temporal logic does 
not describe temporal 
processes but 
characteristics of states 
and their changes along 
system processes 
No. Not the main 
focus 
No. Not the main focus 
(Logic validation, not 
process description)   
Synchronous or 
asynchronous 
processes 
Synchronous Asynchronou
s (event-
driven) 
  Not specified Not specified 
Processes are parallel 
or singular 
Parallel Parallel Parallel LTL: singular (linear), 
CTL: parallel 
Not specified Not specified 
Temporal flow No No No Yes No No 
Distributed systems Not specified Distributed Not specified Not specified Not specified Not specified 
Description type 
(graphical, tabular or 
mathematical/formal 
language) 
Graphical (state charts, 
Harel diagram), tabular 
(transition and state 
table), mathematical 
model 
graphical Formal LTL: formal language, 
graphical graph; CTL: 
formal language 
Formal language 
(graphical 
representation of 
artifacts possible) 
Formal language 
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Table 11: Characteristics, Types and Examples of Formal Methods  
 Characteristics & types Applied Examples 
Non-/Deterministic 
Finite State Machines 
(FSM)  
Abstract behavior model consists of states, state-transitions and 
actions; provides internal memory, input and output; 
Protocols for objects; 
Coconut/J,  
Deterministic FSM with output: 
Mealy automata, Moore automata; SDL, Graphical representation: 
Harel diagram, State charts, UML state diagram; State transition table  
State transition system [Nierstrasz 1993; Yellin and Strom 1997], typed interfaces 
Via parser [Florijn 1995] 
Protocols as regular-like expression PROCOL 
Graph theory, graph-
based, net-based 
For modeling of parallel processes 
 best applicable to discrete, event oriented, distributed systems 
Petri nets, BPMN, UML activity diagram, BPEL, [Bastide et al. 1999] 
Process algebra A family of approaches to formally model concurrent systems by 
algebraic means on a high, abstract level (concurrently, in contrast to 
formal specs.) 
ADLs for components 
 CCS LOTOS 
CSP CspCASL, Wright 
FSP SOFA, Darwin/Tracta, Koala, Fractal 
ACP  
Π-Calculus CORBA + π-calculus [Canal et al. 2000], BPEL 
Temporal Logic-based Allows to reason about sequences of states or actions  
Linear temporal logic (LTL)  
Computational tree logic (CTL)  
Büchi processes  
Formal specification Describes a system by means of a consistent model expressed 
through a definite notation. Serves to check the correctness of the 
modeled system (sequentially, in contrast to process algebra) 
 
Model-based spec  (model oriented) VDL(VDM), VDM-SL, VDM++; Z-notation; 
Algebraic based spec (property oriented) CASL, Larch 
Algebraic- & Process Algebra based combinations CCS-Casl, μ-CRL, RSL, PSF 
Axiomatic 
specification; first-
order or predicate logic 
Allows to reason about states. 
Defines the semantics of the relations between different objects and 
functions. The description is made by axioms 
UML OCL, Hoare logic,  
 
Others UML diagram State, collaboration, interaction diagram 
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Next in this sub-chapter, different notion types are shortly described in the context of some 
derived proposals. 
5.1.4.1 Finite Automata/Finite State Machine (FSM) - Based Approaches 
A FSM is a formal description for real-time changing systems. It is state-oriented, what 
means that it consists of states and state transitions. At any moment, a finite automaton has 
exactly one state. The current behavior depends on the internal state of the system. The 
behavior of a system depends on the state history. Different states are combined through 
transitions. A transition causes the change of a state by means of inputs or events. If one 
state permits only one transition for each input, the automata are deterministic. Non-
deterministic automata allow null, one or more transitions for the same input. This is the most 
important differentiating factor for FSMs [Balzert et al. 2009]. 
In the context of software artifacts, a protocol defines the conditions under which a particular 
artifact operation can be executed. For this purpose, legal sequences of operation 
invocations are typically specified in terms of FSM: The transitions of the state machine are 
invocations of artifact operations while the states represent abstract states of the particular 
artifact (service) or system [Florijn 1995]. 
Three basic approaches are distinguished to specify a finite state machine for such a 
purpose [Plasil and Visnovsky 2002]: 
1) Directly as a state transition system, for example the extended FSM protocol [Yellin and 
Strom 1997] which describes pairs of typed interfaces as a set of sequencing constraints 
based on a transition system.  
Yellin and Strom use a collaboration specification for synchronous interface collaboration. A 
collaboration is a cooperating pair of typed interfaces. An example of a collaboration 
specification would be: 
Collaboration ColName { 
 Receive Messages { 
  itemToBeFiltered(dataItem:ObjectRef); 
  noMoreItems(); 
 }; 
 
 Send Messages { 
  newFilterRequest(); 
  ok(); 
  remove(); 
 }; 
 Protocol { 
  States {Stable(init), Filter, Respond}; 
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  Transitions { 
   Stable: -newFilterRequest -> Filter; 
   Filter: +itemToBeFiltered -> Respond; 
   Filter: +noMoreItems -> Stable; 
   Respond: -ok -> Filter; 
   Respond: -remove -> Filter; 
  }; 
 }; 
}; 
The collaboration specification consists of two parts:  
- The interface signature which defines a set of exchangeable messages (operation calls), 
labeled as 'send' for outgoing messages and 'receive' for incoming messages 
- The protocol which defines a set of sequence constraints and thus a FSM-based ordering 
of message exchange. Each message is represented by one transformation which has the 
form: 
<state>:<direction><message> -> <state> 
As Yellin and Strom [Yellin and Strom 1997] describe, everytime a message is sent or 
received, the associated parameters, associated by means of the interface signature 
message type, are also sent or received. Thus a protocol defines a FSM with edges between 
states labeled by +<message> or -<message>. A protocol may have final states with no 
outgoing transitions, or it may be non-terminating. A state is local to an interface and each 
component interface can be in a different state. 
A similar example for the use of FSM can be found in [Nierstrasz 1993] where the FSM is 
used to describe a type system (framework) that represents an interface model. 
 2) Via a parser accepting the valid request sequences, e.g. in [Florijn 1995] as part of Ariane 
project, the author describes a protocol as a parser that checks if a message can be 
accepted to pass to a service (accept control). A message is the invocation of an artifact 
operation by a client. The artifact (service) is supposed to be implemented by an OO 
language, although the protocol is programming language independent. The parser checks 
the legality of message traces. (Type-checking remains responsibility of the underlying 
language compiler which should be run before a message is passed to the parser.) 
In case, an incoming operation call is accepted by the parser, the service operation will be 
invoked. Otherwise, the sender will be informed by an exception while the receiver remains 
uninformed. This makes it different from the first direct approach 1) where the state is directly 
associated with an object. 
Parallelism is also provided by this protocol approach, as well as messages properties 
(context sensitivity) on which the protocol may place constraints (e.g. the sender object 
identity, argument data or time or location of message send).  
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3) As a regular-like expression generating the valid request sequences. An example is the 
the Procol language that provides the protocol as part of the object description [van der Goot 
and de Bruin 1995]. This approach may also support parallelism because artifacts (objects) 
are only bound during a message transfer but no along the whole trace of messages. These 
processes allows for dynamic checking as artifacts are coupled on artifact level, not action 
level. In Procol, messages are related by the protocol to internal implementations providing a 
low level of abstraction. The protocol in Procol acts only as a server‟s protocol expressing 
which call order it may receive but not as a client protocol saying in which order it calls 
further artifacts sending messages to its operations.  
A reduced example taken from [van der Goot and de Bruin 1995] describes a match 
between two players (objects): 
obj player() { 
    player opponent;     
    action meet_opponent(player op) { 
        opponent = op; 
    } 
    action hit_ball() { 
        if (random () < 0.9) 
            opponent.hit_ball(); 
        else  
            creator.update_score(); 
    } 
    protocol { 
        creator -> meet_opponent(player op); 
        //the object creator obj (main()) may send a message 
        //involving the action meet_opponent and an object of  
        //the family 'player' as passing parameter; indicates a 
        //sequence  
        (opponent -> hit_ball() + creator -> hit_ball()) * 
        //the passed object is allowed to send a message  
        //involving the action hit_ball()  
    } 
} 
obj main() {  
    player player1, player2; 
    int score1, score2; 
    bool active; 
    action init() { 
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        score1 = score2 = 0; 
        bool active; 
        player1=new(player()); 
        player2=new(player()); 
        player1.meet_opponent(player2); 
        player2.meet_opponent(player1); 
        player1.hit_ball(); 
    } 
    action cleanup() {  
        del(player1);  
        del(player2);  
    }  
    protocol  
    { 
        (active: player -> update_score()) * 
        //If the boolean 'active' is true, then it is accepted that  
        //a message is sent repetitively (*) from an object of the 
        //family 'player' involving the action 'update_score()' with 
        //an empty parameter list.  
    } 
} 
The protocol specifies the permitted sequence of messages. A protocol tells what objects are 
allowed to initiate what actions, and in what order. The interaction is of the form:  
FN -> AN (FPs) 
where FN is an object in family, AN is the action, and FP are the arguments. 
 
Beside the three categories of FSM-implication for protocol development, one further FSM-
extending approach [Reussner 2001] was proposed. Its main difference is that it extends 
FSM through counters for interface modeling. The provided approach offers two interface 
types as they are known from IDLs, the requires interface describing the required 
components and possible sequences to them, and the provides interface modeled by FSM 
with counter enhancement describing the offered services and the allowed sequence to 
them. Counters are used to enhance the provides interface to influence the call order of the 
operations. Each operation of a component is associated with a set of counters that can be 
increased or decreased. Each counter is associated with an accepting condition that is 
checked when the FSM reaches a finale state. In case, the accepting condition of each 
counter is fulfilled, the FSM accepts. The new contribution of this work is that interfaces 
(protocols) are linked. The linking mechanism is supported by algorithms based on FSM that 
permit different comparison activities between two components or between a component and 
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its aimed environment. Specifically, the authors present algorithms for the adoption of a 
provides interface to the conditions defined by a requirement interface, and algorithms that 
check for equality, substitutability or similarity computing of component interfaces, which 
present answers for critical questions of system configuration. 
5.1.4.2 Graph Theory 
Graph theory uses algorithms to model directed or undirected relationships between 
artifacts. Graphs define nodes which are connected by directed or undirected edges, 
indicating or not the direction of the edge and thus the direction of information flow. 
Depending on the used specification, it may also be allowed to define multi-graphs, which 
describe loops connecting a single node with itself and multiple edges between different 
nodes, or hyper-graphs, which permit to draw edges that combine more than two nodes. Due 
to this connection handling, graph theory serves well for the definition of protocols that 
describe the relationship between components. 
A well known modeling approach that makes use of directed graphs are Petri nets [Girault 
and Valk 2001] designed for the description of concurrent and real time processes within 
discrete, event-oriented and distributed systems. Petri nets consist of input and output 
places, transitions and directed arcs. Places are information storages, while transitions 
describe the information passing. Input and output places serve to symbolize pre- and post-
conditions.  
Petri nets share their main characteristics with FSM as places are comparable to states and 
transitions are similar to state transitions. Anyway, Petri nets are considered to be more 
powerful as they further allow a system to hold more than one potential state at a specific 
moment. This is realized by tokens that can be added to a place representing a piece of 
information which can be passed through a transition to another place following concrete 
switching rules. Depending on the type of tokens and the type of edges that connect places 
and transitions, numerous variants of Petri Nets are available, e.g. Colored Petri Nets, 
Condition/Event Nets, or Place/Transition Nets.  
There are proposals [Bastide et al. 1999] using Petri Nets for the behavior specification of 
component models like CORBA, including operation semantics and interaction protocols. 
Furthermore, Petri Nets are used to model components [Naedele and Janneck 1998] and 
architecture workflows (i.e. van Rein's system Paul [Moreira and Demeyer 1999]) to check 
system protocol consistency.  
Beside those academic approaches, Petri nets served as inspiration for modeling languages 
and notations like UML, BPMN, etc. that achieved application in a broader practical 
environment, although none of them comes along with likewise mathematical definition that 
allows for exact process analysis.  
The most similar UML diagram type is probably the UML activity diagram. UML activity 
diagrams are used to design the cross-linking between actions and control- or data-flows. 
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They consist of activities and transitions. While in UML version 1, activity diagrams were 
based on the semantics of state-machine diagrams, they changed to be based on Petri Nets 
semantics since UML version 2. As from then, they are provided with more flexibility as it is 
possible to model concurrent processes by means of synchronization nodes which allow to 
fork or join transitions.  
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) are 
other graph-based examples. Typical for most graph-based approaches, the OMG BPMN 
Standard puts a strong emphasis on the graphical representations of processes. 
Semantically, BPMN is especially designed for business processes. From the technological 
point of view, since version 2.0 BPMN is based on XML and provides some execution 
functionality what turns it into a strong competitor of similar approaches like BPEL or WSFL, 
which originally were thought of as complementary WS-* technologies to improve the 
administration of data and process flows between web services but which are getting more 
and more obsolete. 
EPCs are used in the ARIS framework [Scheer 1996] and are a direct competitor to BPMN. 
EPCs are a graphical notation that consists of activities, events and connectors. An activity 
indicates the time-consuming perspective of an accomplished task, an event indicates a 
point in time, and a connector serves to connect events and activities following specific 
connection rules. EPCs are used on a higher abstract level. They were designed to act as a 
mediator between business and system perspective. On the technological view they are 
strongly related to Web Services [Scheer et al. 2005]. 
Table 12 provides an overview of the principal terms used in different process description 
languages lend from graph-theory to denominate objects and (un-)directed relationships.  
Table 12: Artifact Relationship Terminology in Graph Theory based Modeling  
Graph-
Theory 
BPMN BPEL 
(orchestration) 
WSFL UML 
activity 
diagram 
EPC 
Node 
Flow Object Web Services 
(WSDL 
Interfaces) 
Activities Activities Object 
(events and 
functions) 
Edge 
Connecting 
Object 
WS interactions 
(abstract or 
executable 
business 
processes) 
DataLink 
(data flow), 
ControlLink 
(control flow) 
Transition 
(Flow, 
Edge) 
Control Flow, 
Information 
flow 
Further 
elements 
Artifact - - Branch, 
Fork, Join 
Organization 
unit 
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In fact, the principal concepts of those graph-based process modeling approaches are 
intentionally simple, making their application as straightforward as possible. Complexity 
starts on the logical level when modeling large process chains. Beside the emphasis on 
graphical notations, various tools are available, that support the design and (partial) 
execution of graph-based processes. Today, those tools are heavily oriented towards 
application of web services.  
5.1.4.3 Process Algebra/Calculi - Based Approaches 
The research field of concurrent system specification and verification is divided into two 
general categories: Process algebra and temporal logic.  
Temporal logic is a language for formulating system requirements. Its semantics is used as a 
basis for determining whether or not a system is correct. Temporal logic supports "scenario-
based" specifications, since formulas may be given that focus on single aspects of system 
behavior. Temporal logic specifications suffer from a lack of compositionality, since the 
language of specifications differs from the system description language [Cleaveland 1999]. 
Chapter 5.1.4.4 Temporal Logic  is analyzed in mode detail next in this chapter. 
Process algebra is a family of approaches to formally model concurrent systems by algebraic 
means on a high, abstract level. While in FSM, processes are synchronous, in process 
algebra, protocols can also model parallel processes. While concurrency theory is the theory 
of interacting, parallel and/or distributed systems, process algebra is the study of the 
behavior of parallel or distributed systems by algebraic means [Baeten 2005]. While in FSM 
similarity of protocols is checked statically, process algebra formally describe systems that 
change at run-time.  
Process-algebra uses "higher-level" system descriptions as specifications of "lower-level" 
ones. A refinement relation determines whether an implementation conforms to a 
specification. Compositional specification is the hallmark of process algebraic reasoning, at 
the expense of sometimes overly detailed specifications. 
Beside the general advantages of formal description and manipulation of process interaction, 
communication, synchronization, etc., process algebra provides process verification options 
namely process completeness, consistency, deadlocks, ambiguity (non-determinism; a 
function is deterministic if its post-state is determined by its pre-state, a selection is non-
deterministic if its decided by the internal artifact implementation), performance, or generic 
safety. Furthermore, process algebra allows describing large, repetitive processes by means 
of shots mathematical formulas instead of space-consuming graphical notations. 
The process algebra family consists basically of following calculi, also called calculus based 
theories of concurrency: 
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- Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [Milner 1995] 
- Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Hoare 1978] 
- Finite state processes (FSP) [Magee et al. 1997] 
- Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP) [Bergstra and Klop 1985]  
- Π-Calculus [Milner et al. 1992; Milner 1999] 
Process algebra is especially interesting for ADLs and component model specifications as 
their main focus is the abstract, though detailed, precise and verifiable description of artifacts 
composition to a system. As there is no ADL or component model that holds for all calculi, in 
the following, only those calculi are shortly described for which some artifact-defining 
frameworks were found during this study, i.e. CSP, FSP and Π-calculus. 
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)  
CSP is a protocol which defines sequential or parallel processes of objects by means of 
algebraic process operators. A CSP process describes the behavior pattern of an object by 
means of a limited set of events, called the alphabet. The operators allow describing 
complex processes by the combination of simpler ones. The most relevant CSP algebraic 
operators for artifact order specification are prefixing, recursion, parallel processes, (non-) 
deterministic choice. Prefixing describes a process that initially engages in the event a and 
then behaves exactly as described in process P syntactically denoted as follows:  
a -> P      
or    
 a -> (b -> Q) (provided P = (b -> Q))  
To define the infinite behavior of a process, recursion is applied: 
P = a -> b -> P 
A sequence of two processes P and Q is expressed as:  
P ; Q   
The notation for two parallel processes P and Q which are engaged in the event a is:  
P || Q   (provided P is independent from Q),  
or  
P | {a} | Q (provided a -> P and a-> Q) 
 
Furthermore, notations exist that describe the choice between different processes. A 
deterministic choice describes a decision between two alternative possible events which is 
determined outside of the process or which, at least, can be observed outside of the 
process. The syntax of a deterministic choice (external decision) is: 
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P Q 
or 
(a -> P | b -> Q) (provided a != b) 
describing a process which initially engages in either of the events a or b, and the 
subsequent behavior is described by P or Q, respectively. 
In a nondeterministic choice (internal decision), the external environment of the process has 
no influence on or insight into the choice of process. Nondeterministic decisions serve mainly 
to provide better abstraction. Usually, the decision depends on internal settings of the 
system or decision previously taken by other processes what finally decides if event a or 
event b is triggered: 
P п Q 
or 
a -> P п b -> Q 
Deterministic and non-deterministic alternatives are of special interest for ADLs, as they 
permit to handle choices, in contrast to state diagrams.  
The ADL Wright is an examples language that plays on those advantages. Wright [Allen and 
Garlan 1997; Allen 1997] is an ADL that makes use of a CSP-based notation to specify the 
behavior of components. A component specification consists of interfaces with its ports and 
the computation specification which coordinates the ports' behavior:  
Component CompName 
    Port PortName = [process declaration] 
    Computation = [process declaration] 
Ports represent logical interface points between an artifact (component) and its environment. 
They describe parts of the artifact (component) behavior. Ports are syntactic descriptions 
which can be statically checked for consistency. Their run-time behavior depends on the 
internal implementation hidden by the artifact (component).  
Ports only expose some operations accessible from outside (in case of output ports) or 
requirements expected from its environment, together with the protocol of port invocation 
order. They do not describe the interplay of the sum of component ports that defines the 
component behavior as a whole. For this purpose, a Wright component provides 
computations. Computation describes how the ports are related to correctly realize the 
service provided by the component. For the description of both ports and computation, CSP-
based notations are applied. 
From the point of view of connectors, ports are called roles, because the component has to 
take a context-specific role that depends of the purpose of the connector. Thus, roles are 
interfaces of processes. A role can be a sink or a source of data. Glue describes the 
interactive behavior between two or more roles. The flexibility of connector type definitions 
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through roles and glue is helpful to design to the variety of component interaction patterns 
(sequence data transmission, call-and-return, synchronous or asynchronous, etc.) that might 
appear in a system. In Wright, connections are first-class citizen and can be named and 
typed.  
Ports and roles are also called interface types and are the smallest building block in a 
system. Instances define objects of the interface types. The binding of ports of a component 
instance to a role of a connection is realized through attachments. CPS definition allows 
checking for compatibility. In case, the component port behaves as defined through the role, 
then the connection guarantees for component connection as defined by the glue [Allen and 
Garlan 1996].  
The collection of components, connectors, instances and attachments is defined within a 
configuration. 
CSP has been chosen as a base to specify architecture with Wright for three reasons [Allen 
1997]:  
- It is the only formal notation for concurrent systems that has both external 
(deterministic) and internal (non-deterministic) choice operators to describe if the 
responsibility of (re)action is for the connector or the computation. 
- The powerful but at the same time simplest form of CPS parallel composition 
operator. 
- CPS-related tools support the analysis of specifications.  
The reason, why CSP is not directly used in Wright to describe the behavior of a component 
is that CSP makes no difference in the context-independent behavior described through 
ports and their computation, and the context-dependent behavior of components described 
through roles and glue. This makes it more complicated for architects to design differences 
in the behavior descriptions [Allen 1997]. cspCASL is an extension of CASL and another 
example of CSP application. CASL belongs to the following section of Formal Specifications 
and is thus treaded under algebraic based protocols (see Algebraic Specifications 
subsection next in this chapter). 
Finite State Processes (FSP) 
FSP is a combination of CCS semantic and a subset of CCS semantic and a subset of CSP 
syntax, and is principally aimed at better tool support. The slight contrast to CSP is that FSP 
does not provide interleaving, input and output operators, used in CSP message 
communication channels between processes. This results in better model checking because 
an observed action along a trace can always be associated with a specific process [Hoare 
1978].  
While CCS and CSP cannot describe evolving structures or dynamic structures, FSP allows 
for the verification of temporal properties of the architecture. It can define constants, ranges 
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and sets, basic (sequential) and composite processes, and supports safety and progress 
properties [Magee et al. 1997].  
FSP divides processes into two types: primitive and composite processes [Karamanolis et al. 
2000]. Primitive processes are describable through actions (->), choices (|) and recursions 
as known from CSP. The definition of a primitive component may use an auxiliary process. 
An interface operator „@‟ specifies the set of component actions which are visible to the 
outside and thus may be shared with other components through synchronization points.  
In contrast, composite component processes are defined in terms of non-auxiliary 
processes. The process of a composite component is simply obtained as the parallel 
composition of instances of the processes it is made of. Composition expressions use 
parallel composition (||) together with operators such as re-labeling (/), action hiding or 
interface. Communications are modeled by means of synchronization of shared actions 
[Karamanolis et al. 2000]. 
FSP was designed by the same research group that also developed the Darwin ADL [Magee 
et al. 1995] and the Tracta technique for architecture model checking [Giannakopoulou et al. 
1999; Giannakopoulou 1999]. 
Darwin ADL supports primitive and composite components. It‟s a declarative binding 
language used to define hierarchic compositions of connected primitive components. A 
primitive Darwin component is specified in [Kramer et al. 2003]: 
interface Wallet { 
    authorize; invoice; confirm; default; 
} 
interface Service { 
    request; reply; abort; 
} 
component CLIENT {  
    require  
        wallet: Wallet; 
        service: Service; 
    /% CLIENT = (wallet.authorize -> service.request ->  
                 (service.reply -> CLIENT  
                 |service.abort -> CLIENT 
                 ) 
             ). %/ 
} 
The CLIENT primitive component initiates two primarily defined require interfaces and 
describes processes of interface action interaction. This behavior description is defined in 
FSP notation using dynamic combinators (| and ->), and embedded between the /% %/ 
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braces.  The example process describes a client payment authorization followed by a service 
request and a final service reply or cancelation. 
On the other side, the service component would look like this: 
Component SERVER   { 
    provide     
        service:Service; 
    require 
        wallet:Wallet; 
    /% SERVER = (service.request -> wallet.invoice 
                -> (wallet.confirm -> service.reply -> SERVER 
                   |wallet.default -> service.abort -> SERVER  
                   ) 
               ). %/ 
} 
The SERVER primitive component describes a process for a service request from a client that 
invoices the client payment. If the payment is confirmed, the Server supplies the service, 
otherwise the service will be aborted.  
A composite component serves to compose those primitive components to more complete 
system that describes the binding require and provide interfaces of primitive components: 
Component SES { 
    inst  
        client: CLIENT; 
        server: SERVER; 
        cw: WALLET(2); 
        sw:WALLET(0); 
    bind 
        client.service -- server.service; 
        client.wallet -- cw.wallet; 
        server.wallet – sw.wallet; 
        cw.transfer -- sw.transfer;  
} 
A corresponding FSP description of the composite component uses the static combination 
operators for parallel composition (||) and re-labeling (/): 
|| SES = (   client:CLIENT  
          || server:SERVER  
          || cw:WALLET(2)  
          || sw:WALLET(0) 
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         )  
         / { client.service/server.service, 
              client.wallet/cw.wallet, 
              server.wallet/sw.wallet, 
              cw.transfer/sw.transfer  
            }. 
Different from Wright, Darwin does not support connectors. Once a Darwin architecture is 
designed, there are two options to translate the operational semantic into process algebra 
models for further checks (e.g. the correctness of Darwin elaboration process):  
1. Darwin architecture -> mapping -> π-calculus (described in [Magee et al. 1995]) 
2. Darwin architecture -> mapping -> FSP specification (Tracta technique described in 
[Giannakopoulou 1999]) 
The Tracta technique is used to analyze the behavior of a component model. Here, 
behavioral elements are transformed into FSP. The analysis is realized through so-called 
LTSA tools. The Tracta technique only is applied to primitive components, though. For 
composed components, Tracta uses the same approach as Wright generating an 
architecture process via the composition operator, bottom-op. 
SOFA (SOFware Appliances) [Plasil and Visnovsky 2002; Plasil 2005] is a component model 
similar to Wright and Darwin. Same as Darwin, SOFA provides both primitive and composed 
components, and same as roles in Wright, SOFA supports an additional abstract view on the 
component from its environment, here called frames, beside the interface view. A third 
abstract view is the architecture view is used to describe the connection of interfaces and 
frames to a system, using defining four types of ties to connect subcomponents: binding, 
delegation, subsuming, exempting. 
 
Table 13: FSP-based Behavior Protocol Operators in SOFA  
Operator type 
Syntax Meaning 
Basic operator 
A ; B Sequencing 
A + B Alternative 
A * B Repetition 
Enhances 
operators 
A | B Parallel AND  
A || B Parallel OR 
A / B Restriction 
Composed 
operators 
A п B Composition 
A |T| B Adjustment 
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Each of those abstractions is expressed by means of the proprietary IDL called Component 
Definition Language (CDL) based on OMG IDL. CDL describes the legal invocation order of 
operations by means of SOFA-specific behavior protocols which are a combination of 
protocols known from Wright and Darwin, and regular-like expressions. Table 13 lists the 
protocol operators provided by SOFA. 
An example of SOFA interface and frame specification [Plasil 2005]: 
interface TIRAccessInterface { 
 void init(); 
 string queryName(in string name); 
 id querryFull (in string name); 
 void finish(); 
 protocol: 
 init; (queryName + queryFull)*; 
 finish 
};  
 
interface TIRQueryInterface {...} 
interface CacheInterface {...} 
 
Syntactically, protocols start with the operation init and finishing with the key word 
finish. Once the interfaces are described, the frame specification may define the blackbox 
view of the component. Therefore the frame declares which interface instance is provided 
and which is required.  
frame TIRQueryBody { 
 provides: 
  TIRQueryInterface query; 
 requires: 
  TIRAccessInterface tir; 
  CacheInterface cache; 
 protocol: 
 !tir.init; 
 (?query.queryName{ !cache.get; 
  (!tir.query+NULL)} 
 + 
 ?query.queryFull {!tir.query} 
 )* 
 ; !tir.finish 
}; 
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The protocol defines in which order those interface have to be called. Behavior protocols 
are sequences of events, called traces, while events are method calls or responses. One 
advantage of behavior protocols over normal classical process algebra is that behavior 
compliance can be verified statically. Furthermore, in contrast to other process algebra-
based approaches, like Darwin/Tracta or Wright, the notation is supposed to be simpler to 
read and write [Plasil 2005]. 
The architecture view specifications (in this case, the architecture configuration) is not 
relevant for the focus of artifact interfaces, instead they are interesting for component 
composition. Moreover, architecture protocols are not to be manually coded but generated 
by a CDL compiler, which can check semantic consistency [Plasil et al.]. 
π Calculus  
π-calculus is an extension of CCS. A main advantage over CCS and CSP is its possibility to 
express mobility as it allows that a reference to a process can be passed as a value in 
communications. Apart from values also channel names can be passed. By doing so, it helps 
to describe a dynamic system architecture that allows for run-time creation and removing of 
artifacts as well as their dynamic binding and binding modification [Canal et al. 2001]. 
Some works have shown how polyadic π-calculus (a generalized version of π-calculus) is 
added to component interfaces.  
In fact, those works focus especially on the advantages that the calculus provides for 
dynamic processes. They primarily investigate concerning characteristics (protocol 
compatibility, run-time composition, adaption of mismatching transactions, etc.) in detail, 
while the integration of those protocols into the artifact interface remains a secondary aspect.  
In the first approach (CORBA) [Canal et al. 2000] this issue is solved by adding the protocols 
definition in an extension text file (.ptl). Each description corresponds to one CORBA 
interface declaration to specify its behavior. The protocol identifier has the same name as 
the interface that it is related with, e.g. [Canal et al. 2000]: 
interface Bookshop { 
 struct BookRef {string ISBN; float price;}; 
BookRef inStock(in string title, in string author); 
void order(in BookRef b, out Account a,out string purchaseId); 
date deliver(in string purchaseId, in string receipt, in string 
addr); 
}; 
protocol Bookshop { 
 Bookshop(ref,bank) = 
  (^rep) bank!create(0,rep) . 
  rep?(account) . 
  SellingBooks(ref,account) 
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 SellingBooks(ref,account) = 
  ref?inStock(title,author,rep) . 
   (^bookref) rep!(bookref) . 
   SellingBooks(ref,account) 
  + ref?order(bookref,rep) . 
   (^purchaseId) rep!(account,purchaseId) . 
   ref?deliver(pid,receipt,deliv,rep) . 
   (^date) rep!(date) . 
   SellingBooks(ref,account) 
  + [else] 
   SellingBooks(ref,account) 
}; 
Connection processes between components are established by further π-calculus based 
protocol definitions. The high number of available π-calculus based analysis tools help then 
to statically check application safety and liveliness (deadlock), object substitutability and 
compatibility. Run-time checks are enabled through filters for each object that captures 
incoming and outgoing messages, reproduces its run-time trace and checks that received 
massages are compatible with the object behavior specification [Canal et al. 2000].   
Clint (Composition language interpreter) [Cámara et al. 2007] is a more recent run-time 
composition engine. The main purpose of Clint is to allow for adding an infinite number of 
new transactions within a software system at run-time. In Clint, behavioral interfaces were 
introduced that are specified by the π-calculus (to be later generated into LTS notation).  
An example of a behavioral interface (a service that searches for the cheapest service rates 
for mobile phones from different operators depending on its position) would look like this 
[Cámara et al. 2007]: 
Client[f] = requestRate!.lowestRate?. 
(connect!.session?(sid).ConnClient + end![f]) 
 
In this example the Client artifact interface first requests the lowest rate (requestRate!) 
to a service. After receiving the rate, the artifact either may connect to the cheapest provider, 
receiving a private session identifier (session?(sid)), or it can disconnect from the service 
(end!)  [Cámara et al. 2007]. 
Those component definitions are then transformed into LTS vector (in XML format). Together 
with a composition expression (also in XML format), the LTS vector serves as input for the 
Clint interpreter. The interpreter implements algorithms that apply run-time composition on 
those components dealing with possible mismatches (operation names not corresponding, 
message order not respected, etc.) which could cause deadlock states. As a result it throws 
a trace of events that are carried out successively.  
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Clint is comparable to the LTSA tool provided for the Tracta method. While Clint deals with 
the specification and validation of the composition, the LTSA investigates on the component 
description and their synchronization [Cámara et al. 2008].  
The authors defend their decision in favor of π-calculus by stating the simplicity and 
expressiveness or this language [Cámara et al. 2007]. Different from CCS or CSP, in π-
calculus it is possible to create and use new channels and components. The transformation 
into LTS is defended because it rely on the traversal of the different states of the 
components and is thus is more appropriate for developing composition algorithms [Cámara 
et al. 2007].  
As a drawback, Reussner mentions that a flexible system, that allows for protocol 
manipulations at run-time suffers from the high expense of checking for protocol consistency 
before run-time [Reussner 2001]. 
5.1.4.4 Temporal Logic  
Temporal logic is considered a type of predicate logic describing a combination of rules and 
symbols to represent time relation sequences in terms of before and after. Temporal Logic is 
mainly used to describe some desired attributes by means of temporal operators and to 
verify whether a given system (e.g. a state transition system) satisfies those attributes.  
Temporal logic can be divided into two principal types: Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [Amir 
Pnueli 1977] and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [Clarke and Emerson 1982], both being 
subsets of CTL* [Emerson 1996] which again can be considered a subset of μ-calculus 
[Emerson and Halpern 1986]. LTL is used to describe a linear sequence, while CTL serves 
for tree structure sequences and thus for parallel sequence descriptions. Thus, despite many 
similarities each of both logics covers expressions that cannot be described through the 
other. In CTL*, it is possible to combine formulas from both CTL and LTL.    
A state of a process can never be directly observed but only the properties of the system that 
executes the process. Once, a process has finished, it provides a trace of all observable 
properties of each state. Temporal logics allow making statements about the properties that 
holds for some state along this trace or about the properties that hold for every two states 
along the trace. The syntax consists of a set of variables, connectors and temporal modal 
operators. Connectors are just like logical operators known from classical logic (table 14). 
Table 14: Connectors in Temporal Logic 
Connector Symbol Meaning 
Negation ¬ NOT 
Conjunction Λ AND 
Disjunction V AND NOT 
Implication → ONLY IF 
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Temporal modal operators can be distinguished between unary (table 15) operators which 
apply on one formula and binary operators which apply between two formulas (table 16). 
Table 15: Unary Temporal Modal Operators  
Operator Symbolic Textual Meaning 
Next ○Φ XΦ Formula A applies to the next state. 
Finally/ 
Eventually 
◊Φ FΦ Formula A applies somewhere on the following path. 
Global/ 
Always 
□Φ GΦ Formula A applies everywhere on the following path 
 
 
Table 16: Binary Temporal Modal Operators 
Operator Symbolic Textual Meaning 
Until ΦUψ ΦUψ Formula A applies until B follows. 
Release ΦRψ ΦRψ Formula A applies until B follows or always in 
case B never follows.   
 
In CTL, the temporal modal operators are enhanced by two further unary quantifier operators 
Always and Exists (table 17). They serve for a whole tree structure that consists of different 
paths, not only for one single path. 
Table 17: CTL Unary Quantifier Operators 
Operator 
Symbolic Textual Meaning 
Always 
∀Φ AΦ Formula holds always along all paths of the tree 
Exists 
∃Φ EΦ Formula holds at least along one path of the tree 
 
The LTL formula expresses the properties of a path, CTL formula those of a path or a tree 
structure. Temporal logic semantics is used to describe such formulas. The formula can be 
interpreted on an infinite sequence of states or just on a selected position along one graph 
or, in case of CTL, a tree.  
Safety and liveness are the most significant characteristics of temporal logics. Negation 
permits to state that an undesired case (e.g. deadlock) will never occur, while liveness 
expresses that a desired state may occur repetitively (Finally/Eventually).   
The principal difference between the subsets CTL and LTL is that in CTL every temporal 
operator is quantified by exactly one quantifier operator, e.g. EFΦ expressing that at least for 
one path of the tree, the formula Φ is true somewhere along that path. On the other hand, it 
is not possible in CTL to describe the LTL formula GFΦ, as in CTL every temporal operator 
needs a leading quantifier A or E. CTL* as a superset allows to describe both kinds of 
expressions. 
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Temporal logic is applied in some specification languages to describe the requirements and 
design of dynamic software systems. In [Thang and Katayama 2005] the authors describe an 
approach to make the component specification more comprehensive by including two 
component semantics, dynamic behavior and component consistency, expressed via CTL. 
They argue that in component plug-and-play, the plugs are already well defined through the 
interface syntax, but the play is still causing trouble because semantics are not powerful and 
openly enough to treat with new components that were unknown to the system at the time 
the underlying logic was defined.  
The dynamic behavior is represented via a state transition model in which only potential 
future interface states are visible to other components. Their associated consistency 
constraints are represented via the truth values VB(s, cl(p)) at such an interface state s, 
where p is a CTL property holding in the base component (B). The property p can be 
expressed by CTL formula. An example excerpt from [Thang and Katayama 2005]: 
Component B { 
 Signature: 
  states 1_black, 2_black;      
  edge t1: 1_black -> 2_black   
    condition test // OK if adding k items to buffer 
    input event e1 // producing k items 
    do { produce(k)... };       //action declaration 
  // operations and attributes declaration 
  boolean test; 
  int cons, prod;// consumed, produced items 
  int buffer[];// a bag of data items 
  init(){ state = 1_black; ...}; 
  produce(n){ prod = prod + n;...}; 
 Constraint: 
  /* compatible plugging conditions - CC */ 
  1_black_cc: cons = prod; 
  2_black_cc: test = true, cons < prod; 
  /* Inherent properties - IP */ 
  1_black_ip: AG (cons ≤ prod), cons ≤ prod; 
  2_black_ip: AG (cons ≤ prod), cons ≤ prod; 
} 
 
Component E {/* for refining black */ 
Signature: 
  states 1_brick, i1_brick, i2_brick, i3_brick;  
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  edge t3: i2_brick -> i3_brick  
    condition ... // ready to consume 
    input event ... // consuming k items 
    do { consume(k)... }; /* t3 action */ 
  edge t4: i1_brick -> 1_brick 
    condition ... // ready to change buffer size 
    input event ... // change the size 
    do { changesize();... }; /* t4 action */ 
  edge t5: 1_brick -> i3_brick; 
// buffer inquiry only, consuming zero item 
... /* similarly defined */ 
// operations and attributes declaration 
virtual int cons;// mapped with cons in B 
virtual int prod;// mapped with prod in B 
virtual int buffer[];// mapped with buffer in B 
consume(n){ cons = cons + n;...}; 
changesize(){ buffer = malloc();...}; 
Constraint: 
  1_brick_cc: cons ≤ prod; 
  i1_brick_cc: cons ≤ prod; 
  i2_brick_cc: test = true, cons < prod; 
  i3_brick_cc: test = false, cons < prod; 
} 
The signature of base component B first defines an exit-state (1_black) that serves to pass 
control to the extension component E (which can be treated as either an inherited or a 
combined component), and a reentry-state (2_black) that receives the control from the 
extension component. The signature of the extension component E defines in- and out-
states. The in-state gains the control from the base, while the out-state passes control back 
to the base. Furthermore, the signature defines edges that describe the possible state-
transitions within one component together with their conditions, input events and actions, as 
well as component operations and attributes.  
Beside the signature, a component specifies constraints, namely plugging conditions and 
inherent properties. The plugging conditions of both components are used by a mapper to 
decide the compatibility among states. If the plugging conditions of both components match, 
the components can be plugged. On the next step, CTL is applied: A base component 
defines inherent properties which must hold at the reentry-states of the base component, 
and at the out-states of the extension. This is executed by a model checker, which runs any 
possible path (described through edges) of subsequent states and checks if the property still 
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holds once the out-state is reached. If VE(i1_brick, cl(p)) = VB(1_black, cl(p)) 
and VE(i2 brick, cl(p)) = VB(2_black, cl(p)), then B and E conform and both 
components can play.  
While this approach uses states to apply temporal logic, other approaches are based on 
actions. In those cases, temporal constructs are not use to control, restrict or check the 
validity of artifact states along a path of control passing. They are rather used to define the 
constraints of temporal relationships between different kinds of actions, of temporal limitation 
of an action, or of attribute states at a specific time.   
A simplified example component signature would look like that: 
COMPONENT A {
 
    SIGNATURE { 
       PROPERITES { BOOLEAN valid; } 
       OPERATIONS { op1(); } 
       EVENTS {…} 
      CONSTRAINTS {…} 
    } 
} 
By default, all kinds of interaction sequences and states are allowed. To provide the 
specification with a better applicability, the specification only adds restrictions to the 
constraints to prohibit invalid actions. Three constructs for constraint specification are 
proposed: 
1) action tr action, defines temporal relations between actions, where an action 
can be  
- an operation (function) 
- an event 
- attribute.get, a getter-method for attribute values  
- attribute.set(), a setter-method for attribute values 
The temporal relational operator tr can express five different temporal compositions:  
- proceeds  
- before  
- leadsTo 
- pairwiseBefore 
- pairwiseLeadsTo 
The construct describes the sequence that has to be followed.  
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2) frequency action, serves to limit the number of use of an action. The frequency 
values can be set to once or not, saying that an action can be executed only once or not at 
all along its lifetime.  
3) attribute@time defines an attribute at a specific time, e.g.:  
- valid@ˆ = false requires the attribute valid to be false right at the start (ˆ) of 
a components connection or event triggering time. 
- valid@PRE(op1)requires the attribute valid to be true as a precondition for the 
operation op1.  
- valid@POST(op1)requires the attribute valid to be true as a postcondition for the 
operation op1. 
Those constructs and their operators are based on temporal logic, similar to other action-
based approaches like TLA [Lamport 1994], Unity [Chandy 1988] or STeP [Manna et al. 
1994] and are comparable with CTL temporal modal operators, e.g. the proceeds-operator 
has the same functionality for actions as next-operators to states, defining the obligatory 
conditions for the following action/state, or the before-operator which is similar to the CTL 
until-operator, saying that a condition must be met (action called/state given) before an 
action is called or state is given.  
The use-independent component signature can be refined in a use-dependent scenario 
adding further constraints to the interface configuration in the context of a specific use-case. 
A component then plays a particular role in relation with other components.  
The role concept can be found in the architecture specification Wright [Allen and Garlan 
1997]:  
COMPONENT A { 
    SIGNATURE { … }  
    CONSTRAINTS { … } 
    CONFIGURATION C1 { 
        PORT P1 {attributes, operations, events, constraints} 
        SUBJECT TO /* configuration constraints */  
        {}    
    } 
} 
An advantage of action-based approaches over state-based specifications is that constraints 
can be added selectively when they seem helpful though it is not necessary to provide a 
complete protocol specification like in most state-based approaches [Allen and Garlan 1996; 
Canal et al. 2000] where it is required to consider all possible state sequences within the 
specification [Han 2000]. 
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Despite this step towards better usability, both approaches remain too complex to serve for 
protocol checking and especially for real time analysis due to the large expressiveness of 
temporal logic. Furthermore, artifacts like components and objects require to encapsulate 
both states and actions, what makes it desirable to treat them both within the same approach 
[Schmidt 2003].  
In state-based approaches of interface specifications, the state constraints must be specified 
in a complete and consistent and self-contained way to permit verifying artifact interface 
matching. A more complete way of verification is provided by formal specifications.  
5.1.4.5 Formal Specifications (Model Based or Algebraic) 
Formal specifications are used to describe a whole software system formally and without 
details about its implementation or programming specific overhead, i.e. with a main focus on 
semantic conception and understanding of a system and the verifiability of its results. Formal 
specifications are not aimed to be executed right away but to describe artifact constraints 
which can not or only hardly be described in programming languages. The specification 
helps sharing such knowledge about constraints in an unambiguous way across a 
developing team. Describing artifact specifications by mathematical means further allows 
checking the system against potential inconsistencies and ambiguities. Thus they are 
preferably applied in critical systems, where security is more important than a high time-to-
market performance [Sommerville 2003]. 
Formal specifications are generally divided into model-based specifications which are 
oriented towards the modeling of a system in terms of states using sets or sequences, and 
algebraic based specifications which are rather property oriented, specifying system 
operations and properties that the operations have to satisfy (usually by their 
interrelationships) [Astesiano et al. 2002]. 
Model-based formal speciﬁcation languages focus on partition techniques that generate 
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) and how to construct a Finite State Model (FSM) from a 
DNF. Algebraic speciﬁcation languages, in contrast, are applied to term rewriting rules that 
describe relationships between operations defined through abstract artifact interfaces, and to 
evaluate the observational equivalence of those abstract artifacts [Dan and Aichernig 2005]. 
The conceptual distance to programming languages or low-level, implementation-oriented 
specification languages makes characteristics of formal specifications less comparable. 
Anyway, they all share some similarities which result worthwhile to be considered in this 
classification. 
Model Based Specifications 
Model based specifications describe a system by means of a consistent model expressed 
through a definite notation. A standard partition analysis method described in [Dick and 
Faivre 1993] realizes the testing of such a notation in two steps: One step consists in 
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deriving a disjunctive normal form (DNF) from the model notation to use this DNF for 
subsequent model verification.  
The other step consists of constructing a Finite State Automaton (FSA) from the model 
specification to sequence the test cases [Dan and Aichernig 2005]. This method is applied in 
approaches like Z, VDM-SL, or B.  
The Z notation is probably the best known, model-based specification notation, being an ISO 
standard since 2002. It consists mainly of predicate logic for operation description and 
mathematical data types on which the operations are executed. Syntactically, the complete 
system specification is represented through a sequence of paragraphs. Paragraphs are the 
basic modeling units of different possible kinds: basic type definition, constant definition, 
axiomatic descriptions, constraints, abbreviation definition, free types, or (generic) schema 
definition.  
The main specification of Z [Spivey 1989] proposes an approach of transforming the 
mathematical, declarative specification into an imperative, procedural computer program 
through stepwise refinement. 
A specification is decomposed into small artifacts called schemata. Schemata are 
considered a sort of abstract data type which may describe the state space, i.e. the set of 
states of the system, initial states and operations. Thus, schemata describe both, static 
aspects (states, invariants) and dynamic aspects (possible operations, input-output 
relationships, state changes) of the system.  
Similar to temporal logic-based approaches, Z uses the descriptions and modifications of 
variable or schema states to specify pre- and postconditions (which can be used further on 
to mathematically proof the viability of the specification by means of provided laws). The 
modification is described by operations which operate on variables, invariants and states by 
means of predicate logic operators. A schema specification may for example explicitly 
express that its (successful) execution will provoke changes in the state of another schema.  
A so called schema calculus is used to modularize the system into a sequence of different 
schemata. For schema sequencing, Z uses schema expressions similar to those introduced 
in Temporal Logic (taken from general logic).  
To test the viability of a specification it is possible to unite the specifications of sequenced 
schemata into one single schema. Combining provided laws and the flexibility of predicate 
logic operators allows to first describing a set of possible results like state changes, followed 
schema calls, or thrown errors, representing thus the protocol part of our artifact 
classification‟s interface class. In a further step, the combination permits testing the integrity 
and validity of the specification of the sequenced schemata. 
Algebraic Specifications 
Algebraic specifications are similar to process algebra, as both concepts built on a high level 
system specification and use mathematical notations. The main difference between process 
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algebra and algebraic specification is that the former is appropriate for the dynamic 
(behavioral) part of the system, while the latter serves better for the specification of the static 
(data) part [Salaün et al. 2002a].   
Due to its focus on operations, the algebraic specification serves especially well for the 
specification of interfaces of abstract artifacts. The interface consists of two parts, one 
describes the syntax, the artifacts operations and their parameters, also called symbols, and 
the other describes the semantics, also called axioms, i.e. the interrelational part between 
those operations used to describe the artifacts behavior [Sommerville 2003]. The axioms are 
usually expressed by algebraic equations, called specification sets of models, which restrict 
the interpretation of the symbols.  
One of the best-known algebraic specification languages is CASL (previously mentioned 
under the process algebra section). CASL (Common Algebraic Specification Language) 
[Bidoit et al. 2004] is a formal specification language designed for the Common Framework 
Initiative (CoFI) and intended for formal specification of functional requirements and modular 
software design. It uses formulas of first-order logic to describe the axioms of the 
specification.  
The CASL specification provides an architectural specification part. It especially serves for 
specifying the implementation of a system structure that consists of composed artifacts (and 
thus is not directly comparable with the interaction relationship between artifacts as they are 
described by other system architecture languages). In this sense, the architectural 
specification serves for the similar purpose as the artifact sequencing used in model-based 
specifications. In both cases, the specification describes by algebraic means the order in 
which artifacts should be composed to provide the desired results.  
While in model-based Z, the composition of two specifications can be realized by joining the 
predicate parts of the schemas (which define the system states and their modifications) with 
logical operators (like AND or OR) within one new schema, in algebraic CASL, the 
combination order of two artifacts is described within the result part of an architecture 
specification, which lists the required artifact declarations (which must have been defined 
previously). 
There is a simplified example of CASL architecture specification (taken from [Astesiano et al. 
2002]): 
arch spec CN List = 
units C : Char; 
      N : Nat; 
      F : Elem → List[Elem] 
result F[C fit Elem → Char] and F[N fit Elem → Nat] 
The units-part of the example describes the required artifacts (F is a generic artifact and can 
thus be multiply applied in one specification), while the result-part describes in which order 
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the artifacts are composed (and) and which requirements have to hold (fit).  
Other well known algebraic specification languages are Larch, ASL, ACT (ONE and TWO), 
OBJ3, while further approaches combine both algebraic specifications and process algebra, 
like the ISO Specification Language LOTOS [Bolognesi and Brinksma 1987], CCS-CASL 
[Salaün et al. 2002b], μ-CRL [Groote 1997], RSL [Dan and Aichernig 2005] or PSF [Mauw 
and Veltink 1990]. 
5.1.5 Quality of Service 
After specifying how to invoke the artifact‟s functions, in which order to call them and the 
assertions they have to respect, a further enrichment of the contract specification is 
information about the quality of the provided services (QoS) and of non-functional properties 
(NFPs) like execution speed, precision of mathematical calculations, availability, security and 
so on. In software related literature those aspects are also sometimes termed ilities. This 
information is crucial for real-time, multimedia or financial applications [Pal et al. 2000]. In the 
context of software reuse the criteria to decide for the invocation of a certain artifact may not 
only depend on the viability of its interface syntax or protocol specification but also on the 
quality of service it provides. Although it is not always an easy task to do, QoS and NFP 
should be quantified, allowing thus a machine to compare the proposed and the required 
NFPs by means of their values. The most common way is to use quantitative metrics that 
measure those quality factors of programs or program artifacts.  
An extensive number of techniques and tools which implement those metrics has been 
developed for academic [Brahnmath 2002; Tao Yu and Lin 2005] and commercial [Darcy 
and Kemerer 2005] purposes. They are mainly applied during the search and retrieval phase 
in the software-engineering-with-reuse process. Tools are often third-party developments 
that can be applied independently from specific technologies or languages. They check 
object or component entities for specific characteristics and test performance by means of 
run-time test calls to analyze the response. Anyway, artifact interface specifications remain 
unmodified in those superimposed solutions, what makes them irrelevant for this 
classification.  
However, another kind of solution exists that integrates QoS analysis functionality directly or 
indirectly with functional artifact specifications, may it be at design-time or at run-time. Those 
works provide approaches to enhance modeling or description languages with additional 
QoS descriptions. Four types of QoS extensions were identified: 
- Formal method approaches  
- Component model based approaches, mainly CORBA or CCM 
- Web service based approaches 
- Technology independent approaches 
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The best documented examples for QoS inclusion found along the review process are 
Quality Objects (QuO), the QoS Modeling Language (QML), and the Component Quality 
Modeling Language (CQML). They use the most flexible approach and introduce a new QoS 
specification language and bind this specification to an artifact. They are at the same time 
the most complete approaches providing most of the necessary requirements for a QoS 
modeling language identified in [Aagedal 2001]. In the following the principal types are 
explained. 
5.1.5.1 Formal Method Approaches 
Formal methods, whose theoretical underpinnings are explained above in more detail, also 
provide mechanisms to specify QoS. In practice, those mechanisms are mainly applied in 
telecommunication and network domain, thus in most cases the QoS characteristics are 
limited to the specific focus on temporal aspects of QoS [Aagedal 2001]. Specification and 
Description Language (SDL) [Ellsberger et al. 1997], Quality of Service Temporal Logic [Blair 
1998] or Temporal Logic of Actions [Lamport 1994] are examples for those QoS aware 
formal specification languages. Unlike the case of protocols, where concepts of formal 
methods were used to define artifact calling orders in higher-level description languages, the 
adaption of QoS aspects from formal methods to specification languages in software 
engineering are less frequent. Complete formal method notations are too expensive to 
support higher-level QoS specification, and they are only partially needed [Aagedal 2001]. 
Hence some paradigms and principles served as inspiration for some of the component-, 
WS- or technology-independent artifact specification languages described next.  
5.1.5.2 Component Model Based Approaches 
QuO [Loyall et al. 1998a; Loyall et al. 1998b; Pal et al. 2000] is one of the most advanced 
and complete frameworks that adds QoS functionality to CORBA. 
QuO deals with the conceptual gap between network-level guarantees and application-level 
requirements to connect distributed objects [Aagedal 2001]. QoS is introduced into CORBA 
by means of the Quality Description Language (QDL). The QDL is composed of the Contract 
Description Language (CDL), the Structure Description Language (SDL) and the 
Configuration Setup Language (CSL). Together with the CORBA IDL, those languages serve 
as input for a generator which generates code that supports application developers to make 
their application QoS-aware. This extended CORBA architecture consists basically of the 
following additional items: 
- Contracts define two parts: QoS characteristics that the client requires from the 
artifact and usage pattern that the client promises to adhere to.  
- System condition objects are responsible for the measuring and control of QoS 
characteristics of the client, the delegates or the specialized ORB.   
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- Delegates are local wrapper for remote objects. They are located between the client 
and the stub as well as between the remote object and the skeleton. Delegates 
provide local adaptable behavior. If QoS values change, delegates may arrange new 
behavior. 
The CDL [Loyall et al. 1998b] is actually the language of interest for the analysis of artifact 
interfaces as it comes along with the QoS definitions. It describes the observable QoS 
characteristics (dimension). The multi-dimensional QoS space is divided into regions and a 
contract defines those regions [Zinky et al. 1997], for example: 
contract ScreenSaver is 
 negotiated regions are 
  Allocated:      
   when client_expectations.throughput > 0 m_p_s  and 
   when client_expectations.throughput <= max_invoc  m_p_s   and 
   when object_expectations.capacity   >= max_invoc m_p_s 
  Free: 
   when client_expectations.throughput == 0 m_p_s and 
   when object_expectations.capacity   == 0 m_p_s 
  transition callbacks are 
   Allocated -> Free: 
    object_callback->client_asleep() 
   Free -> Allocated: 
    object_callback->client_awake() 
    client_calllback->now_allocated() 
  end transition callbacks 
 end negotiated regions 
 reality regions for Allocated are separate 
 reality regions for Free are separate 
end contract ScreenSaver 
 
Regions represent measurable states of QoS characteristics. They declare what to be done 
under a certain state of measurable connection quantities. Negotiated regions define under 
which condition the client and object start an operation. Reality regions define the QoS 
measured in the system. Once, a connection is established, client and provider agree upon a 
specific region. There can be several regions defined in parallel and regions can be nested 
into sets.  
A predicate defines if the region with the corresponding region name is active or not by 
comparing whether a system condition object, that has been passed to the contract as a 
parameter, complies with a value or not. Only one region per region set can be active. In 
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case, the predicates for more than one region of a set are true, optional precedences can 
define the order of regions. In case the active region changes, a transition may define a 
behavior to invoke. A transition is defined as: 
transition region_name1 -> region_name2 : 
It is possible to substitute one of both region_names (though not both together) with the 
keyword any to unspecific define any of the other region or with the keyword inactive if 
there is no other active region in the contract. The body of a transition lists methods that are 
invoked, once a transition is triggered. Those methods must be a method on a callback 
object that is passed into the contract initially as a parameter. Thus, the client is informed as 
soon as a QoS characteristic has exceeded the expected region. Client and provider may 
then negotiate a new region. 
There are other QoS extensions for CORBA and CCM available that use different approach 
for QoS inclusion, e.g. MAQS/QIDL [Becker and Geihs 2000] extends CORBA IDL by simply 
including two new keywords qos and withQoS. TAO/CIAO [Schmidt et al. 1998] includes 
keywords in CORBA IDL comments that are parsed by an extended IDL parser to convey 
QoS information to the ORB. This is an approach similar to adding DbC functionality to Java 
as discussed above. QoS Enabled Distributed Objects (QEDO) [Ritter et al. 2003] adds QoS 
to CCM adapting the QML approach of specifying contract types for each QoS category and 
define bindings to connect those types with artifacts.   
5.1.5.3 Web Service Based Approaches 
In case of adding QoS to web service specifications, the principal approach is to define a 
QoS ontology based on the most common semantic ontology languages for web services 
like OWL, WSMO or WSDL. The most frequently named examples in identified literature are 
OWL-Q [Kemnade 2007], WSMO-QoS [Li and Zhou 2009] and the approach described in 
[D„Ambrogio 2006] . 
5.1.5.4 Technology Independent Approaches 
As initially mentioned, QML [Frølund and Koistinen 1998] is a proprietary modeling language 
that integrates QoS aspects with object-oriented features (interface, class, inheritance) to be 
associated later with existing artifact specifications. Therefore it provides three abstraction 
mechanisms: 
- A contract type, representing specific QoS categories like performance, reliability, 
etc.  
- A contract, instantiating a contract type to represent a particular QoS specification 
- A profile, associating contracts with interfaces, operations, operation arguments or 
operation results 
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As QML is a modeling language, it provides a specific abstract syntax for each of those 
mechanisms. The contract type contains a dimension type for each of its dimensions 
together with its permitted values and orders. A contract type definition example [Frølund 
and Koistinen 1998]: 
type Reliability = contract {     
 //dimension type enum 
 operationSemantics: decreasing enum {atLeastOnce, atMostOnce, once}  
   with order {once < atLeastOnce, once < atMostOnce}; 
 rebindingPolicy: decreasing enum {rebind, noRebind}  
   with order {noRebind < rebind}; 
}; 
A contract definition is an instance of a contract type and represents a particular QoS 
specification for the identified dimensions. A corresponding example of a contract definition:  
//Contract Instance "systemReliability" of contract type 
//"Reliability" 
systemReliability = Reliability contract { 
    operationSemantics == once; 
}; 
The interface describes the operations and attributes provided by the artifact (service). An 
interface definition example: 
interface NameServer {  //interface definition "NameServer" 
 void init();      //operation 
 void register(in string name, in object ref); //operation 
 object lookup(in string name);   //operation 
}; 
The profile definition describes the QoS aspects of an artifact (service). An example of a 
profile definition: 
//profile definition for interface "NameServer" 
nameServerProfile for NameServer = profile { 
//association of interface "NameServer" with Contract instance 
//"systemReliability" 
 require systemReliability;    
  from lookup require Reliability contract {  
//associates operation-entity with contract  
  rebindPolicy == noRebind; 
 }; 
}; 
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This profile defines systemReliability as the default contract for the NameServer 
interface. The referred entity (lookup operation) must exist in the related interface 
(NameService). The contract for the entity "lookup" refines the default contract 
(systemReliability) of its containing interface. A specific contract definition of entities 
must always be a refinement of the default contract.  
The way how QML allows for binding QoS profiles to specific artifacts is either through 
dynamic negotiation and association between client and artifact, or through static association 
at design or deployment time. There are two ways of binding of an entity with the profile: 
Either the binding specifies the QoS requirements of the client, or the binding specifies the 
QoS provisions of the artifact (service). 
QML integrates QoS aspects into UML models. As such, it represents an artifact interface on 
the design level. Same as for example component model IDLs, which only serve as a 
specification for potential implementations, the QML is not executable. To provide QoS 
awareness also at run-time, a concept for a QML-based runtime QoS fabric called QoS 
Runtime Representation (QRR) has been proposed [Frølund and Koistinen 1998], though 
there is no executable QRR prototype available yet.  
CQML (Component Quality Modeling Language) [Aagedal and Ecklund 2002] is a lexical 
modeling language that works similar to QML concerning the binding of separately defined 
QoS characteristics with artifacts. The differences between both approaches concern the 
adaptive behavior (CQML allows to specify alternative behavior profiles to choose from at 
run-time, depending on the individual environment or invocation conditions, QML not), 
precision (CQML permits defining the QoS precisely to avoid misunderstandings, QML 
doesn‟t) and combinability (CQML allows for serial, parallel or hierarchical configurations to 
combine components with QoS properties, QML doesn´t). 
The CQML includes four specification constructs characteristics, statements, profiles and 
categories. An example from [Aagedal 2001] sets those constructs into relation using an 
example in CORBA CIDL, although the CQML semantics could be expressed by any other 
modeling language. In the following example interface and component specifications are 
given to specify a Camera that provides a video stream:  
interface VideoStream { 
    Video videoFlow; 
}; 
component myFastCamera { 
    provides VideoStream outgoing; 
}; 
 
A QoS characteristic defines another user-defined type that specifies an output with a 
numeric value: 
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quality_characteristic output { 
    domain: numeric; 
}; 
A characteristic can also be specialized, for example by specifying the output value as 
frames/seconds: 
quality_characteristic frameOutput : output { 
    domain: increasing numeric frames/second; 
} 
A statement serves to group different characteristics and restrict them into specifications of 
QoS, constraining the characteristics within specific value ranges: 
quality high { 
    compulsory best-effort frameOutput > 25 with limit 20; 
    threshold best-effort delay < 5 with limit 8; 
} 
Profiles relate QoS statements to specific components or component parts:  
profile goodCamera for myFastCamera { 
    provides high; 
} 
The fourth element, QoS categories, groups any of the three other elements: 
quality_category timeliness { 
    output; 
    delay; 
} 
Categories represent a naming convention to avoid naming conflicts. Categories can be 
nested and allow to create different sets of QoS aspects for scenarios with different 
requirements. 
5.1.6 Summary 
The scale shown in Fig. 4 sums up all identified levels of contract in a logical order with a 
stepwise strengthening of their expressiveness and information coverage, and some 
examples. After describing the pure interface syntax together with assumed conditions, 
which all relate to the single methods, protocols with the indication of valid call order rather 
relates to the whole artifact, as well as quality of service information is often more focused on  
the whole artifact. Furthermore QoS only add some qualitative information which, although 
also important, is not fundamental for the artifacts usage. The semantic description at least 
can contain all further information that cannot be expressed otherwise. It can therefore be 
compared with the full documentation although our interest here is limited to the part that can 
be brought into a machine readable and understandable form. Different levels do not 
necessarily include all earlier ones of the scale. The absence of singular specification steps 
in some examples though, does not influence the logical order of the scale. 
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Figure 4: Scale of Contract Dimension 
 
In reality the specification of an artifact is often limited to only interface signature or maybe 
pre- and postconditions. Applications of component protocols in practice are rare and 
semantic description is still a topic of ongoing research. So we agree to the resuming 
demand of Frakes and Kang [Frakes and Kang 2005] to support of a better contract 
specification what implies a change from design to interfaces to, at least, design by contract.  
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5.2 Independence Dimension 
Before reusing an existing software artifact, it is necessary to isolate it from its context and 
its original environment, preferably by the support of the underlying platform technology. This 
ranges from the simple possibility to embed the code in a function, class or module and this 
again in a compiled library, to some further options like the realization of remote system calls 
via a network. Nevertheless, some dependencies generally remain in the isolated artifact. 
Sametinger [Sametinger 1997] calls them platform dependencies, using the term platform in 
a very wide sense. He denotes that the less the platform dependencies, the better the 
possibility for reuse. The most important types of platform independence that an artifact may 
exhibit are exposed in the following subsections.  
5.2.1 Context Independence 
As a first step of reuse, we mention the (almost trivial) ability to call a piece of code various 
times within one and the same application. This independence level has its denomination 
due to the fact that artifacts can be uncoupled from the context of certain program parts. Its 
functionality is abstract enough to use it within other contexts without changing its 
implementation. The code is commonly encapsulated into a function or a class, but also the 
definition of macros or the generation of templates fits into the same category. 
5.2.2 Application Independence  
Application independence indicates that an artifact can be used across application 
boundaries. Application independence is mainly achieved by putting uncompiled source 
code or compiled code into a library (sometimes called program library) or a module. From 
there, it can be reused by different applications. The concepts of a module and a library can 
be quite similar. The difference between them is, in general, that a module is usually reused 
as a whole, whereas a library can contain a collection of functions or classes, which may be 
independent from each other, and where applications only may use a small part of a library. 
Libraries can be classified regarding different aspects:  
- When are artifacts extracted? (compile time, post-compile, runtime) 
- What hooks are provided to link artifacts into their environment? 
- What types of artifacts are contained? (Functions, templates, classes, objects, 
components, etc.) 
- Who provides and maintains the library? (Compiler (standard libs), OS, developer 
(class libraries)) 
- Purpose of the library (general purpose, limited-domain, special purpose) 
- Topologies, hierarchies of libraries  
As shown in the following, all those questions are related with the level of independence. 
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Different types of libraries exist depending on the moment when the artifact is extracted from 
the library during the application life-cycle, i.e. source code libraries, static libraries and 
dynamic libraries. The later the artifacts are integrated into the application the lower is the 
dependence on each other during the development process. 
Source code libraries hold collections of definitions of values, functions, classes, generic 
parts, etc. in readable and editable source code form. The code is just automatically copied 
into the new application thanks to some kind of support mechanism (for example via the 
include-directive in C/C++). An example for such type of library is the STL or the C++ 
standard library.  
Static libraries contain pre-compiled source code. Their content is also copied into the 
target application by the linker or binder after compilation. In Windows, those library files 
normally have the ending .LIB, whereas in Unix they are named with .a (archive). Except 
some special form of static libraries (import libraries), there is no need to deliver the library 
files together with the executable. 
Dynamic libraries, very similar to the static libraries, contain precompiled source code as 
well, but are connected with the executable application at load- or runtime. It is the 
responsibility of the loader to find the demanded library and load it into the memory at the 
adequate time. If several applications make use of the same library it is possible that they all 
use the same copy and it only has to be resident in the memory once. We also talk about 
shared libraries in this case. In Windows, those types of library are known as DLLs. In Unix 
they are called shared objects and are commonly named with the ending .so, followed by 
another dot and a version number. This type of libraries allows for more flexibility as they are 
not connected tightly with the executable application and can be replaced by newer versions 
without need for new compilation. Anyway, they also implicate some disadvantages, e.g. if a 
dynamic library cannot be found in the specified place or if it was substituted by a newer, 
partly incompatible version (a problem commonly known as DLL hell). 
The question of the containing type of artifact is relevant for independence as different types 
of artifacts require more or less programming code to be reused from the library. Wegner 
[Wegner 1990] already distinguished between libraries in procedure- and object-oriented 
languages and emphasized the difference in strength of composition between both. The 
strength is represented by the amount of glue-code that is required to combine artifacts with 
applications. His main argumentation is that in procedure-oriented languages the glue-code 
is used much more “liberally” appearing in form of statements which are closely blended with 
the procedures what makes the reduction of glue-code more complicated than in object-
oriented libraries. In object-oriented libraries, the composition requires less glue-code but 
requires declarative composition of interfaces, specification of module interconnections and 
a new definition of the boundary between public and private information. 
In the environment of component based software engineering, libraries (also called 
component containers or component repositories) play a central role [Almeida et al. 2007]. 
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CBSE embraces the two concepts of software engineering for reuse and with reuse. In 
software engineering for reuse, the components are developed with the specific focus to 
make them reusable. Once the component was build it needs the container to place it in to 
be provided for reuse. In the case of with reuse, containers have a crucial importance as 
they should provide means for searching and retrieval of suitable components. There is an 
endless amount of research investigating solutions for all kind of problems related with 
search and retrieval of components which goes beyond the scope of this work because often 
this research is uncoupled from any kind of specific artifact type, which could also include 
non-technical assets like design, test cases, rules, etc.  
Between the production (for) and consumption (with) of components, Apperly [Apperly 2001] 
locates the library management which is responsible for cataloguing, quality assurance, 
repository and component administration. There a three imaginable scenarios. Standard 
libraries of a programming language which are brought by the language compiler, and are 
usually managed by the compiler provider: OS libraries whose versions are provided and 
managed by the OS vendor; and artifact libraries which are provided by a third party, e.g. a 
developer, and which are part of a specific application or system.  
This third type of library provider also includes frameworks as a special type of class 
libraries. Frameworks consist of a set of classes or interfaces which are related in such a 
way that they form a raw application architecture which already provides basic functionality. 
The client is demanded to specialize the framework for the specific needs by interface 
implementation or class inheritance. Thus, instead of extracting artifacts from the library to 
an application the client adds artifacts to the library to execute it as an application. On the 
one hand, frameworks can be considered as design reuse [Balzert et al. 2009], on the other 
hand they consist of code which is reused with each specialization, providing thus a special 
kind of application independence. It does not consist of parts of a library which are copied 
from the library to be reused in a different application, but the whole library is reused to form 
the base of a new application. It can be argued that framework reuse is not as automatable 
as library reuse because instances of a framework are still to be set up by the developer‟s 
hand. But from the point of view of a single artifact this distinction is minor as in both cases 
the artifact forms part of a complete structure (container or framework). Its semantic purpose 
within the whole architecture remains untouched although it operates for a new application. 
This makes it different from, for example, copy and paste of artifacts from one application to 
another application what would obviously not count as technology driven artifact reuse. 
The purpose of deployment is another aspect of libraries [Wegner 1990]. The less specific 
the purpose of a library is the more general is the design and the applicability of its 
containing artifacts, what finally results in a higher independence from concrete applications. 
The drawback of a highly generic design of an artifact is that it needs further specification to 
be used in a concrete context. In general, a more specific artifact has a better probability to 
be reused. 
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Artifacts stored in a general purpose library can be reused in all kinds of domains and have 
no restriction on the range of users.  
The limited-domain libraries, in turn, are more similar to frameworks, as they include artifacts 
which are applicable in a specific context. This allows artifacts to be designed more 
specifically and increases thus the probability to be reused in a similar domain. Software 
product lines are an example for a methodological approach where limited domain libraries 
are applied. Some companies provide toolkits which contain artifacts for a limited purpose. 
The term toolkit is a common but not clearly defined expression for a set of artifacts that are 
not as straight related as frameworks but semantically closer related than a general purpose 
library.  
Special-purpose libraries are even more specialized, for example for a concrete project, 
application or user profile. Thus their containing artifacts have the greatest probability of 
reuse as their deployment is well-known what allows designing them for very specific needs.  
Despite the differentiation of the purpose of libraries at great range, libraries usually contain 
an inner classification or topology which allows for finer definition of the contained artifacts 
relation. Classification is a sub-topic of search and retrieval research and is very well 
investigated (although still without finding a stratifying or commonly accepted and widely 
used result). There exists not one valid concept for every scenario but different ways of 
structuring a library depending on its usage.  
With respect to class libraries, the relation or hierarchy between classes can be generally 
classified into tree, forest, and brick structures [Balzert et al. 2009]. A tree consists of a 
common root class which may contain general services like exception handling, persistence 
mechanisms, etc. A forest hierarchy consists of loosely coupled tree hierarchies where 
classes are compound to single and independently reusable components. The brick 
structure consists of independent classes. 
Similar to purpose, the type of inner relation of the artifacts of a library has influence on the 
independency of application. Even though the independence from its original application is 
already provided, once the artifact is located outside of this application, there may still 
remain dependencies with other outsourced artifacts which might stem from its usage in the 
original application. Only if an artifact is free from those dependencies, it can be considered 
as really application independent.  
5.2.3 Programming Language Independence  
Programming language independence can be explained as the possibility of reusing an 
artifact in a programming language different from the one it was originally created with. A 
slight variation of this concept is given by the paradigm of "programming by contract" where 
programming is realized by means of interfaces, no matter which language is used to 
implement a particular interface. There are several scenarios imaginable where it might be 
useful to reuse an artifact written in one language by code of another language. Taking into 
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account that each language has its strengths and weaknesses it might be desired to 
combine the strengths of several languages within one application. Or it might be necessary 
to integrate legacy systems written in different languages.  
Towards the achievement of this kind of independence, it must be recognized that every 
programming language defines and uses its own language characteristics which have to be 
conciliated. The most important characteristics are, among others, different formats for 
passing parameters into procedure calls (calling conventions), different generated file 
formats, and different sets of types. Even if the types of two programming languages are 
named identically, they can have different properties regarding to their length in bytes and 
therefore to their range of values, etc. Various approaches can provide a solution for those 
challenges: 
- Particular cross-language interoperability (binding)  
- Interface (mapping)(IDL) & marshalling on binary layer (stubs and skeletons) 
- Intermediation language 
Next we analize them briefly. 
Cross Language Interoperability. Some programming languages allow to use operations 
or artifacts which are provided by artifacts or libraries implemented in some other languages. 
For this kind of mechanism, different denominations can be found, e.g. foreign function 
interface (common lisp, Haskell [Finne et al. 1999]) or language bindings (Ada).  
Interoperability mechanisms can be implemented in different ways. Wrappers or language 
converters are particular solutions to map between two or more concrete languages. 
Examples for converters of C++ and Java are described in [; Malabarba et al. 1999]. Script# 
[Kothari] is an approach for the conversion between C# and JavaScript. SWIG [Beazley 
1996] connects C/C++ with a plentitude of scripting languages (Lua, Perl, Ruby, etc.) and 
non-scripting languages (C#, Java, Modula-3, etc.). By means of the SWIG tool, it is possible 
to create a language-specific wrapper for C/C++ declarations to make them accessible from 
these specific programming languages. The generated wrapper file and the original .c-file 
are compiled together to a shared library which can be dynamically loaded and accessed 
from the specific language. In a similar way, the Java Native Interface integrated in the JVM 
allows Java applications to interact with native code by means of interface-pointer (at the 
cost of losing its platform independence). Therefore, a Java class declares those methods as 
native which should be called from a Java application but implemented with another 
language. After the class is compiled, a specific header file is created including those 
method declarations. The header file and the implementation file are then compiled into a 
shared library which can then be loaded from the Java application. JNI cares for the data-
type conversion and the calling convention. JNI is especially useful when Java needs to 
interact with resources of the operating system or the graphical user interface which are less 
supported from the JVM. The other way round, it is possible for a C program to access Java 
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applications through the Invocation-API.  
Although the idea behind language binding is to implement as many of those cross-language 
features as possible, e.g. common calling conventions, type migration, garbage collection, 
etc. the real-life approaches may usually fall short on some of those features due to the high 
complexity of realization. There are several problematic issues that have to be considered 
when two languages should be made interoperable, e.g. semantics, the binary interface and 
the runtime environment are just some of them encompassing further sub-issues like data 
type and size, system call numbers, binary formats of object files, program libraries, etc. One 
important problem is that most binding techniques are unique “ad-hoc” approaches 
depending on the very specific characteristics of both bound languages, what makes a 
generalized description of how those mechanisms work quiet complex, if not impossible. 
Interfaces & Marshalling. A more generic approach is the use of an abstract interface 
language which defines common data types, calling conventions, etc. This concept is 
primarily known from component models which guarantee programming language 
independent reuse by describing their interfaces and types with a language independent IDL, 
to allow any language on the platform understanding it. 
Specific compilers take the language independent IDL definition to generate stubs 
(sometimes called skeletons) for a specific language. The component provider can use the 
stubs to implement the interface with this specific language. The artifact (class) which 
implements the stub has to be registered to let the platform be aware of available interface 
implementations. If a client requests the model for an interface implementation, the model 
checks the registry for corresponding classes and, in case of success, returns a pointer to 
the client. Once, the client calls the interface via this pointer, the corresponding class is 
instantiated. Beside the server-side stubs, the compiler also generates a proxy (sometimes 
called stub) for the client side. The proxy is used by the client as surrogate for the original 
artifact (object). Proxies and stubs are stored in a proxy/stub library within the system 
registry which can be called through the corresponding unique interface ID.  
Proxies and stubs play a central role to provide language-independence as they convert the 
types of interface parameters with each method call, and reconvert them with the answer. 
This serialization process is called marshalling. During the object instantiation, the model 
requests the mechanism the object prefers for marshalling. Marshalling can be realized in 
two ways. The first option is through the mentioned proxy/stub combination.  
The second way is through a type-library-driven marshalling engine. In some models, the 
compiler uses the IDL also to generate a type library. The type library is a binary file which 
serves for requesting type information of an object‟s properties and methods at runtime. If an 
object should be accessed through the type library, the type-library marshaller generates 
proxy and stubs on the fly by reading the interface definition from the type library. The 
advantage of a type library is that it can be delivered together with the component (e.g. 
within a DLL file in COM).  
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An example for the usage of an IDL is COM where the MIDL compiler generates proxy/stubs 
DLL and a type library (.tlb-file). In Mozilla‟s XPCOM the stubs and type libraries (.xpt-file) 
are generated from the XPIDL compiler. Different bridging layers exist (e.g. XPConnect for 
JavaScript, JavaXPCOM for Java, PyXPCOM for Python, etc.) which allow to access an 
XPCOM object from the corresponding language, and vice versa an XPIDL interface 
implementation from XPCOM. Therefore, the bridging layers use the type-library to build 
proxy objects at runtime which allow for language independent interaction. Babel [Ebner et 
al. 2011] is a further example for a tool which is built on a common scientific interface 
language (SIDL) from where stubs and skeletons can be generated for several languages 
like C, C++, Fortran, Python or Java. 
In some cases, the binding to a concrete programming language is defined on the binary 
layer what makes IDL de facto obsolete, for example in COM where an interface is 
represented as a pointer (interface pointer) to a pointer stored in an interface node. The 
second pointer points further to a vtable containing procedure variables. The COM binary 
standard can be used by every language which is able to read the vtable structure, i.e. which 
supports the creation of pointer structures and function calls through pointers 
[Schwichtenberg 2005].  
Intermediate Language. A third approach of how to make the artifacts language 
independent is the intermediate language (IL). It is a language which works between the 
programming language and the binary code level, usually on a virtual machine. Therefore, a 
special set of compilers compile every language into intermediate code. On this intermediate 
level it is then possible to integrate artifacts that are originally written in different languages. 
As an example, the Common Type System (CTS), used in the .Net framework or its variation 
Mono, describes a set of well defined data-types, which can be used by all .Net compatible 
languages to define their own set of types. The CTS, together with the Common Language 
Specification (CLS) are the most important parts of the Common Language Runtime (CLR) 
and the complete Common Language Infrastructure (CLI)-standard for .Net compatible 
programming languages. Another prominent example are JVM-compatible (mainly scripting) 
languages like Ruby, Groovy, AspectJ, Scala, or Python [Tremblett 2009] which run on the 
java virtual machine (JVM). Their source code is compiled by corresponding compilers into 
Java bytecode.  
The way how artifacts of different languages may interact with each other is manifold and 
depends on the intermediate language support. (It is possible to integrate artifacts written in 
different languages on the byte-code level). In JVM it is possible to let Java code interact 
with methods provided by other scripting languages [Tremblett 2009]. In .Net it is possible 
that i.e. a class written in Visual Basic inherits from a class written in J# to extend its 
functionality.  
Apart from the language-independent use of artifacts, programming language independence 
may also mean the generation of a reusable artifact with several languages at compile-time 
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usually based on concepts like forward engineering, model-driven engineering or computer-
aided software engineering (CASE) where a previous abstract model is used to generate the 
final multi-language source code. Some examples for multi-language tools are the .Net 
CodeDOM mechanism [Dollard 2004], ArgoUML modules [Open Source] or Eclipse Acceleo.  
We note that with the overcoming of the programming language dependency, often a new 
but less strong dependency supersedes, i.e. the runtime, which performs the marshalling.  
5.2.4 Operating System (and CPU) Independence  
The OS-independence means that an artifact can be reused across different operation 
systems. This can be achieved in three different ways, namely source code portability, fat 
binaries or virtual machines. Although there are only a few competing operation systems 
available for the desktop or server market, OS independence is still relevant for the 
embedded market, where a higher number of systems are findable.  
The portability of source code implies two approaches. In the first way the best 
characteristics of individual OSs and their differences are primarily identified, then separated 
code is programmed where OS different features force the developer to realize OS specific 
implementation or where some special feature of an OS allows the developer to give every 
code-OS combination the best possible performance, and finally directives for automated 
compile-time detection are included that allow for identifying the code which is destined for 
the individual OS. For this purpose there are compilers available that compile code into the 
same programming language but for different OSs, often complemented by the option to let 
the source code include instructions that handle differences between different OSs, e.g. 
ifdef preprocessor directive in C/C++. Various other tools are available for developer 
support, e.g. the GNU autoconf. The advantage of such code switching is that the strength of 
each system can be exploited, but at the cost of lower code readability and maintenance. A 
specific type of compiler which compiles code for systems other than the host system is the 
cross-compiler.  
The alternative way is to choose only those characteristics that are supported by all aimed 
systems. For this way it is recommended to respect some programming best practices that 
prevent from porting problems. Some of those principles are to avoid using system specific 
constants or libraries, take care with path notation slashes, define a return type for 
operations, etc. Despite those coding techniques there are further syntactic issues to be 
considered as a source of portability problems, e.g. byte-order (endianness), built 
environment, floating pointer behavior, etc. The advantage of this second way is that the 
code remains easier to read, although performance might be lowered. Portability as one form 
of OS independence is frequently applied in C-applications for different Unix derivates, e.g. 
the internet browser Mozilla or the graphic editor GIMP, the office package OpenOffice and 
the GNU compiler collection.  
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Fat binaries are packages which contain various executable versions for different operation 
systems and for different instruction set architecture (ISA) installations (e.g. CPU, emulators) 
on which the OSs are running. Once a fat binary is called, the OS checks for the right 
version included in the container and chooses the one which corresponds to the ISA 
installation in use. Important differentiation factors of ISAs which have to be considered 
developing fat binaries for different versions, though not the only ones, are the word size 
(e.g. 16, 32, 64 bits) or the endianness (Big, Bi or Little Endian).  
The most popular examples for fat binaries are probably those used for Mac OS-aimed 
programs when Apple decided to change from the 68k-family to PowerPC processors. Those 
fat binaries supported both types of CPU. Some years later the use of fat binary was 
necessary again, when Apple changed from PowerPC to Intel-CPUs. This time, fat binaries 
were called Universal Binaries and permit a program to run on both PowerPC and x86-
architecture, sometimes even in both available word sizes, the 32-bit and the 64-bit variant. 
Universal Binaries are realized by means of the Mach object binary format which allows 
containing binary code for different architectures by specification. For the UNIX world, the 
FatELF is an extension of the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) binary file format that 
provides fat binary functionality.   
There are tools available from OS providers that support the automatic creation of fat 
binaries. A prerequisite to create a fat binary it is that the source code is portable. Thus, 
depending on the dimensions of a program and its dependencies of CPU-specific 
architecture singularities additional manual modification has to be applied before tools can 
be deployed.  
A third way to achieve this kind of OS-independence is by virtualization, i.e. abstracting the 
OS underlying hardware in a virtual machine (VM). In this case, the compiler creates only 
byte-code for the virtual machine and no longer for the underlying real physical machine. It 
has the advantage that the generated byte code can run on each system, for which a 
compatible virtual machine exists. This means that all problems that have to be taken into 
account when dealing with portability from one physical machine to another as indicated 
above are no longer of the developers concern. The VM approach was first put into practice 
with an extension of Pascal, where so-called P-Code [Nelson 1979] was created. Later this 
approach attained great importance with the appearance of Java and the internet. Also in 
.Net a Java-bytecode similar code called CIL is create, so that also in .Net an OS-
independence, theoretically, is given completely.  
Beside VMs that serve as runtime environments for specific intermediate language families, 
there exit VMs which virtualize whole OSs, e.g. VMware Workstation or Oracle VirtualBox, 
which provide the same virtual hardware for every OS that is running within the machine. 
Changing on the host OS or the host CPU does not affect the guest system running in this 
VM type.   
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Different from virtualization is emulation. While a VM virtualizes another OS or introduces a 
new abstract level above the OS but use still the instruction set of the host CPU, an Emulator 
instantiate a different instruction set and create thus a complete new pseudo-hardware 
environment on top of the host OS and CPU.  
In the case of virtual machines, like with the overcoming of the dependence of the 
programming language, this used technology constitutes a new, however lower restrictive 
dependency. 
5.2.5 Location Independence (Homogeneous/Heterogeneous) 
With the location independence we enter the area of distributed systems where it doesn‟t 
matter in which network location the reusable artifact is installed and on which system and 
underlying platform it runs. A distinction is made between homogeneous location 
independence, where both the calling and target platform has to be identical (for example 
DCOM, which predicts Windows platforms for both sides, or Java RMI, which awaits a Java 
Virtual Machine on both machines), and heterogeneous location independence, where the 
communication between components that run on different machines and platforms is 
possible.  
Technically, this kind of independence can be achieved through some kind of middleware or 
platform that allows a remote call to remotely installed artifacts. At best, from the developers 
point of view, these remote calls do not differ from calls to local components (access 
transparency) as the complexity and overhead, necessary for the distant call, are completely 
hidden. In Java, the remote call can be done with Java RMI. For COM there exists an 
extension which is called DCOM (distributed COM), for .Net there's .Net Remoting, and with 
CORBA, a general architecture is described for cross-platform communication.  
In practice, the problem normally is solved by offering some tools for the automatic creation 
of stubs and skeletons, which offer the same interfaces as the distributed component and 
are installed on both the client and the server side and responsible for all the complex 
network communication work.  
A special kind of location independent artifacts are the server sited components, like CCM 
components, Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) or Web Services. They are completely 
independent as they are encapsulated running in a container on a distant server, allowing 
each kind of client to use them, including a web browser.  
5.2.6 Summary 
To have a complete picture, all the different types of independence can be arranged in a 
scale (Fig. 5), whereby from left to right the existing dependencies diminish. Note that only in 
the ideal case the scale is passed through step by step, reducing each time another kind of 
dependency. 
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In fact, with some of the shown technologies single dependencies can remain, like Java 
Virtual Machine and RMI enables OS-independence, but the use of the programming 
language Java keeps prescribed. Furthermore, in some cases, it may not even be desired to 
place some piece of code which is planned to be reused with help of the mentioned 
techniques as right as possible on the scale to make it independent from every underlying 
platform. This is because with growing grade of independence, the grade of abstraction, and 
though, the complexity of usage and the needed overhead also grow, and with this new 
problems can appear, like loss of performance or even of availability in the case of 
distributed systems. To illustrate this with an example, consider a simple sort algorithm: for 
sure, it would be possible to put it as a programming language independent COM 
component on the system. And as well, it would be possible to put it as a platform 
independent distributed service in the internet. However, this would hardly be worth the effort 
and also it would be very inhibiting the performance, to always make use of the internet 
connection just to sort some data. The right place for such a simple block of code is much 
more the class library of the used programming language or environment, even when that 
means that is has to be re-implemented new in each new language. With such a fine-grained 
component that does not exceed the effort.  
 
 
Figure 5: Scale of Independence Dimension 
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5.3 Composition Dimension 
Various aspects adhere to the dimension of artifact composition: Composition in its intrinsic 
sense, as assembling smaller artifacts to create bigger units; Interaction as the description of 
how artifacts communicate with each other; and Integration, as the way how to integrate 
artifacts within a new system. Generally speaking, the composition treats the question of 
how to connect artifacts. 
The resulting artifact of a composition may be another independent artifact, which can 
possess its own interface, different from the sum of the interfaces of its parts. Another 
question is if the parts are still identifiable and accessible after the composition or rather 
disappear in it. That is, if the identity and/or the interfaces of the composed parts are still 
visible in the resulting compound artifact. Regarding communication between composed 
artifacts, it can be direct with an artifact holding a direct reference to another artifact, or 
indirect, leaving more flexibility for artifacts to connect.  
Artifact composition has already been explicitly investigated in academic literature, but 
usually from a very specific perspective and with a limited scope on a particular paradigm or 
composition mechanism. 
For example in the domain of object orientation, Szyperski [Szyperski et al. 2003] analyses 
object and class composition, especially in the context of inheritance. He points out that 
inheritance is a powerful mechanism to combine artifacts which however bears potential 
problems when used imprudently. He indicates the fragile base problem as one of the most 
important ones. Other authors already have pointed out problems like inheritance anomaly 
several years ago [Matsuoka and Yonezawa 1993]. But as inheritance is a specific type of 
composition only available in object oriented systems, those concerns can not be 
generalized to other composition mechanisms. 
Sametinger, in his work about reusable components [Sametinger 1997], describes thirteen 
different varieties of composition into the component based paradigm. He groups 
components into two basic forms of software composition, internal composition for 
compositions that become internal part of a system, and external composition for 
components that can act independently. Sametinger follows a broader approach to software 
reuse, but describes composition from various unrelated perspectives which are not aligned 
along one specific scale. In consequence, he neither provides a categorical map nor follows 
an integrative approach to this issue. 
Adler classifies [Adler 1995] key compound-document technology in linking via references to 
physically exterior data and embedding physically combined documents, nested 
containment, grouping components logically into single units, direct manipulation like drag 
and drop, and control infrastructure. But this work only concerns composition mechanisms 
with regard to compound documents.  
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Unlike those notable works, this thesis treated to analyze composition in a more global way, 
without any restriction to a specific paradigm. As a result the applied qualitative analysis 
identified four basic composition mechanisms which are used on different levels of 
abstraction and implemented by various technologies. The fundamental categorizing 
criterion for those mechanisms that emerged from our analysis is strength of coupling. 
Historically the tight mechanisms for composition appeared first, while at present the trend 
goes to much lower coupling based on a strict separation between interface and possible 
implementations, and on the more flexible messaging concept, substituting direct procedure 
calls.  
Coupling has already been described in [Stevens et al. 1979] where coupling is set into a 
strong relation with cohesion. Coupling refers to a variety of forms of interrelation between 
artifacts via different data share mechanism. He distinguishes six forms of coupling, namely 
content, common, external, control stamp, data and message coupling. Here, the strongest 
form is content coupling which allows an artifact to directly access the inner data of another 
artifact. Changes to inner data have immediate influence on the accessing artifact, case to 
be avoided at all costs as it makes software maintenance difficult and regression faults are 
likely to occur [Yu and Ramaswamy 2007]. Strong coupling implies strong artifact 
dependency, reducing significantly the reuse possibility. On the contrary, the loosest forms of 
coupling are data and message coupling, where primitive data are shared by parameter 
passed between components (by reference or by value), or where messages or events are 
passed via a public interface, respectively. Cohesion marks, following Myers, the contrast to 
coupling, as it is a quality factor to measure well defined and separated logical 
responsibilities. To improve the quality of a composed software system, it is necessary to 
strive for strong cohesion, where every artifact is responsible for one concrete task. 
Unrelated functionalities within one artifact are strong evidence for a weak cohesion. Myers 
concludes that the stronger the cohesion, the lower the coupling as less information has to 
be passed between the composed artifacts. Therefore, this allows for qualitatively assessing 
the goodness of composition mechanisms.  
Beside the relation with cohesion, coupling is also related with the general artifact creation 
timeline. The different levels of strength of coupling are congruent with those of the artifact 
lifecycle. While strong coupling tends to be realized at early binding time ((pre-)compilation), 
the low coupling is realized later at binding or run-time. This is due to technical reasons, as 
with ongoing process of the development lifecycle, the artifacts become increasingly more 
self-contained until a strong fusion gets impossible. Once an artifact is compiled, 
composition can only be realized through lower coupling techniques at post-compilation time. 
With some exceptions most technologies today provide concepts to compose artifacts at 
post-compilation time, i.e. through static binding, or dynamically at run-time. 
In fact, it can be seen that evolution of technological support of composition shows this 
tendency to weak coupling, that is, to more reusable and cohesion artifacts. From first 
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programming languages that almost only supported monolithic applications, to nowadays 
service-based systems, passing through dynamic libraries, remote procedure calls, or 
distributed systems, the technology follows the software engineers requests of less coupled 
and autonomous artifacts, more lately and dynamically composable. Each technology 
doesn‟t necessarily substitute the previous one, but it typically includes and extends it.  
In the following the different identified composition mechanisms are presented ordered 
increasingly by their strength of decoupling.  
5.3.1 Substitution (Expansion) 
Substitution is the strongest and at the same time one of the simplest forms of composition. 
It is realized through lexical substitution of code fragments within source code. A placeholder 
is placed in arbitrary positions in the code, and replaced later by the referenced artifact. It is 
typically made to save programming time in case of repetitive occurrence of one and the 
same code piece, reusing it within the same program. 
One of the first and simpler substitution mechanisms was the possibility of including one 
piece of code saved in a file, in another source code file, which allowed for developing large 
applications breaking them in several files. It also allowed for storing and easily reusing 
commonly used pieces of code (typically libraries) in new applications.   
Another reason to use substitution might be to allow defining a place-holding abstract 
attribute at compile- or runtime, so that an abstract substitute is provided that can be later 
replaced by concrete types. This principle is implemented by the mechanism of parametric 
polymorphism (often called templates). As soon as the substitution process is carried out at 
compile-time an application that fully integrates the spare part remains as result. It is not 
possible to identify or to recuperate the composed artifacts.  
More advanced substitution mechanisms go beyond the simple exchange of code passages 
but provide further feasibility checks, as it will be explained further on. 
The C language pre-compiler directives are one of the most prominent examples where the 
simpler kind of substitution is applied. To realize substitution, the pre-compiler provides the 
directives #include for source file inclusion, #define for macro definition, and various 
directives (#if, #ifdef, …) for conditional compilation.  
In case of substitution, code fragments located in other (header) files are just copied into the 
place of the directive. 
#include “SourceFileName.h” or 
#include <SourceFileName.h> 
When using substitution, a problem may occur if the reused artifact is included several times 
into the same application. This can be for example the case in C with concatenation of 
header files, where one header file includes a second one and a third header includes both 
earlier ones. If the header provides a definition, this causes a compilation error as it harms 
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the one definition rule [ISO/IEC 2003]. To avoid this scenario it is possible to use include 
guards. They make use of the following directive set which embraces the provided 
functionality within a header file.  
#ifndef SourceFileName.def 
#include SourceFileName.def 
operationName() {…} 
 #endif   
In this construction, the #ifndef directive let the pre-compiler check if this header definition 
has already been included. If so, the pre-processor skips the definition until it reaches the 
#endif directive. Further directives exist which allow for a more flexible, complex inclusion 
of code fragments by the pre-compiler. They allow choosing the right text among alternatives 
according to predefined conditions. 
Macros are a substitution mechanism applied in several languages to allow a simple 
substitution of some named token, usually a function-like token, by a small piece of code. It 
is often used in languages like assembler or in C/C++, whereas in the latter case, the 
substitution mechanism is extended so that macros can also have arguments. Two types of 
macros are distinguished, the object-like and the function-like macros. The main difference is 
that the object-like macros do not allow for parameter passing, while the function-like macros 
allow for parameter passing. The general structure of a macro looks like this: 
#define MACRONAME (<parameter list>) <token list> 
In case of object-like macros the parameter list in round brackets is left out. Macros without 
parameters are substituted the same way like header files. Macros with parameters are only 
substituted in case that the number of parameters corresponds to the number of parameters 
of the place-holder. A macro example to process the higher of two given values:  
#define MAX(a,b) (a > b ? a : b) 
In a code file, the function-like macro would then be called like this:  
int x; 
int y; 
int z = MAX(x,y); 
 
Once the pre-processor run the code, the macro is expanded: 
int x; 
int y; 
int z = (x > y ? x : y); 
Of course, the simplicity of macros as composition mechanism implicates a list of drawbacks 
that impedes them from being reused extensively. Might it be that they do not provide 
semantic checks, their fail to obey scope and type rules, lack of specialization, etc. 
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[Sametinger 1997]. Another problem with macros is that all entities defined in macro or 
header files are located within the same namespace, what constitutes a potential high risk of 
name collision. Text substitution without any semantic control is also error prone [Willink and 
Muchnick 2000]. Some of those disadvantages can be reduced by the similar approach of 
inline functions, a feature provided by several C compilers (e.g. C99) to inform the compiler 
about a potential substitution of a operation call (call site) through the operation body. 
Different from macros that are always substituted, the compiler is free to decide whether it 
finally realizes the substitution or not. This decision is based of different criteria like for 
example the complexity of the potential substitute. Inline functions provide type checking and 
are realized by the parser, not the pre-compiler. Another difference is the evaluation of 
arguments. Passing an argument like x++ in the above function-like macro, each occurrence 
of the parameter a would be substituted with x++ what would lead to semantically incorrect 
results. Inline functions instead evaluate arguments only once. Advantages of code 
substitutions like macros and inline functions are primarily related to better performance, as it 
reduces the call and return activities. On the other hand, it increases the code size.  
Templates are a different form of textual composition, basing on what above is already 
mentioned as parametric polymorphism. In this case, the substituted code entities are data 
types passed as parameters. Templates come closer to the definition of components than 
macros, as they may encapsulate functionality and private data into blackbox artifacts. 
Further, the parameters are replaced during compile-time or even later. This concedes 
templates a higher autarchy as they are not merged with the calling code. Where in the case 
of macros, the placeholder is literally substituted by the macro in the source code, templates 
serve for the compiler to create normal objects at compile-time by replacing the parameter 
used in templates by a concrete type.  
Therefore, templates offer stronger checking than macros. If the operation defined by a 
macro is not defined for the selected type, the compiler throws an exception. Templates, in 
turn, make not just a syntactical check, i.e. they compare the number of passed parameters 
with the number of allowed parameters, but also a semantic check, e.g. they check whether 
the type is actually implementable.  
In languages like C++ there are two types of templates available, function and class 
templates. In function templates the generic parts are types which are passed to a function. 
template <typename T> 
T max(T a, T b) { 
 if (a > b)  
  return a; 
 else 
  return b; 
} 
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The call of this function template would look like this: 
int x = 5; 
int y = 6; 
int z = max(x, y); 
  
In class template, used e.g. for container implementation, the generic parts are also types 
but the class template expands to a concrete class container which implements a set of 
functions that can be applied to the type.  
template <typename T> 
class MyQueue 
{ 
    std::vector<T> data; 
    public: 
     void Add(T d); 
     void Remove(); 
     void Print(); 
}; 
For every concrete type that is passed to the class template, the compiler creates a normal 
class which implements the internal data types and operation for this type. This is where the 
substitution is realized. The general type T is substituted in the new class through the 
specific type.  
5.3.2 Aggregation 
A less tight level of coupling than substitution when composing artifacts is aggregation. That 
is, artifacts are combined and/or encapsulated into newer and larger artifacts. The relation 
between artifacts can be typically qualified as “part of”, “consists of” or “whole-part” kind.  
The main difference with substitution is that in aggregation composed artifacts preserve their 
separate identity, so they can be named and accessed as autonomous pieces of the 
resulting composed artifact. Aggregation inherently stems from the evolution of programming 
languages and software engineering, especially from the necessity to reuse blocks of code 
from within and also outside an application. The concepts of structured programming [Dahl 
et al. 1972] and modular programming [Parnas 1972] are based principally on this idea to 
divide programs into sub-programs. Both popular concepts are predecessors of OO 
programming and gained attentions due to its numerous advantages that are sketched in the 
state of the art part of this work, namely the repeatable use of the same artifact, the 
encapsulation and hiding of code, the clearer construction of code that semantically belongs 
together (separation of concerns), the partition of code to divide the programming work 
among a group of developers, flexible for changes, etc. Aggregation is the necessary 
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consequence of this modularization as modular programs aggregate reusable artifacts again 
into one piece of software.  
In aggregation there is a difference made whether the aggregated artifacts are of the same 
or different type. When child and parent artifacts are of the same type, the aggregation 
concept is sometimes called nesting. Example mechanisms for nesting are nested functions 
in Wirth-family ALGOL-based languages like Modula or Oberon, nested components, or 
nested classes/objects in Java.  
If artifacts are encapsulated by artifacts of a different type, e.g. operations in objects or 
objects in components, the parent artifact is sometimes called a composite. In general, the 
aim of this kind of aggregation is that the result was again (re)usable as an artifact. In case 
of nesting this attempt can be (theoretically) conducted continuously as long as the 
implementing language permits unlimited depth of nesting (Fortran, for example, only allows 
for one level on nesting). The case of composite is different. Here, the encapsulating artifact 
is of a type of higher abstraction. In real life a mixture of both approaches is applied, where 
the nesting approach is used to enhance the functionality while the composite expands the 
provision of this functionality across the programming paradigm boarders.  
Conceptually there are different types of relation between the inner and the outer artifacts. 
Two principal distinguishing features are multiplicity (cardinality) and lifecycle. Multiplicity 
refers to the number of associations that an inner artifact may hold with outer artifacts. 
Lifecycle refers to the (in)dependency of an artifact from the existence of its outer artifact.   
By means of this differentiation of the inner/outer relation types, it is possible to refine the 
grade of coupling within the aggregation sub-category (see table 18). The is-a relationship 
represents the tightest among relation types, followed by has-a relationship and shared 
aggregation with the lowest grade of coupling inside the aggregation sub-category.  
Table 18: Types of Aggregation  
Inner/outer relation 
types 
Multiplicity  Lifecycle OO Realizing 
concepts 
Has-a; composition; 
strong ownership 
1:1 (one inner/one 
outer);  
Depends on parent 
outer artifact 
Member fields 
(new) 
Is-a;  1:M (one inner 
(parent):multiples 
outer (childs));  
 
Independent Implementation 
Inheritance; 
Subclassing 
Shared aggregation; 
weak ownership 
N:M Independent Pointer 
 
The has-a relationship describes a type of containment where the outer artifact creates the 
inner artifact. For example in OO programming, the creation of an (inner) object b as 
member of another (outer) object a:  
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Class B{ 
    bar(int y){…}  
} 
Class A{ 
    B b = new B();    //create reference 
    foo(int x) { 
        b.bar(x);     //message passing 
    }  
} 
This kind of composition is also called object composition [Szyperski et al. 2003], while the 
message sending is called forwarding or consultation [Kniesel 1999]. The has-a multiplicity 
relation is 1:1 as an inner artifact cannot be part of two different wholes.  
The has-a relationship is characterized by specific dependencies between sub-artifact and 
its super-artifact as it has, in addition to the shared aggregation, further responsibility for the 
lifecycle of the class instances which represent the parts of the whole. This means that once 
the whole is deleted, its parts are deleted as well. In UML2, the has-a relationship is called 
composition. Sametinger [Sametinger 1997] calls the inclusion of components into an 
application by static compiling, linking or binding, the internal composition. It is a composite 
type of has-a aggregation, where included artifacts are not substituted but keep their identity 
and can be reused from different points within the linked application. The lifetime of the 
component depends on the lifetime of the application. Another example for the composite 
has-a aggregation are static software libraries. They serve as a container for inner artifacts, 
usually on the next higher level on top of classes or modules, from where an application 
extracts or call inner artifacts (at compile time). Those libraries might be used as a mere 
concept of artifact repository although they are potentially a reusable artifact themselves 
(e.g. .lib files in C).  
The has-a relationship can be contrasted by the is-a relationship [Booch 1997]. The is-a 
relationship between artifacts is strongly related with implementation inheritance or 
subclassing. The artifact (class) A is a sub-artifact (sub-class) of another artifact (super- or 
parent class) B. A is a specialization of B as it inherits parts of B. A reuses the functionality of 
B and enhances it with further characteristics through additional operations. The outer 
artifact (the whole) is the sub-class and the inner artifact is the parent class. Thus a whole 
can only contain one inner artifact - the multiplicity is 1:1. The lifecycle of the inner artifact is 
independent from the outer artifact because the parent class still exists once the sub-class 
doesn‟t. Examples for inheritance mechanisms can be found in most OO programming 
languages but also in component models like CORBA or ZeroC [Henning 2004]. 
ZeroC furthermore introduces facets, a weak form of is-a composition, as they might be of 
different type for the same artifact. One object, the inner artifact, may provide different facets 
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or outer artifacts. Extensions to an object can thus be achieved by just adding a facet to the 
object without changing the object interface specification.  
Special kinds of implementation inheritance are multiple inheritance and mixins [Szyperski et 
al. 2003] which also fall under the is-a relationship but with supplements, as they do not 
inherit from only one but from a variety of potentially unrelated super-artifacts. Thus, the 
outer artifact contains more than one inner artifact, so the multiplicity is 1:M.  
Anyway, note that there are exceptions, as the is-a relationship is not automatically always 
realized through inheritance, e.g. a square is a rectangle but inheriting square from rectangle 
could harm the Liskov substitution principle [Liskov and Wing 1994], On the other side, in 
practice inheritance does not always imply a semantically significative is-a relation.  
Some languages allow for operation overloading (static polymorphism) and overriding 
(dynamic polymorphism). In overloading, also sometimes called ad-hoc polymorphism, an 
artifact groups various operations with the same name but different signatures. The choice of 
the operation is decided at compile-time depending on the corresponding signature.  
Overriding replaces the functionality of an operation provided by the parent class through a 
new operation implementation with the same operation signature provided by the sub-class. 
This replacement is not to be confused with substitution, as the original operation 
implementation remains alive in the parent class and can still be used as such.  
Concerning the access control to an inner artifact, in has-a or is-a relationships, the call of 
the inner artifact is usually realized by calling the outer artifact which then forwards the call to 
the inner artifact [Potter et al. 1998; Szyperski et al. 2003]. In this case the inner artifact 
remains unaware of its containment.  
Subtyping, as known for example in Java, also represents a is-a relationship. In subtyping, a 
global basic type object is used as generic type for every specific object that inherits from 
the basic type. Each specific type that is added to the generic artifact inherits from object 
and is thus a specialization (sub-class) of the object super-class. It is then necessary to 
apply type conversion (explicit cast) for each requested object from the generic artifact (what 
bears the risk of run-time errors if the cast fails). For the use of primitive types which do not 
inherit from object the application of autoboxing provides a solution. 
The shared aggregation is another type of relationship. An artifact A forms part of an artifact 
B without being exclusively part of B. A can be part of other artifacts at the same time. 
Shared aggregations have the same general rules as UML associations. The cardinality is 
N:M, i.e. the number of properties is not necessarily limited to the one of its containing whole 
but the inner artifact can be part of different outer artifact, same as the outer artifact can 
contain more than just one inner artifact. Thus, shared aggregations describe a 
polyhierarchy or, in terms of OOP, a directed acyclic graph. Furthermore, the lifecycle of the 
inner artifact is independent from the lifecycle of the outer artifact. The shared aggregation is 
similar to cooperation, the following composition level, especially on the technical level. 
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UML2 defines shared aggregation within the entity relationship diagrams. 
Concerning the access control in shared aggregation, the request to the inner artifact can be 
realized directly without forwarding activities. To do so, it might be necessary to let the inner 
artifact know about its containment and let it expose its interfaces to clients of the outer 
interface. In COM, both kinds of access are possible for object reuse.  
Generics, like in Java or C#, represent some kind of shared aggregation. They are very 
similar to templates in their aim of type parameterization but different in how they are 
internally implemented. One difference from templates is that with generics the compiler 
does not create a copy for every concrete type which then would substitute the generic 
template in the final program but it keeps using the original code. The concrete type of a 
generic is decided when an instance is declared. The compiler ensures that only elements of 
the same type are stored in the generic. A cast is not necessary and run-time errors are 
prevented. Thus generics are not in the category of substitution. Instead they can be 
considered a specialization by means of instantiation. With generics the stored elements are 
not subtypes of the generics, so they are not of a is-a relationship. Generics are rather a 
shared aggregation relationship as elements can be part of further generics and their 
lifecycle remains independent. 
Shared aggregation can also be found in the higher level of component models. In fact, 
aggregation is a central idea behind components as their underlying models provide better 
than any other software concept means to hide sub-artifacts within a component.  
Component models provide both nesting and composite. In SCA (Service Component 
Architecture) for example the SCA composite is a concept to aggregate various components, 
services, references and their interconnection wires, and is the basic artifact of compositions 
within a SCA system [Beisiegel et al. 2009]. The inner artifacts keep their functional 
autonomy, but their access is now limited by the outer composite. 
5.3.3 Cooperation 
To attain a composition with even minor coupling, a model of cooperation can be used, 
where artifacts remain conceptually and sometimes physically independent, separated, 
identifiable and accessible from outside. They may interact momentarily with other artifacts 
without necessarily building new coarse grained artifacts. Known synonyms for this concept 
are acquaintance [Gamma 2011] or association [Rumbaugh et al. 2005] in UML. 
As mentioned before, cooperation is similar to shared aggregation, as both may be realized 
with references from one artifact to the other. In shared aggregation, this means that multiple 
super-artifacts may contain a reference to the sub-artifact. In cooperation one artifact may 
also be referenced by several other artifacts. The difference between both is not in terms of 
multiplicity, but in terms of direction. In aggregation, if artifact A is part of artifact B, then 
artifact B cannot be part of artifact A. In cooperation there is no such containment. Both 
artifact are on the same hierarchy level and communicate directly with each other. As with 
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composition on all levels, it is also possible in cooperation to combine artifacts of both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous types.  
In UML, the cooperation relationship is called uni- or bidirectional association, which is less 
specific than aggregation and composition, and designed by a simple connection line 
between two artifacts. While in graph theory an aggregation is described by an acyclic 
directed graph, the cooperation is described by a simple undirected graph, indicating that 
both directions are possible. In case of a specific navigation direction the line is decorated 
with an arrow. 
A simple but convincing example where cooperation is used is the Unix pipe system 
[Kernighan 1984], which calls various applications in a row passing their output messages as 
input to the following application. Another OS related example are dynamic/shared libraries 
which have already been mentioned before as a contrast to static libraries. They reflect the 
cooperation level as they call an inner artifact of a library directly or via the library. Therefore, 
the library provides a table with symbols and type references to the artifacts. At loading time 
the loader loads the library, checks the address of the inner artifacts that are required from 
the program and fills the table with those addresses. Once the program requests the inner 
artifact at run-time, they are directly called by means of the table.  
At programming language level, techniques described in aggregation (implementation 
inheritance, libraries) that intent to provide better composition for OO based applications 
often fall short due to its intrinsic orientation towards centralized reuse. Known problems like 
“interface conflicts”, “fragile base classes”, “name clashes” and “component re-entrance” are 
examples for the mismatch of OO languages and the requirements for component oriented 
programming [Fröhlich 2003]. Beside aggregation-based approaches, OOP also offers a way 
to implement cooperation, namely delegation. In delegation, one object A is the parent object 
of an object B. If a message is passed to B which has no corresponding method definition, it 
automatically delegates the message to its parent object A. If the parent object contains a 
suitable method, it is executed after binding its implicit self-parameter. The self-parameter 
refers to the first object B (being the original message receiver) and the method executes on 
its behalf [Jørgensen 2006]. If the method would call another method that is defined in both 
objects, it would then automatically invoke the method of the first object A, resolving thus the 
common-self problem.  
Delegation is conceptually close related to the sub- and superclass relation in 
implementation inheritance where a method defined by an ancestor class can be invoked 
(e.g. in Smalltalk) by the keyword super, while self still remains with the sub-class. Anyway, 
life-cycle and modification dependencies are absent in delegated objects as, unlike 
inheritance, the result of two objects connected by delegation or forwarding yields no new 
single object and is thus considered as being cooperation rather than aggregation.  
In classical and widespread OO languages the delegation techniques are often 
implementable only by means of design patterns like delegation pattern [Gamma 2011] as 
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most OO languages lack of specific mechanisms, but there are experimental extensions to 
some OO languages like the Lava language [Kniesel 2000] that provides built-in 
mechanisms for delegation. Furthermore, from the description of delegation [Lieberman 
1986] arose a new kind of language type, the so called prototype-based or object-based 
languages, often congruent with scripting and glue languages. In prototype-based languages 
objects are not instantiated from a class but created by cloning of other objects, where the 
latter serve then as prototypes. In general, any object can serve as a prototype for further 
objects. Some languages additionally provide built-in prototype objects.  
Analog to sub-classes, in cloning, the artifact copies the structure and functionality of the 
super-artifact, but moreover it copies the current state that the prototype holds by the 
moment of cloning, and the cloned object may (depending on the language) automatically 
include a “parent” reference or delegation link to the prototype. Same as with copying, it is 
also possible to declare another than the prototype object as parent object. Delegation is 
achieved by means of that delegation link. In the programming language Self [Ungar and 
Smith 1987] for example, the reference is called parent slot. Slots are key elements in Self 
and contain operation (method slot) or data (attribute slot) objects. Slots can be added to an 
object at runtime which is a strong advantage of prototype languages over OO languages, 
where an object can only be changed at design time and indirectly through modifications to 
their class. Thus delegation supports late binding allowing for postponing references to the 
properties of another object until the program is actually run [Taivalsaari 1995]. Other script 
languages like JavaScript, Lua or Perl also provide similar means for delegation.  
Evidently, delegation is a kind of cooperation that implies a dynamic composition concept 
realized at runtime. This implies that type-safety is an important aspect to deal with. That‟s 
why delegation is often provided by dynamic typed languages, including the risks of runtime 
exceptions. There are works showing how delegation can be made type-safe [Kniesel 1999]. 
At a higher level of abstraction, the concept of cooperation (message delegation, forwarding) 
plays a central role in component based development paradigm and especially in the 
development of .net-based applications. The paradigm implies that artifacts should not be 
considered as parts to be compound into a monolithic application where only the vendor has 
control over the integration and extension processes. Rather, artifacts should be used under 
the notion of distributed extensibility [Fröhlich et al. 2005], i.e. anyone should be able at any 
time to develop and distribute extensions to an application. One of the demanded 
requirements of the paradigm is modification, i.e. to enhance the provided functionality by 
composition of further artifact.  
In component oriented programming, cooperation is a crucial concept for components 
composition. A component can cooperate with another component via their interfaces, 
managed through a component model (CORBA, .Net, etc.). It can be argued that a 
component interface is not the same as the component and that the interface acts more like 
a mediator, because artifacts only behave as it is defined by the interface without directly 
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communication with a concrete artifact. Being a valid point of view, the interfacing concept as 
it is applied in component models among others is classified as intermediation and further 
described in the following dimension.  
Anyway, it is also possible to take the position that components communicate directly with 
each other in a synchronous operation, given the fact that, despite the abstract development-
against-interfaces concept, most implementations of component models finally use method 
calls on the technological level to realize component composition [Lau and Wang 2005]. 
Those calls might be invoked directly (in case of CCM, KobrA) or through some kind of 
connector (like in Koala, SOFA) or interface pointer (like in COM) at design phase.  
CORBA and the CCM are based on the high level protocol IIOP whose focus is more on 
platform independency and distributed systems than on the loose coupling between artifacts. 
Connected objects have to implement a language specific interface that has been generated 
from the interface description.  
While CORBA chooses the abstract level to provide artifact cooperation, COM artifacts 
communicate on the lowest binary level. The fundamental entity of COM is the interface 
which is, on the binary level, defined as a pointer to an interface node consisting of one field, 
which holds a second pointer pointing to a virtual method table (vtable) [Szyperski et al. 
2003]. The implementation of an interface has to override the methods of an interface and fill 
thus the vtable.  
Advocates of component oriented programming (COP) languages [Lumpe et al. 2000; 
Fröhlich 2003; Lau and Wang 2005] discard the use of OO languages as enough to realize 
COP, and argue that neither component models are sufficient to enable COP as they rather 
expand OOP in form of design patterns (e.g. interoperability, packaging) instead of providing 
a comprehensive support. While classes/objects are the single elements of OO languages 
used to play the different concerns required in component oriented development (e.g. 
encapsulation, specification, implementation, modification), it is argued [Szyperski 1992; 
Fröhlich et al. 2005] to divide those roles into separate language constructs. Specifically 
there should exist concepts from both OO languages and modular languages, i.e. 
distinguishing between abstract and concrete methods.   
Lagoona [Fröhlich et al. 2005] is an example for COP languages that implements such a 
separation of single constructs and eliminates OO constructs that hinder proper COP instead 
of supporting it. Lagoona proposes to provide four separated language constructs: one 
message entity which exclusively specifies what a component does, one method entity that 
describes how it does it, one interface type entity that groups specifications without declaring 
their scope as this is carried out by the last entity, the implementation type entity, which is 
also responsible for grouping methods. Lagoona further proposes the module as a specific 
language construct for the encapsulation of messages, methods, interface types and 
implementation types. Modules are the units of deployment compiled into object files while 
the implementation type serves as generator for instances. The run-time communication in 
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Lagoona is realized by stand-alone messages and generic message forwarding between 
independent instances. Thus, the dominance of classes is lowered and distributed 
extensibility is enforced. Piccola [Achermann and Nierstrasz; Lumpe et al. 2000] is another 
example for real component oriented programming. 
A more descriptive perspective on artifact composition is provided by Architecture 
description languages (ADLs), which focus especially on the representation of the sets of 
artifacts and their connection. ADLs include composition languages. In ADL the description 
of how components are composed is of such an importance that there is even a central and 
specific modeling entity, the connector, which describes the composition and rules to govern 
it. Connectors serve for a similar purpose like protocols. In fact, most ADLs characterize 
architecture-level interactions by protocols. Specific types of connectors make protocols 
reusable across architectures [Medvidovic and Taylor 2000].   
Connectors can be implemented as separately compilable message routing devices, or 
implemented as shared variables, table entries, buffers, instructions to a linker, dynamic data 
structures, sequences of procedure calls embedded in code, initialization parameters, client-
server protocols, pipes, or SQL links between a database and an application [Medvidovic 
and Taylor 2000]. Not all of those connector implementation types represent cooperation as 
some (pipes, linking, shared variables) are already mentioned in the previous dimension 
levels. Anyway, given that most ADLs are component oriented, the implementation of the 
connections described by architectural models tends to be realized by mechanisms offered 
by component models. 
Cooperation is also the basis of distributed component based development and SOA 
architectures. In those models, loosely coupled artifacts can usually directly communicate in 
different ways and directions by means of messages. Those exchange ways are also known 
as Message exchange patterns (MEP). The most frequently used patterns are called one-
way, request-response, solicit-response, and notification. 
The one-way exchange pattern describes that an operation of a server artifact B receives a 
message from a client artifact A but B returns no response. The request-response exchange 
describes that an operation of the artifact B receives a request from artifact A and 
subsequently B returns a response to A. Solicit-response describes that an operation from 
artifact B sends a message to artifact A and waits for response from A. Finally notification 
describes that an operation from artifact B sends a message to artifact A but B does no wait 
for response. 
An example where those patterns are used is Web Services. The approach where new 
applications can be built by wiring existing artifacts together, formally known as compound 
documents [Sametinger 1997], is today best supported by Web services. Some kinds of Web 
Service composition are already classified as aggregation, where Web Services are 
compound by orchestration into other web services constituting in their sum a process 
workflow or an application. Nevertheless, there are other composition forms like web service 
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interaction where web services are looser connected. This form describes the simple 
conversation between web services over the internet, without describing a high-level 
composition. The interaction only focuses on asynchronous or synchronous operations 
between two independent web services. The type of applied exchange pattern is described 
implicitly by the WSDL input and output elements, which are again part of the binding 
description within a WSDL interface definition.  
The request-response and solicit-response patterns are synchronous interactions. In this 
case, the WSDL interface only defines respectively a single input or a single output element 
within the binding element. After sending the message, the channel is deactivated again. 
Asynchronous operations are realized mainly by messaging and queuing mechanisms which 
are classified as intermediation, not cooperation, and described in more detail in the next 
section.  
Synchronous interactions are the request-response and solicit-response patterns. In this 
case, the WSDL interface defines one input and one output element (vice versa for solicit 
response) together within one binding element. The actual synchronous communication can 
be realized through XML-RPC based operations, through message-oriented services 
(SOAP), or through representational state transfer (REST) [Fielding 2000]. Those are all 
specifications for a direct remote operation call. The connection of two web services with 
XML-RPC can be realized through one out/in-port of each web service or through two 
separated in- and out-ports of each web service. In the latter case, the out-port of one web 
service is connected with the in-port of another web service for the request and the other 
way round for the synchronous response. The data representation is realized through a XML 
document and the data transport via HTTP.  
SOAP specification has RPC as its origin. While XML-RPC is a very basic transport protocol, 
just allowing for a method call by its name, in a SOAP message there can be more complex 
information transferred, like user defined datatypes included in encoding rules, and 
information about how to process each message provided by the envelope. SOAP needs a 
specific SOAP package to (de)serialize and (un)package the SOAP code of (incoming) 
outgoing HTTP messages and to invoke the called method. 
REST finally uses HTTP and its methods GET, PUT, POST and DELETE as communication 
protocol not just as transportation protocol. REST supports point-to-point communication, i.e. 
a client can directly call the resource via its URI and does not need an extra service for 
unpackaging the XML-coded functionality and for invoking an operation. It is faster than 
SOAP as there is less XML overhead. 
General advantages of these synchronous approaches over previous proposals like CORBA 
are the lower complexity and the lack of firewall problems that appear when web-based 
applications are developed with CORBA and the corresponding IIOP communication 
protocol (see below). Firewalls tend to block the IIOP protocol while HTTP is usually 
permitted. Furthermore, XML based protocols are human-readable and -modifiable.   
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In Web Services, asynchronous operations are represented by the one-way and the 
notification pattern. In this case, the WSDL interface only defines respectively a single 
input message port for web service A and a single output message port for web service 
B within the respective binding element. Once a message was sent from A to B through an 
established channel and via a viable protocol, A does not wait for a response but continues 
with its control flow [COP, wang & quian, 2005]. The channel is deactivated again. It is 
possible to create an independent return channel between web services B and A (or A to B 
in case of notification) to send a response, once B (A respectively) has processed the 
request. Asynchronous operations should not be used with HTTP, SMTP or IIOP 
transportation protocol because they are synchronous protocols, i.e. they require a response 
(though, like so often there are solutions available to ad-hoc compass this constraint). 
Protocols that better serve for this purpose are MS message queuing or JMS (Java 
Messaging Service). The latter is also used by message driven EJB components.   
5.3.4 Intermediation 
While in the earlier described levels of composition the artifacts are compound directly with 
each other (in the latter case just temporarily), intermediation provides an indirect 
composition between two artifacts realized via some kind of mediator. From the client point 
of view, this allows to a greater extent for a transparent substitution of one artifact by 
another.  
The basic form of intermediation is the option to define interfaces, supported by different 
programming languages, like Java or C#, what allows that the interface implementation can 
change in a quite transparent form [Albahari et al. 2002, 2002; Arnold et al. 2004].  
Varney [Varney 2004] however argues that those concepts imply the problem that interfaces 
and implementations are weakly separated and programmers are forced to identify concrete 
implementations.  
Thus, Varney proposes a stronger emphasis on the interface oriented programming (IOP) 
concept. With ARC he introduces a programming language which implements a strict 
separation of interface and implementation. ARC provides two distinct channels of 
inheritance, one for abstractions (subtyping) and one for representations (subclassing). 
A more sophisticated form of intermediation is supported by naming and trading services 
(also called directory or discovery services) that register different implementations of a 
service specification. Those services build a central mediation unit where artifact provider 
may register their services provided in a network, while clients can discover suitable services 
for their purpose. Naming services and trading services provide two different ways for a 
client to search for a registered service implementation. In the first case, the mediator 
provides bindings between a name of a service and the object that implements this service. 
A client requests the concrete name of a service whose implementation direction is then 
returned from the naming service. Example for this kind of service discovery is the CORBA 
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Naming Service or the RMI Naming Service. 
In the latter case, the mediator stores as detailed information as possible about all its 
registered services. Different from the naming service the client does not name a specific 
object but only a service interface and additional required attributes. By means of a 
matchmaking process, the mediator then searches for the service implementation that 
matches best among all registered objects. An example for this kind of mediation is the 
CORBA Trading Service. Trader objects are spread over a network and able to 
communicate with each other. They provide information about all registered services that are 
available via that network. 
Another lightweight trading architecture example is the SCENA model [García Roselló et al. 
2007], dedicated especially to the field of e-learning, where the client only specifies which 
interface of an e-learning artifact should be used, but it is the trader who decides by means 
of passed attributes which artifact implementation fits best the client‟s needs. 
For web services, there is the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) which 
acts as mediator between Web Service provider and client. UDDI provides three common 
types of directory which can be compared to real world telephone number directories, i.e. 
white, yellow and green pages [Melzer 2010]. White pages serve to describe the name and 
contact address of the service provider, yellow pages sort the services by business 
categories, and green pages provide human readable information for services deployment. A 
fourth type is similar to green pages but the information is machine instead of human 
readable (Service Type Registration). For each type there is a UDDI data structure defined: 
businessEntity for company information, businessServices for the classes of the provided 
services, and bindingTemplate for technical information. Those three data structures are 
related in a tree structure. A forth independent UDDI data structure is the tModel which is 
used as an interface representation as it points to a WSDL file (or potentially other interface 
descriptions) which gives further technical information about the service deployment. The 
tModels may further be used from other data structures as a categorization tool and to create 
taxonomies and namespaces. The client can search the UDDI for services by means of the 
types. More concretely, he can search by means of the names (white pages), the categories 
(yellow pages) or technical details (green pages) and request its interface description in form 
of WSDL. WS-Inspection is an extension of UDDI for Web Services that allows the service 
provider to describe the services which are provided on the local server. Those inspection 
documents should be provided on a main site of the server or refer to those documents from 
within a HTML document. In this case, it is necessary for the client to know about the service 
provider, what constitutes a limitation compared to the discovery mechanism provided by 
UDDI. 
Beside interfaces and traders, a third possible way to realize the intermediation concept is 
asynchronous messaging middleware. Messaging is supported by different kind of tools, 
suites, platforms or systems with the common aim to let small or big artifacts communicate 
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with each other in a way that provides looser coupling, higher independence, parallel 
processing, etc. Those technologies which have the communication support between 
artifacts or event whole applications as its key concern are classified as middleware. A 
middleware can be defined for example as application-independent software that provides 
services to mediate between different application systems [Kurbel 2008]. Message oriented 
middleware (MOM) is the embracing term under which messaging based middleware 
technologies are classified. MOM allows for indirect and asynchronous communication 
between artifact client and provider.  
There are different techniques available that differ in how artifacts can interchange 
messages asynchronously (table 19).  
Table 19: Binary Temporal Modal Operators 
Technique Middleware 
topology 
[Kurbel 
2008] 
Relation (Enterprise) 
integration 
pattern  
[Hohpe et al. 
2011] 
Design 
Pattern 
[Gamma 
2011] 
(Message 
oriented) 
Middleware 
example 
Message 
queuing  
Peer-to-peer 
topology 
1:1 Point-to-point 
channel 
 JMS, MSMQ, 
WebSphere MQ, 
Open MQ, JBoss 
Messaging 
Publish/su
bscribe; 
 
 1:n Publish/ 
subscribe 
channel; 
Observer 
pattern 
Observer JMS 
Message 
broker  
Hub-and-
spoke 
topology 
N:m (Message) 
Broker 
Mediator, 
Proxies 
WebSphere 
Message Broker, 
JBoss Messaging, 
BizTalk 
Message 
bus, 
Broadcast  
Bus topology 1:1, 1:n, 
N:m 
Message Bus Observer SOA, WebSphere 
ESB, JBoss ESB, 
Open ESB 
 
In message queuing (channeling) a message queue is set up and managed through a 
queue manager application. A process of a client application may send messages to the 
queue and keep on with its process, while the send messages remain stored in the queue. A 
subscriber to the queue may read and process the queued messages asynchronously 
following the FIFO principle. In case the queue has reached its storage maximum before the 
subscriber retrieves the stored messages, there are various alternative reactions possible: 
return error message, no information, etc. There are proprietary and open messaging 
systems or integration tools which function as a message queuing manager, like the 
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Microsoft message queuing (MSMQ) for applications based on Windows servers or 
WebSphere MQ in the WebSphere application server (IBM).  
The publish/subscribe pattern, also known as observer pattern, describes a one-to-many 
relationship between artifacts [Gamma 2011] that can be understood as a type of 
intermediation, as far as communicating artifacts are not composed, moreover, they are 
unaware one from the other. In this pattern a message is send to a topic. Only receivers that 
are subscribed to the topic can receive a personal copy of the message. JMS is an example 
for a well known standard messaging system which supports both the publish/subscribe 
pattern and message queuing. JMS is used in the Java EE application server specification 
for java based applications. Thus, implementations of Java EE application server provide 
corresponding JMS implementations, e.g. the Sun Open MQ in GlassFish or Redhat JBoss 
Messaging in the JBoss application server. Message driven beans are handled by JMS. The 
publish/subscribe pattern can be realized with a message broker, but does not have to.  
Another example of intermediation is the message broker middleware, which is a central 
node where all artifacts are connected with. A message publisher sends a message to the 
broker which redirects the message to the subscriber. The broker serves as a routing service 
guaranteeing that the message will be send on to the right direction. Message broker may 
understand different protocols and transform message from one system type to another. The 
IBM WebSphere Message Broker and the Microsoft BizTalk Server provide broker 
functionality. A message broker should not be confused with the object request broker (ORB) 
of CORBA or other component models, as those brokers act as synchronous message 
forwarders, not asynchronous.  
A message bus is similar to a message broker as it serves as a central connecting unit which 
redirects messages. Anyway, a message bus is more flexible in its provided communication 
types, some of which are described above, like point to point or publish/subscribe 
communication. Broadcast is another communication type provided by a bus, where not just 
the subscribed nodes but all available nodes receive a sent message. A bus does not 
require a central node. Instead, the bus is spread across all registered artifact interfaces and 
registers if an artifact sends the message to the bus. The detection of an adequate artifact as 
known from the broker is usually not the responsibility of a message bus.  
An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a well-known exemplary architecture (pattern) for a 
message bus and for the bus topology (although it may also provide broker functionality). 
ESBs are mainly used within a service-oriented architecture (SOA). Services exclusively 
communicate via the service bus. They connect their interfaces with the bus through 
endpoints to send and receive messages of other services. The ESB itself provides a 
transformation service which transforms the data format and data models used by different 
services, and a routing service which provides adaptable rules by which the ESB 
interchanges messages between services. Some ESB also provide content-based routing, 
where the ESB takes the decision of how to redirect a message by means of the message 
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content. This requires of course that the ESB is able to understand the content of a 
message.  
In terms of concrete products, there is no exact line which separates the usage of a product 
just as message broker or just as message bus. An ESB can be implemented by a message 
broker or an ESB product, e.g. IBM includes the Message Broker also as part of its ESB 
product line [Sadtler 2008].  
5.3.5 Summary 
To sum up, the scale (Fig. 6) shows the four identified common composition mechanisms. 
Naturally, the dimension of composition comprised more questions to be answered beside 
only the strength of coupling, like how glue code is generated or which technologies exist to 
overcome interface mismatches (adapters, wrappers or proxies, etc.).  
 
Figure 6: Scale of Composition Dimension 
Furthermore a reusable artifact cannot always be ranged in one definite column 
unequivocally, as many artifacts allow for more than one composition mechanisms at the 
same time. Nevertheless we considered the strength of coupling as the most important 
criteria to estimate an artifact regarding its reusability.  
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6 Discussion 
An important aspect of this thesis is to apply scientific rigor during every executed 
investigation phase. As described in methodology chapter, a sound systematic review also 
requires a complete description of the process steps and of the final results. Thus, this 
discussion assesses the scientific quality of the applied methodology and its output. 
6.1 Quality Assessment of Methodology 
Chapter 4.1 Applied Methodology already presents a detailed description of the origins and 
the scientific validity of the single method steps, so that this quality assessment of 
methodology primarily includes the personally experiences along the execution of the 
research process. 
6.1.1 Methodology Advantages 
The probably most convincing arguments for the use of a well-adopted methodology are 
better reproducibility and the reduction of multiples biases, mainly the expectation bias. But 
also from the perspective of the research conductor, a predetermined methodology eases 
significantly the investigation process for several reasons. Principally, because it provides 
the investigator with stable guidelines for better orientation, lowering thus the risk of losing 
the track during an amply literature review. Once the methodology is approved by related 
experts the investigator disposes of a trustful base that may increase the confidence in his 
findings. 
Further advantages from the conduction of the given methodology are its ample flexibility to 
constantly include newly identified samples to present findings, mainly granted by the 
concepts of open coding and theoretical sampling. The methodology also helps keeping up 
the motivation along a potentially exhausting qualitative literature review, especially during 
the initial literature identification phase. The open nature of the result, the increasing 
challenge for the investigator to carefully identify and extract relevant findings and a certain 
liberty to interpret and/or combine those findings, in short, the implicit responsibility that the 
investigator role implies, holds his interest up on a high level. On the other hand, dividing the 
process into various milestones, reasonably limiting the amount of bibliographic entries, and 
the provision of means to continuously integrate findings along a self-developing common 
thread counters the risk of overstraining the investigator‟s organizational and temporal 
capacities. An intrinsic feature of the methodology is the final opening out in some kind of 
classification due to its axial coding phase what give the investigator the certainty that the 
investigation will result in a presentable and manageable form. Apart from that, the 
methodology is considered especially useful in cases where the investigator has just a 
limited level of previous knowledge about the subject of investigation. In fact, a deep 
knowledge on the subject can be counter-productive as the selection of literature could be 
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biased through the investigators mental concept. The idea behind the methodology is that 
the investigator deepens his knowledge along the investigation process. 
6.1.2 Methodology Drawbacks 
Along the conduction of the investigation some drawbacks of the methodology in general 
and its concrete application in this thesis were identified. Maybe one of the most criticizable 
aspects lies in its qualitative nature, as it does not contain statistic-based meta-analysis to 
quantitatively prove the validity of the results. Qualitative research always finds itself under 
the suspicion of being imprecise and less scientific due to missing statistical data to support 
its findings. Another drawback is the potential publication bias since the method exclusively 
analyzed scientific papers, while not all relevant technologies are introduced or described in 
academic research literature. Sometimes new developments are distributed and 
documented exclusively online so that relevant technologies were not included along the 
review process. 
To avoid selection bias, the study selection should usually be executed simultaneously by at 
least two selectors. Due to the high amount of articles in the first selection and the limited 
human resources, the selection process for this thesis was only performed by the author. 
Similar, in systematic review, the review protocol should normally be revised by an expert. In 
software engineering area, the systematic review is not a standard method and experts are 
still very rare impeding thus this quality control mechanism. 
Furthermore, in software engineering research in general, the quality of primary data is lower 
than that in more mature disciplines with stricter rules and established methods for empirical 
research. Therefore, the literature selection in this thesis was not limited to experiments with 
strong emphasis on valid empirical methodology, causing thus some sort of methodological 
bias, what potentially impact on the quality of the secondary research result. 
6.2 Quality Assessment of Result 
The assessment is divided into various parts, with each of them analyzing a specific aspect 
of the result. Those parts are the quality of assessment of the strength of evidence provided 
by the systematic review, the quality assessment of the classification as the result 
representation, and the quality assessment of the result as a theory. 
6.2.1 Quality Assessment of Systematic Review 
The introduction part of the methodology used in this thesis cites a work of Dybå and 
Dingsøyr [Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008] as the most adequate source for assessment criteria to 
evaluate the strength of total body of evidence in this interpretive review. It recommends the 
GRADE system to define the grade of confidence in the classification considering the validity 
of results of individual primary studies.  
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The main focus of most of the reviewed primary research works aims at providing software 
artifacts with better reusability. As a consequence, the quality assessment of the review 
evaluates the evidence that when ascending along the level of a classification dimension, the 
reusability of a software artifact also increases.  
Dybå and Dingsøyr propose four basic components to evaluate the evidence of the 
synthesis: study design, study quality, consistency, and directness of the data source. 
Given the large amount of primary studies this thesis synthesized its result from, a statistical 
coverage and itemization of each primary study‟s components would go beyond the scope of 
this work. Nevertheless, the assessment of those components is, unfortunately, 
straightforward because scarcely any of the reviewed works provides empirical evidence that 
the provided technological approach really improves the reusability in practice. 
Along the research process of this thesis, an increasing sensibility towards the application of 
a more rigorous methodology was observed with increasing date of publication. This counts 
especially for studies which investigate the efficiency of software reuse by means of different 
factors or metrics. Anyway, this is not the case for publications that describe some kind of 
technology, where the study design mainly follow the formulative approach: A problem is 
described, a hypothetical solution is proposed, a new concept and its implementation are 
provided and a final use case is presented as its proof of concept. Although the description 
of the solution is often expressed through logical and rhetorically convincing arguments, 
most of those works falls short on finally proving the provided solution with empirical and 
statistical means. In the context of the GRADE approach, this kind of study is comparable 
with observational study what is generally graded as low strength of evidence. The GRADE 
system considers in this case that “further research is very likely to have an important impact 
on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate”. If those 
observational studies are realized in an unsystematically or poorly controlled approach, the 
grade of evidence drops down to the lowest level of evidence strength, what means that any 
estimate of effect is broadly uncertain. As a result, the initial categorization of the total 
evidence it this thesis is low or very low. 
Given the fact that most publications only provide a simple case study in order to present an 
example application of the technology, those case studies often lack main quality factors like 
the description of the data collection and analysis processes. However, it is more frequent to 
find some comparisons with similar approaches, though the comparison is usually 
descriptive and not empirical. Issues of bias, validity or reliability are usually not included, 
which rises special suspicions if studies are of small number or industry funded (especially in 
health-care disciplines and in stark contrast to software engineering) [Bhandari et al. 2004]. 
With respect to consistency with evidence of effects across primary studies, general 
argumentations agreed in the concepts described by each level of every identified reuse 
dimension. The argumentation that the reusability of software artifacts improves with 
increasing levels of the reuse scales was also consistent across most primary studies. 
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Anyway, there was a great inconsistency on how to implement those concepts that represent 
each level, the direction of effect that proposed implementations have and the size of 
differences in effects. This inconsistency is principally based on reporting bias and missing 
empirical data that could validate the argumentation. 
There is also a high uncertainty of directness of reviewed approaches. Most of relevant 
primary studies describe approaches that are only partially related with software artifacts. 
Thus, the technological proposals that were extracted for the classification may best work in 
the context of the described scenario of each primary study, though reusability not 
necessarily improves if the extracted concept implementation is applied in a different context.  
As a result, the classification presented in this thesis claims on the one hand that its 
dimensions are as complete as the rigor of the applied methodology allows, with its 
comprehensive and iterative approach of data search and analysis. On the other hand, the 
classification can not claim evidence that the reusability of artifact necessarily improves with 
each dimension level.  
6.2.2 Quality Assessment of Classification 
Chapter 2.3.3 Classification Guidelines describes the six guidelines to assess an existing 
classification: completeness, precision, consistency, extensibility, user-friendliness and 
economic efficiency.  
Completeness was one of the main aims of the methodology applied in this thesis. 
Therefore, different approaches and phases were chosen that supported that aim. The data 
collection phase included a very general selection of search terms for bibliographic items, 
multiples virtual and not virtual libraries, different languages, a high tolerance concerning 
methodology applied in primary research, and a limited application of bibliometrics. The 
iterative refinement cycles and constant comparison of old and new findings until data 
saturation was achieved are strong indices for a high level of completeness. As a result of 
the chosen methodology the final classification was extracted from the analyzed data, so that 
any identified software artifacts can be assigned to a specific point within the classification 
space.  
Concerning the precision guideline, the resulting classification scheme can describe an 
object by means of three different dimensions, which were identified as the most important 
and most discussed ones across scientific software reuse literature. This is a specific 
characteristic of facetted classifications, what makes them especially precise, compared to 
other classification schemes, which are based on only one criterion and its sub-classes. The 
levels of each dimension of the given classification are abstractions which describe the 
different concepts that are implemented in different ways depending on the identified 
technology. The characteristics that distinguish each dimension and their levels are 
described as precisely as possible, including concrete examples to explain exactly the 
essence of each class.  
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With respect to the extensibility, each dimension of the classification can be extended 
without problems. The classification remains valid when a class is added or removed. 
Anyway, this it is not the case for dimensions. Though, the classification remains valid if one 
dimensions is removed, a newly added dimension always needs to be checked for 
orthogonality with the existing dimensions.  
The classification is also considered user-friendly as the dimensions and their levels are 
easy to understand even by other persons than the novelist of the topic. 
Finally the economic efficiency, which constrains all other guidelines, is high, given that the 
other guidelines are generally positively evaluated. This means that the classification the 
cost to describe an object with the characteristics of a classification system, to use the 
classification system, to keep the system up to date, etc. is reasonable low. 
6.2.3 Quality Assessment of Theory 
Chapter 2.4.1 Theories and Software Engineering Research describes criteria to define 
and assess a theory, which in the following are applied to the result of this thesis. All types of 
theories must consist of four theory components, namely means of representation, 
constructs, statements of relationship and scope in order to represent a valid theory. An 
assessment of the provided classification by means of those components indicates its level 
of theoretical maturity and its type of theory.  
Possible representation means of a theory are diagrams, tables, models, textual 
descriptions, etc. The representation means used in this thesis arose during the investigation 
process and as result of the applied methodology. Crucial for the final type of classification 
were the constant comparison, axial coding and selective coding activities lend from the 
Grounded Theory methodology. During those activities the investigator extracts the codes 
that are analyzed as keys to answer the main question of the thesis. They further support the 
investigator in the task of setting those codes gradually into a complete, precise and 
consistent relation that allows for meaningfully describing any additionally reviewed data. 
The constructs of the theory refer to the phenomena of interest. Constructs can be manifold. 
Here, the main constructs are represented by the subject of investigation, i.e. any type of 
reusable artifacts as defined in the definition from the state of the art of reuse (see chapter 
2.2 Reusable Software Artifacts). Further constructs are the set of dimensions (classes) of 
the classification and their levels (sub-classes). Only the class term “artifact” was described 
at the beginning of the research. The set of constructs can be defined as a relational type (in 
contrast to other possible types enumerative, associative, statistical, or complex). The 
constructs remained initially undefined as their determination were subject of the research 
and identified during the constant comparison, axial coding and selective coding activities.  
The statement of relationship describes in general the way how constructs are related, e.g. 
associative, compositional, unidirectional, etc. In this thesis, the statement of relationship is 
relatively simple. The constructs of the classification are the classes, while the subjects of 
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this thesis (the reusable artifacts) are members of one or multiple classes.  
Finally, the scope is the degree of generality of the statements of relationship and describes 
the boundaries of the generalization. The scope of the classification has two perspectives, 
one is the scope of the subject and the other is the scope of each class used to classify 
implementations of the subject. The scope of the subject is already described by its initial 
definition. The scope of the classification classes is determined by their main, exclusive 
characteristics as exposed in this thesis. A class characterizes a unique feature and the 
identified common argumentation claims that, though not empirically verified (falsified), the 
reusability improves with increasing level of a dimension. The feature that characterizes the 
class does not necessarily include the feature of a lower leveled class, what means that a 
higher leveled class may skip the feature of lower leveled classes. 
Following the types of theory in [Gregor 2006], the type of theory of the presented 
classification is doubtlessly of type I: Theory for analyzing. Type I explains “what is”. It does 
not explain causality nor does it attempt predictive generalization. It demonstrates that 
artifacts of different technological implementations can be classified by similar 
characteristics. 
Furthermore, theory can be evaluated by means of quality factors like parsimony, 
comprehensiveness, utility, correctness, grade of preciseness, and consistency. Anyway, 
literature provides no metrics to quantitatively measure those quality factors. Thus, in the 
following, they are evaluated formulative. The quality factors preciseness and consistency 
are already discussed in the quality assessment of the classification and not discussed 
again.  
The parsimony quality factor of the classification competes directly with comprehensiveness 
[Whetten 1989]. Either a theory provides a high grade of parsimony, i.e. a high grade of 
abstraction that omits the description of irrelevant details. Or it provides a high grade of 
comprehensiveness, describing concretely every detail that lies inside the scope of the 
theory. The intention in this thesis was to find a balance between parsimony and 
comprehensiveness. The definitions of the dimensions and the dimension levels are 
consequently abstract to include the broad range of identified reusable software artifacts. 
The intention was to leave apart any limiting detail that would reduce the scope of a class so 
that some concrete software artifact was not classifiable, providing thus some kind of “unified 
theory”. On the other hand, the description of the classes contains multiples concepts and 
gives several examples to explain in detail the boundaries of scope of every class. 
The utility of the compilation of main characteristics of reusable software artifacts has been 
exposed in the introduction of this thesis. Shortly summarized, it consists of providing 
software reuse scientists and practitioners with a summary of disperse knowledge, giving an 
overview of the shared similarities that are synthesized to a unified definition of reusable 
software artifacts. The classification constitutes a compendium of investigated concepts 
upon which future knowledge can be build.  
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The correctness of the theory is the most important but at the same time most difficult quality 
factor to prove. For basic research, it is the final aim and the greatest challenge. In the case 
of the classification, correctness represents the grade of validity of its explanation. The often 
cited phases of the applied methodology aimed at maximizing the validity of the 
classification. Especially the constant comparison activities performed a repetitive kind of 
falsification as with every additional reviewed literature, the validity of the result was verified 
and, if necessary, adapted until the point of data saturation was reached.  
6.3 Result in the Light of Theory of Science  
At the beginning of the thesis we analyzed the missing of principles of theory of science in 
software engineering. Thus, the conclusion will be terminated with a comparison of the 
presented approach and result with those principles, to defend its overall scientific validity. 
The philosophical underpinning for this work is pragmatism concerning the status of theory 
(Duhem-quine thesis [Curd and Cover 1998]) advocating indirectly that theories cannot be 
separated and verified through falsification of single sentences but only as theory as a whole 
(holism). In fact, the chosen scientific approach is rather inductively than hypothetic-
deductive. Knowledge is not gained through evidence detection hidden in qualitative data, 
which origin might be of both natures, empiric or rational. The theory-like result, is thus again 
of rational nature, although not with an a priori origin. Concerning the status of reality, the 
author of this work accepts skepticism saying that theories, including the theory proposed in 
this work, cannot be proved absolutely right as final things are unknowable. The provided 
theory is limited to explanatory power and won„t provide any predictions for the future. As 
Strauss claimed [Strauss and Corbin 2008], theories are only temporarily verified as long as 
they have not been falsified yet.  
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7 Summary and Future Work 
Software reusability needs a systematic approach to work best, but the core of every reuse 
infrastructure remains the technological support to reuse the software functionalities. As best 
solution for their efficient reuse, software science and industry agree in a division of those 
functionalities into pieces of software, denominated as artifacts in this thesis. Over the last 
forty years an unclear amount of – often incoherent and competing – technologies has been 
developed implementing different concepts to improve the reusability of those artifacts. This 
thesis is based on the main claim that mature science disciplines require a coherent 
foundation to provide an overview of existing approaches and to build further knowledge 
upon.  
To provide this coherent knowledge about reusable software artifacts, this work deduced and 
applied a suitable process to identify their main characteristics. In a previous step the author 
tried to identify an approved, existing process, but found that software engineering has still a 
long way to go towards scientifically sound research methodology. Origins of knowledge are 
rather instinctive, and mainly based on personal experiences or best practices, and the 
methodology does not imply sufficient validation or falsification of provided results. The 
cross-disciplinary search for suitable approaches to identify and synthesize artifact 
implementing technologies resulted unsatisfactory as none of the potential method 
candidates match exactly the necessities demanded by this thesis. As a consequence, the 
author decided to compile approved health and social science-based research activities to 
constitute the finally applied methodology.  
The methodology consisted principally of an iterative process cycle, starting with a literature 
search based on very general query terms “software reuse” and “software reusability”. The 
set of about 14000 identified literature samples was then filtered by deleting duplication and 
by means of quality and further formal selection criteria, limiting thus the total number of 
bibliographic items to about 7000. A subsequent semantic headline scan reduced this 
number again to about 1300. Those items build the starting point of the iterative refinement 
process where constant comparison and theoretical sampling were used during each cycle 
to stepwisely extract the final result. In a first iteration, the abstracts of those 1300 items 
where scanned to identify those literature samples that treat the general concept of software 
reuse, resulting in a set of about 200 items, which served to synthesize the knowledge about 
software reuse as exposed in the initial 2.1 Software Reuse of this thesis. Using the 
extracted knowledge and codes from the first iteration, in a second iteration a set of about 
700 items were identified from the 1300 base set which treat software reuse artifacts more in 
concrete. For reasons of time limits, those 700 items where reduced by means of 
bibliographic metrics to a set of about 200 items, selecting only those articles which have 
been cited in at least five other scientific publications. A general description of reusable 
software artifacts as summary of the second cycle based on those 200 items is presented in 
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chapter. The third and last iteration used the general description of software artifacts to 
realize the final in-depth investigation that led to the classification as presented in chapter 5 
Final Grounded Classification: Dimensions of Reusable Software Artifact.  
The presented methodology meets with the scientific requirements of reproducibility, 
transparence and bias reduction by means of constant comparison and a result that is 
“grounded” in secondary data. Thus, not only the result, but also the methodology applied in 
this thesis enhance software engineering science towards more homogeneity and strengthen 
its level of maturity. 
Despite the positive experience with the application of the provided methodology in this 
thesis, stronger evidence for its applicability and practicality for secondary research in other 
software engineering related and unrelated areas is required and a remaining task for future 
investigations. Due to its flexibility provided by the open choice of the initial question and its 
process-wide context independence, the barriers to adapt the methodology to other 
investigations are considerably low. Concerning process scheduling, the author re-
emphasizes the risk of underestimating the required effort to scan the retrieved sets of 
bibliographic records. It might be occasionally worthwhile to apply some bibliometrics or 
other kind of transparent filters to limit the amount of included records. Two additional hints 
are to carefully choose of a powerful bibliographic tool which should be capable to store and 
manipulate a big amount of bibliographic records, as well as the precise documentation of 
every research step and decision that the reviewer takes along the complete investigation 
process. Only a clear description and the reproducibility of its findings grant the method its 
scientific authority. 
The classification scheme that results from the application of the methodology describes 
three orthogonal dimensions interface, composition and independence. Each dimension is 
divided into various levels which increasingly improve the reusability of an artifact. This kind 
of classification follows the classification type of facetted classification. Faceted 
classifications demands for orthogonality, i.e. the conceptual independence of classes to 
describe an object by a combination of classes. The orthogonality of the artifact classification 
is provided as different combinations of concrete artifact implementations available that are 
describable by different combinations of dimension levels. Note that there are also 
combinations of classes (or points in a spanned classification space) for which still no 
implementation exists. Those gaps are potential subjects for future investigations. 
The quality of the method and the result are critically assessed from different perspectives by 
recommended quality factors. The assessment of the classification and the assessment of 
the theory result in a reasonable grade of quality, while the assessment of the result from the 
perspective of systematic review identified a lack of evidence concerning the reusability 
enhancement along the different dimension scales. This lack is caused by missing empirical 
data in primary research to prove the concluded statements. Instead, they provide logical 
reasoning and use cases to defend the proposition, what needs to be considered sufficient 
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for this thesis to serve as valid indicator for scientific correctness. In this context, and from 
the theory of science point of view, the proposed result accepts skepticism. It should only be 
considers a “theory” itself with care as final things are unknowable. Further, the correctness 
of this theory can only be hold until it is falsified as its whole. 
As by now the final result represents a pure “what is”-type of classification that describes the 
current state of the common characteristics of reusable software artifacts, a continuing work 
could enhance that classification to a more advanced type, describing the when and why of 
the classification entities application. Though the focus would then possibly change from the 
technology to a more pattern centered perspective, both the provided methodology and the 
classification would serve as a suitable starting point. The classification could serve for 
deduction of (empirically founded) best practices, providing the software engineering 
community with some applicable proposals. Furthermore, creating a classification never 
ends with an assumedly final compilation. Instead classifications require constant 
maintenance, adapting its structure to the emerging expansions and interminable alterations 
of reality.  
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Appendix A: Online Libraries Search Strategies and Results 
As already criticized in [Dybå et al. 2007], the lack of database standardization forced us to decide for a specific search strategy for every source. In table 
20 the strategy applied to any of the chosen databases is shown.  
Table 20: Search Strategy and Findings in Various Online Libraries 
Library Search in Search Query Keywords Results 
IEEE Xplore, release 
2.5 – Advanced 
Search 
(http://ieeexplore.iee
e.org/search/advsear
ch.jsp) 
Full text Publications:  
IEEE Periodicals,  
IET Periodicals,  
IEEE Conference Proceedings,  
IET Conference Proceedings,  
IEEE Standards,  
IEEE Books;  
Standard Status: All;  
Software AND reuse  1967 
Software AND reusability NOT reuse  1837 
Software AND Reusabilidad 0 
Software AND Wiederverwendung 0 
Software AND Wiederverwendbarkeit 0 
Result: after check for duplications (61 duplications (overlapping studies) found and excluded) 3804 
Scopus – Basic 
Search 
(http://www.scopus.c
om/scopus/search/fo
rm.url) 
 
Article 
title, 
abstract, 
keywords 
Limited to CS Area. 
Just Conference Papers, Articles, Reviews, 
Editorials, Short Surveys and Books 
(exclude Reports and Notes). 
Exclusion of ACM or IEEE or Springer 
related sources like Lecture Notes, IEEE or 
Software AND reuse  2545 
Software AND reusability AND NOT reuse  1190 
Software AND reusabilidad  0 
Software AND Wiederverwendbarkeit 0 
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ACM sponsored or organized conferences 
to prevent double findings. 
Software AND Wiederverwendung 0 
Result: after check for duplications (8 duplications found and excluded) 3727 
SpringerLink – 
Advanced search 
(http://www.springer.
com/generic/search?
SGWID=1-40106-13-
0-0) 
Full text Further restriction: Area: CS 
 
Software AND reuse  118 
Software AND reusability 59 
Software AND reusabilidad 0 
Software AND Wiederverwendung  9 
Software AND Wiederverwendbarkeit 4 
Result: after check for duplications (no duplications found and excluded) 190 
Perseo – direct 
search 
(http://biblio.cesga.e
s/search*spi/) 
 
Key 
words, 
title 
 Reuse  46 
Reusability  7 
Reusabilidad 0 
Wiederverwendung 0 
Wiederverwendbarkeit 0 
Result: after check for duplications (no duplications found and excluded) 53 
Citavi 
 
 REBIUN (Red de bibliotecas universitarias 
españoles), MIT (USA), Washington Library 
software AND reuse  
 
1126 
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of Congress (USA), Zürich ETH (CH), 
British Library (UK), Deutsche 
Nationalbibliothek (Frankfurt & Leipzig, D) 
software AND reusability  667 
software AND reusabilidad  2 
reusabilidad  10 
software AND wiederverwendung  427 
software AND wiederverwendbarkeit  14 
 Result: after check for duplications (214 duplications found and excluded) 2032 
ISI Topic  Software AND Reuse 4119 
   Software AND reusability 304 
 Result: after check for duplications (0 duplications found) 4423 
Merge of all results entries (except ACM entries due to portal problems).  14229 
Result after automatic searching in Merge for duplications  7238 
Result after manual search in Merge for relevant entries following criteria (application of contextual criteria by means of 
headline-scan, no analysis of records’ abstract yet) 
1570 
Adding ACM – relevant Selection (187 records selected as relevant following criteria from 734 records found in ACM 
library) 
1757 
Result after search and delete duplications between Merge and ACM (20 duplications found) 1737 
Result after deleting those records without Abstract (Article, Book or Conference Description) or full text detection 
(search in online- and offline libraries and in online search machines) (27 records without closer information available) 
1710 
Result after abstract or keyword-scan for relevance to reusable SW artifacts 693 
Selection of those records with more than 4 citations found in at least one of the literature databases scopus, ACM or ISI 
(checked on 08.01.2010) 
199 
 
Important note on ACM digital library: 
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The binder functionality of the ACM Digital Library did not work properly when the search was accomplished. The great amount of findings could only be 
exported individually by hand, considered as no valid option due to the high amount of findings. Search for ACM publications is through the Scopus portal 
only leads to 171 findings in ACM publications and does not represent the whole content of ACM library. Thus, it was decided to make the study selection 
directly in the ACM library, parallel to the selection work in the reference manager. Findings on ACM library were later added to the Citavi project.  
As it is uncomfortable and very time consuming to scan an import so many (more than 5000) records by hand, it was decided to make the search query 
more narrow, that is, proceedings were excluded if the main topic of the conference had no obvious relevance to software artifacts or reuse (table 21).  
Table 21: ACM Digital Library Results 
Library Search 
In 
Search Query Query Refinement Keywords Results 
ACM 
Digital 
Library 
Full text 
(only 
available 
search 
form) 
Words in any field; 
(PublishedAs: periodical OR PublishedAs: proceeding OR 
PublishedAs: book OR PublishedAs: thesis) AND (FtFlag:yes) 
AND (AbstractFlag:yes) 
Content refinement: 
Content Formats: Pdf AND Only ACM Publications: 
Proceeding or Transaction or Journal AND results must have: 
abstract AND Preselection of Proceedings, Transactions and 
Journals 
Publication Names: (see query below) 
Content Formats: Pdf 
Only ACM  
Publications: Proceeding or 
Transaction or Journal 
results must have: abstract 
Preselection of Proceedings, 
Transactions and Journals 
Publication Names: (see 
below) 
Software 
Reuse 
Found 
734 of 
343,388 
 
 
Additional ACM Query Refinement: 
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Publication Names: ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems (TOPLAS) or ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and 
Methodology (TOSEM) or Proceedings of the 28th international conference on Software engineering or Proceedings of the 2008 ACM symposium on 
Applied computing or Proceedings of the 2006 ACM symposium on Applied computing or ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR) or Proceedings of the 27th 
international conference on Software engineering or Proceedings of the 2007 ACM symposium on Applied computing or Proceedings of the 2005 ACM 
symposium on Applied computing or Proceedings of the 2004 ACM symposium on Applied computing or Proceedings of the twenty-second IEEE/ACM 
international conference on Automated software engineering or Companion to the 20th annual ACM SIGPLAN conference on Object-oriented 
programming, systems, languages, and applications or ACM Transactions on Information and System Security (TISSEC) or ACM Transactions on Internet 
Technology (TOIT) or Proceedings of the 20th IEEE/ACM international Conference on Automated software engineering or Proceedings of the 4th 
international conference on Aspect-oriented software development or Proceedings of the conference on TRI-ADA '90 or Proceedings of the 2007 
symposium on Component and framework technology in high-performance and scientific computing or Proceedings of the 2008 ACM symposium on 
Information, computer and communications security or Proceedings of the 5th conference on Designing interactive systems: processes, practices, 
methods, and techniques or Proceedings of the 14th ACM conference on Computer and communications security or Proceedings of the 1st international 
workshop on Software architectures and mobility or Proceedings of the 3rd ACM workshop on Secure web services or Proceedings of the 13th 
international workshop on Software architectures and mobility or Proceedings of the 22nd international conference on Software engineering or 
Proceedings of the 2nd international workshop on Systems development in SOA environments or ACM Transactions on Reconfigurable Technology and 
Systems (TRETS) 
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Appendix B: Final Literature Samples List 
 
1. ABD-EL-HAFIZ, S.K., BASILI, V.R., CALDIERA, G.: TOWARDS AUTOMATED SUPPORT FOR EXTRACTION OF 
REUSABLE COMPONENTS. PROCEEDINGS. CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE 1991, 212–219 
(1991) 
2. ADLER, R.M.: EMERGING STANDARDS FOR COMPONENT SOFTWARE. COMPUTER 28, 68–77 (1995) 
3. AGARWAL, S., HANDSCHUH, S., STAAB, S.: ANNOTATION, COMPOSITION AND INVOCATION OF SEMANTIC 
WEB SERVICES. WEB SEMANTICS 2, 31–48 (2004) 
4. ANCONA, D., LAGORIO, G., ZUCCA, E.: JAM‐-DESIGNING A JAVA EXTENSION WITH MIXINS. ACM TRANS. 
PROGRAM. LANG. SYST. 25, 641‐712 (2003) 
5. ANDERSON, D.B., GOSSAIN, S.: SOFTWARE REUSABILITY USING OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING. UK IT 
1990 CONFERENCE, 299–305 (1990) 
6. ANDREWS, A., GHOSH, S., EUN MAN CHOI: A MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS. 
PROCEEDINGS. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE, 2002, 359–368 (2002) 
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